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Introduction

, A

Alverno College is a Catholic liberal arts
college for women, with major professional
programs in nursing, management, music
and education Just over half of our 1,400
students come from thecimmediate metro-
politan Milwaukee area, and nearly all the
rest from elsewhere in Wisconsin Our mis-
sion includes a commitment to serve
women from the working-class neighbor-
hoods where we are located, and 75% of
our students receive financial aid

In the last ten years, we have found our-
selves involved in what amounts to a ;.inda-
mental reshaping of undergraduate liberal
education Looking seriously at the lifelong
abilities that should characterize a college
graduate. we have redefined liberal educa-
tion in terms of a set of eight complex,
interacting competence areas and have
identified a sequence of six pedagogical
levels for each Every course in every
discipline, both academic and professional.
has been rethought in these terms We
have designed qr modified learning experi-
ences in each course to elicit and develop
the student's abilities in these competence
areas.

We have also become committed to a
college-wide systerri.of assessment, in
which each student is repeated 'v called
upai to demonstrate the abilifieS she is
developing About 75% of the time, these
assessments occur in class (or in off-cam-
pus learning settings) with the course con-
tent integrated into them The other 25% of
the assessments occur outside any course,
in the Assessment Center, and are specifi-
cally designed to challenge the student to
transfer her abilities from the settings in
which she has learned them.
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In addition, we have oome td see cur-
riculum in'a much w,der,frame ItYdeai
with the wia.le campus as a learning en-
vironment. On the one hand we are beo,n-
fling to identify opportunities for student'
learning and development in the "informal
Curriculum,- from the residence halls and
student government to participation in pro-
fessional organizations and the countless
work-study opportunities the institution af-
fords On the other hand we have had to
look to ourselves, from our classroom tech
mques to the way we make faculty deci-
sions and communicate with the student in
our service offices, to make sure we are
modeling the abilities we ask students to
develop

One of the competence areas we have
identified is "valuing in decision-making
This complicated network of abilities,
centering upon wnat has oeen variously
called moral decision-making. ethical devel
opment, value judgment. etc.. has been the
subject of .much attention among educators
recently and for a somewhat longer time -

among.theorists and researchers.

To say we have developed a college curric-
ulum which purpor,s to elicit, develop and
assess the student's valuing,abilities there-
fore demands explanation It is most !moor-

,
tacit to begin with disclaimers we are not
finished, we are not offering" a curriculum
"package" or product, and we ate not
working out some parallel or substitute
curriculum.

What we have -been doing for ten years is
to tar to bring to the surface the ways in
which liberal education has traditionally
challenged and enhanced the undergradw.
the student's growth in ethical perception.
moral reasoning, and related abilities. We
have tried to, focus on these results more
closely and to become more systematic
about teaching toward them. We have also
tried to augment our, emphasis on the abili-
ty to make and keep commitments, the
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habit of acting upon ethical or value
judgments.

By focusing our attention directly upon
such abilities and by holding ourselves ac-,
countable in the most specific possible
terms, we have moved steadily during the

-last decade toward achieving these out-
comes, as reflecied in our students' pa-
formance in and after college. Along the
way we have found that our own teaching
andour involvement in our respective dis-
ciplines have taken on a new vitality and
depth, as' has our students' engagement in
the disciplinary and professional "content"
of their studies.

This book is a progress report :o our col-
leagues on our first ten years' work as
"valuing educators" at the undergraduate-
level. Because we are, in a sense, bringing
our readers into a lively and complex
discussion that has been underway for a
decade, we have not begun by stating what
we now understand aboV valuing and its
development.

Instead, Chapter One reviews how we first
committed ourselves to this enteronse and
outlines the genetal philosophic and peda-
gogic concerns we were guided by,
somewhat in the order that we encountered
them. 4 should therefore be closer to
where most educators are when-they begin
thinking about Show to educate more direct-
ly for the student's moral or ethical devel-
opm6nt though it may strike the More
experienced educator or esearcher, as
well as the theorist, as uncomfortably
vague at points

In Chapter Two we endeavor to show by a
wide variety of examples how we have
gone about rethinking and reshaping our
curriculum The chapter "looks over the

--shoulder" of instructors in almost every
discipl ; .,e as they focus on the valuing
'dimension in their courses and then work to
design and carry out teaching /learning
strategies that will challenge their students
to growth

ta

Chapter Three deals with the "proof of the
pudding." We present'a few fairly detailed
examples of assessment techniques, ip-
cludirg samples of student performances
and how we analyze them to judge each
student's development. The second dart of
the chapter reviews our program evaluation
efforts, in which we apply more sophisti:
cated internal and external tests to
measure our achievements and shortcom-
ings.

In Chapter Four we Outline what we cur-
rently understand about the valuing process
an how our students develop in it our
"the ry in progress," so to speak. We also
inclu e excerpts from in-depth interviews
with tudents, reflecting the learneq per-
spective. Finally, we share some of our
agenda for the next decade.

We le assuming that anyone who takes
the tiouble to read through this volume has
already invested some degree of energy in
the subject We expect that the reader has
some experience wrestling with the ques-
tions of how human: make moral and other
value decisions and how other humans can
help them do it more effectively and hu-
manely. We are also trusting that each
reader already has some ideas about how
s/he sees the valuing process, and how
s/he would educate for it

This progress report-is therefore offered as
an encouragement, a stimulus to further
thinking and creative effort It strikes us as
an mponsible contradiction for an eaucator
or a faculty to try to import and teach
toward someone else's framework of goals,
especially in the matter of valuing We cer-
tainly do not offer our objectives or our cur-
riculum as models We do, however, have
faith that some of the ways in which we
worked to define them may alsd.help our
colleagues to better understand and
achieve their own goals

1



I. Valuing as on Outcome

We teach valuing at Alverno College. How
the student values has been an explicit and

central focus of our curriculum and
eliciting and developing it has posed a
challenge to our best efforts as educators
.for the better part of ten years,now In
every department and discipline, in on-
Campus and off-campus settings, we Work'
to help the student develop.her ability to
discern and analyze values, to think
through informed value decisions and to
carry them into action.

We are attempting to meet this challenge
because we have come to recognize
valuing as an intrinsic and universal human
activity. Situations demanding moral and
ethical decisions, aesthetic and practical
responses, confront each of us daily. How

we value involves every area of our lives.

Our valuing affects and is affected by that
of our colleagues. fellow citizens.
neighbors, friends and family, as well as
the value patterns of whole institutions and
cultures

Each huMan life is of course, considerably
shaped by complex social and biological
forces, by cultural and institutional patterns
Yet at the same time each person stands
at a unique point of convergence, with
particular gifts, and makes an inimitably
personal response to the influences of ow
common life.

Valuing not only touches on the active
surfaces of daily life but also reaches into
the depths of self the "holy giound" of

one s private sense of ultimate meaning. It

is a quintessentially human activity, by

which each person strives toward
psytpological fulfillment and wholeness In

valuing, each individual creates a living link'
between the transcendent mysteries of life
and its concrete circumstances

4 7

Valuing is thus also intrinsic to liberal
education A natural and inextricable
dimension of eve?), field of human '
knowledge or endeavor. .t appears
inevitably in the process of teaching and
learning. Even in the act of setting forth
different theories from a supposedly "value=
free" position of objective neutrality, for
example, one is modeling an implied set of
values about such 'Matters as inquiry and
knowledge, fairness and truth

As liberal educators have recognized at
least since tne time of Socrates, the way to
avoid indoctrinating students is not to
pretend to have no values, but to challenge
and encourage their own valuing abilities
The teacher whO both models and teaches

'toward an open, reflective approach' to
valuing is one who enables the student to
flevelop freely Such teaching helps the
student to deepen her understanding of her
own beliefs and _modes of judgment, while
enhancing her ability to relate them
effectively to the world around her.

Our experience as college educators has ,
long borne this out Thus. when we began
over a decade ago to reaefine our goals as
a faculty in terms of outcomes for the
student, we quite readily agreed that the
valuing ability should rank high among
them.

Identifying the Outcomes
Like many other educators, we had begun
to raise Serious questions in the 1960s
about the meaning and methods of liberal
education Then in 1968 the School Sisters
of St Francis, who had founded Alverno,
brought to an end its historic mission as a
college for educating members of the
order, The resulting "identity crisis"
brought our many questions about liberal
education sharply to a head

With the help of some courageous
administrative leadership we wen, ;dole to
convert this crisis into an opportunity.



Squarely facing the question, of whether MI
should continue the college at all, we asked
ourselves what we had to offer What
should a student get out of spending four
years with us9 What xind of person did we
hope she would become, and how were we
helping it to happen?

During a year of intense faculty institutes,
we struggled to respond honestly to these
questions, department by department, and
to share our findings In the process a
clearer vision of our goals began to
emerge. We found ourselves trying tot
describe the liberally educated person, a
whole person whose abilities an 1 potentials
have truly been liberated- by undertaking
the disciplines" of our diverselields As
the year progressed, we came to look at
liberal education in terms of the abilities it
challenges the individual to develop

A faculty task force then spent nearly two
years synthesizing the dozens of abilities

7, we had named intmight general areas.
called competences," and developing a
general pedagogic sequence for teach:fig
toward each of them, '

communications
analysis
problem solving
valuing
social interaction
effectiveness in individualienviroi:rrnent

relationships
involvement in the contemporaiy world
aesthetic response

Even as the task force worked. we began] -
:o examine our educational methods the
overall curriculum, our majors and other
programs, our courses ana our own
classroom techniques to see whether
they we're really helping our shIdents to
move toward these goals We also used
sedans of required courses in earn
drse4pline as laboratories for developing
new ways to teach more directly.toward
the competences and to assess their
adhievement

In 1973, we were ready to implement uur
outcome-centered approich collegewide
This did not mean wE had a fully worked
out and tested sy'stern that we wereexpert
in applying. It simply meant we had
reached the point where we would learn
more from trying to implement our ideas
than frotn trying to refine them any further
verbally.

To continue the synthesizing influence of
the task force, we created a faculty group
to.oversee each commtence T. Valuing
Competende Division, for example.
constantly surveys and synthesizes the
many ways in which we understand, teach
toward and assess valuing and the varied
ways students exhibit it The division
members feed what we are discovering
back into the classroom by mean:: of
faculty-institutes, workshops and
collaboration with individual faculty and
teams. They also keep in touch with the
work of colleagues in related Ileitis and
share our work at Alverno through
conferences, consulting and written reports
(incluchng this book)

Defining "Voluing"
Today we identify valuing in decision
making as one of the eightcgeneric abilities,'
toward which we shape our teaching and
by which we measure our students'
development and our own success But we
did not begin with a definition of "valuing."
though we probably 6ould have had as
marl, definitions as we had faculty
members,

What we began with was a working
agreement. Our aim was not simply to
produce a theory, after all, but to re- orient
our thinking so that we might sigr ificantly

-- improve our practice

*Liberal Learning at Alverno College (1976) morn
completely describes how we redefined oyr

. goals as liberal educators, and the eight
outcomes we have identified

5
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We chose the tern "valuing" to represent
a Synthesis of many terms and concepts
generated in the earlie brainstorming .4

° phase of our won( agreed that '
"valuing" could be se'en most clearly in the
ability to make inforirhed moral decisions
and to discern andirespond to ethical and
religious concern . We also saw it as
embracing the ility to perceive and deal
effectivelywith other kinds of "value"
choices, such as aesthetic and practical

,......Aucl_gnients, where moral and ethical issues
might not appear, to be involved. Rather'"than

delimiting these related areas, we felt
the term valuing" would enable us to
preserve the continuity among them'and to
pursue their underlying common processes

From therewe agreed to proceed
inductively Having identified the general
concept of "valuing" as a critical
dimension of hump life and a major goat
of liberal education, we planned to flesh put
our understanding of it by working with
students to make valuing more explicit as
part of our courses and as a dimension of
their behavior

Frankly, we did not yet know enough about
"valuing" to construct i theory We simply
had never focused on it directly before, in
spite of the crucial importance we readily'
accorded it By paying close attention to a
process we had been taking for granted,
we expected to learn a great deal more
about it and hoped to become
correspordingly better as educators.

Perhaps the nearest thing we had to a
defining concept was our awareness of
valuing as a pervasive dimension of human
activity. This has had at least one important
consequence Because ;t arose as part of
o..sr vision of how the liberally educated
parson thinks and acts, we have seen
valuing iron the beginning as a living
process rather than a static body of
knowledge or beliefs.

9

yoluing Os a Process ..
As we originally struggled to describe our.
ideal of the edkated person, we found
ourselves talkin§ about the distinctive ways-

_she goes about conducting her life. We
spoke of "habits of mind," "integrity."
"commitment" and other characteristic
qualities of thought and action.

In so doing we were renewing an age-old
commitment to do more than simply
transmit knowledge As liberal educators,
after all, we are concerned even more with
the qualities of a student's thinking and '
acting than we are with the quantity Of her
knowledge.

This is why we have chosen to focus.on
valuing, not simply on values.

Our goal is for the student to develop
fluency in the process by which she
actively engages her valties in an ongoing
dialectic with her World with the many
personal. pkifessional and societal contexts
in which she must choose, decide and act.

Such a process, We 'realized, involves a
wide range of abilities. Lt includes the
student's ability to explore and articulate
what she knows and believes, to ask how

-she comes by her knowledge and values
and how She organizes them. It .involveS
her ability to discern and analyze implied
value content, to understand others' value
perspectives empathetically as web. as

\
Valuing as a process also involves the
student's ability to apply what she knows,
believes and understands in order to arrive
at a judgment It includes her ability to
clarify, to compare, to justify. to project
implications and consequences and to
decide, even on incoMplete information. It
engages her ability to express her " ,_,

judgments and translate them infb terms
from others' perspectives, to remain open
to feedback and new information. -

The valuing process also Evolves the
student's ability to eel upon her judgments
and, to weigh the consequences of her



actions. And At includes the Critically
important ability,to assess her own activity
in these many areas, to 'reflect upon' and '

modify her own valuing.

Looking at valuing as a dynamic process
has thus demanded that'we take into
account not only what the student knoys,
but also how she thinks and acts. Besides
expanding herknowledge, how do we elicit
.het own beliefs. standards and
preferences? How do we enable her to
become more adept at discerning and
analyzing implied values, at weighing
alternatives, empathizing, projecting the
implications of value choices9 'And, since
valuing is,not an objectot study only. 31
how do we challenge'her.toexpress her
value decisions openly and explain them
Sensitively, to apply them in actual practice
and live with their consequences Hoer do
we help tier to assess iieown valuing
ability as a self-directed individual',

Tching for Valuing
To.foster tills processe have found, it is
not enough for us simply to expose the
Studer-A.4o various religious and ethical
*terns. NoPis,it suf;,,.ient to ask that she
Clarify an inventory of her professed values
and their sources or discuss he, reasons
for various morn-judgments These are
important learning experiences But they
are only part of a curriculUm that must lead
her repeatedly to. engage her valuing in
actual contexts and conflicts.

This is why we have come to focus on
valuing in decision making.

We help each student learn how she thinks,
through the implications of a genuine
problem and grapples with its ambiguities
under the constraints of time'and
circumstance and the pressure topcide
and act: We try to help her develop the
valuing process by repeatedly making and
articulating yalue choices, acting them

-Out and living with their consequences.
reflecting Upon their meaning and
implications.

,..e- ,

In .our attempt to teach toward valtiing as a
dynamic process, we havecreated room

, for ttiee.student to take a more participative
role as learner,

We rely far more than before on such
familiaornethodsas ,esearch teams, panel
presentations and small -group seminar
discussionssThese encourage her to share
actively in acquiring and analyzing
information rather than simply being
exposed to it They also accustom her to
seeing hersdlf and her peers as legitimate
sources of information and dialogue about
values and valuing.

We have also incorporated sevefal
common "values education" techniques.
including forced-choice inventories value'
clarifying exercises and analytic journals
These aid theStudent in making her values
explicit, in relating them, to the various
value systems she encounters, and in '
recognizing and analyzing her use of
valuing processes.

At the same time we have greatly
augmented the experiential dimensions.of
Our curriculum.

We have expanded our "df-campus
experiential learning- (OCEL)Iprogram
which we had adapted in the early6
from the nursing and teaching internship
model to each of our 14 academic and
professional departments. We have also
developed simulations, moral dilemma
discussions, role-taking and other active
classroom techniques for a wide variety of
subjects and settirigs

We also take far more seriously the
student s opportunities to work in
laboratory, studio and rehearsal settings
that bring "real world constraints to bear
under controlled conditions Indeed, we
have come to see this immersion en an

7
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ongoing,cycle of experience and reflection It. Lev .tt the secohd level, the:s1u)de.

as central to undergraduate learning.* _, d¢ eIops her ability to infer valuitig and
(race its sources .She does so byj,

.
Because valuing is such a complex process .. -. , 4

. focusing on literary, artistic, piste', c-at.
we have also taken a sequentrat-approach!

0110sophLeal andte-trgiEid worksdistinguishing aseries of sW"ley.els" in our
curriculum %he learns to make the valuing,..t dimensions oflhese works explicirandThese levelsdo not represent a stage

to relate them to their historical andtheory of development They are a learning
cultural settings. Because she is

sequence. a series of edagogical steps
involved with works from avariety ofwhich shift focus from nefelement of

valuing to anoher, cultures, she begins tq examine her own
.

, valuing in relatiori to'her own culture's
Lim/el 1.r At thefirst level wefocus norms and institutions, to other historical
primarily on awareness (as we do in periods and to otker cultures. This helps
most of the eighe competences) develop her ability i'd deal gith plurality
learnirig experiences provide the . ,- and change.
student with C'onceptual toundatibns and .

guide her in initial self-reflection, so that She simultaneously develops het ability
to deal with the aesthetic nature of Meshe becomes -aware of what %A riliolved
works she studies.

, :1- in'malungyakie judgments and
..%

. ..
decisions x Since their aesthetic form is inseparable

. from theiryaluecbntent, the studentAs she examines her own choices, she
begins tojderlpfy the attitudes it'd both expands her ability to trace valuing

beliefs by which she organizes her and augmentspe range of her aesthetic,.
responses She learns to usegesthetic

,, experience and interpretarts meaning.
She explores the affective dimensions in works as theaters for thinking through

*a

'0 her valuing and the sources of her and feeling the conflict of altervie

values She also learns to compare her -- perspectives, for experiencing the
0, impact and consequences of valueprofessea values to her habitual

behavior, and to her decision making decisions.

critical incidents Level 3. At the third level, the student

At the same time, she encounters further develops her ability to infer and

diversity'and potential conflicit in valuing . analyze valuing implications = this time

\.......,Interacting with her classmates and in scientific and technological systems,

instructors, and with the value where they are often much less overt
than ina religious ritual, a novel or aframeworks of various disciplines, she
theory dhislory She also learns toIncreases tier sensitivity to others' moral

commitments. She works at projecting project how technological developmentq
varying cultures andherself empathetically, through directed will interact witlf

listening and roletaking, into value their -valuing, frameworks

positions that differ from hers At this level the integrates her valuing
abilities vtittl her developing facility inIn these experiences the student builds

a working vocabulary with which to natural, behavioral, or medical sciences

analyze valuing decisions, actions and 'Dealing with valuing issues in science
arguments She gains greater fluency in and technology alsb;helps de.'elop her
articulating heiziwn jud, rents, and effectiveness in discerning and
learns to.listen to positions gther than ,influencing the systems of her
her own more closely and sensitively, environment, as well as her ability to

te
,/ perceive and involve herselksiglobal

-problems affecting all of hulnankind
8
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Level 4. At the fourth level the student
applies valuing hands-On' in complex .
decision-making situations. Learning
experiences involve' her in individual and
group decision-making, concerning both
personal-and.putlic issues.

Through mentored field experiences, in
moral dilemma discussions led. by trained
facilitators, and in other learning
situations she encounters value conflicts
that are often irresolvable. She is usually
responsible for defining and

.implementing,a workable approach ti
action in such contexts. This can
challenge no only her valuing abilities
but her social interaction and problem
solving abilities as well

We also reinforce our emphasis'on self-
, °

-assessment at this level by asking-each
student to develop a detailed critical

appraisal.of how she applies valuing to
the 'real world" problems,she

.

encounters.

These first four levels are general levels, in
'.which all students must engage.'The

and sixth arse advanced levels, which the
faculty in each field may define as
necessary for a major or minor

Level 5. At the fig level, the student
.epplies her valuing in intercultural
settings: She usually engages in a rather
extended community work experience in
her own field, where she encounters the
subcultural and ethnic diversity of the
American city

W have found this approach effective
kJ& cross-cultural initiation" in the same

way as a semester abroad might be,.
while we can provide much more

' immediate arYd thorough learning
support. Because the student remains
grounded in her afore accustomed,,,
environment, this experience tends to
intensify the dialectic between what she
is discovering in the intercultural setting
And how she operates on the campus
a'nd at hohie.

At Level Five she combines her ability to
interpret and compare/different cultural
valuing approaches, an ability she
developed at Level Two, with the
immersion in practical decision-making
she has experienCed at Level Four.

She learns fo.work effectively with
persons.of varying baCkgrounds in order
to identify and pursue common goals
and Values She also leans to seek
consensus in a conflict where cultural 1.,`
issues and norms are,at stake a

conflict which is often, in the urban
environment, precipitated by
technological change.

Level 6. At the sixth level; the student
attempts to focus on tier valuing
holisti&ally She synthesizes her own
constellation of valuing decisions, goals
and actions in regard to a critical issue
in her chosen field. This issue often
anses'out of one of her field
experiences.

.
t

As she articulates her valuing approach .
to the issue, the student must alio
identify and elaborate differing
approaches basecf ih alternale cultura l
or disciphnary PerspeCtiVes Within thiS
plurality, she works tvpply.hekr,olt.n
normative judgments in a manner which
is informed and empathetic yet reveals
the consequences of her chosen
commitments.

In creating this "apologia," and
preparing a detailed critique of'her
5etions once she has presentecrit, she
'strives to integrate all of her growing
abilities in valuing, and other competence
areas.

'A more detailed disaussion of how we,have
come to understand and apply experiential
learning may be foOnd in Doherty, Mentkowski
and Conrad, "Toward a,Theory of

- Undergraduate Experiential Learning
, Learni4by Experience What. Widow,

Morris keeton and Pamela Tate, eds (Jossey-
,--Sass. Inc ; San Francisco, 1978), pp 23.35
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Her handling of this complex issue
simultaneously involves the student in
the conceptual and ethical cola of her
chosen field. She confronts not only its
clear and codified areas'of
responsibility, but also the conflicting
claims and allegiances that inevitably

arise in practice. Jo the Process she
begins shaping her own sense of her
professional roles, and of the kinds of

. "virtue" appropriate,to them.

The student who develops her, valuing
abilities at this level is beginning to
experience sustained4commitment. She

isginding what it means to build
repeated valuing decisions into a
coherent pattern of involvement and
affirmation to "stand for something,"
not as a rigid ideologue but as a flexible
and versatile learner

This sequence is designed to help the
student to move from simple awareness of
her own values toward more complex
modes of valuing. As she gains fluency and
confidence, she also goes from practicing
discrete abilities in relatively "enclosed"
situations designed by her instructors
toward integrating her abilities in more
dynamically "open" professional and
community settings.

To successfully complete these six levels is
not to reach closure. It means instead that
the student the graduate has
successfullysbegun a life-long process. She
has developed and demonstrated abilities
that will enable -her to keep growing, to
continue dedicating herself and
encouraging others through conscientious
decision-makir g,

At each step, of course, the student is
actually using the abilities proper to several
of the six levels A freshman worjdng at ,

Level One, for example, might well do some
of the inferential activity focused on at

- Level Two. She may even be,gin to-trace".

conflicting suocultural values, the central
concern at Level Five, She concentrates,
however, on developing her awareness of
values and sluing.

The levels, then, are matters of focus At
each step we concentrate attention upon
aspects or applications of valuing, although
every learning experience necessarily
elicits and enccurages a broad spectrum of

` the student's valuing abilities.

Assessing for aluing*
As the student develops her facility in the
valuing process, our goal is not that she
should approximate some standardized
routine. Instead, we are encouraging her to
deepen and extend an inherent part of how
she functions as a person We are
challenging her to combine the cognitive.
affective, volitional and physical dimensions
of her being into an individually distinctive
pattern of engagement.

Focusing on such a complex and
personalized process has necessarily
altered our approach to evaluating student
progress Faced with the inability of
traditional group-norm testing to tell us very
much about how the individual student is
developing her several abilities, we have
become involved in the relatively new aft of
assessment. We have made extensive
applications of this multi-dimensional
method of observing and recording a
student's abilities in action.

Assessing her performance according to
specified cliteria (often along with

mdeotape and other recording means) has
greatly enhanced our ability to reach
consensus about where the student is in
her development. With colleagues. outside
assessors and the student herself, we can
work together to weigh her strengths,
weaknesses and potentials in the various
valuing abilities she displays from her

. moral-reasoning to her ability to act on itt
effectively, from her fluency inthei
kn'owledge base and processes of the
discipline to her skill in artidulating a
valuing decision or her use of perspective-

. taking in arriving at it.,-
13
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As each student engages in multiple
assessment experiences in a wide variety
of courses and ler sett'ngs, we are much
more able to gauge her ongoing
development sensitively and accurately We
are also powerfully reminded of the
essential uniqueness and mystery of the
individual person.

We have gained a deeper awareness of
-how important it is to create an atmosphere
of mutual 'respect and acceptance, one in
which valuing can be articulated and
explored without the risk of censure. We
have been recalled again and again to the
need for tact and discretion in such matters
as discerning when analytic questions are
creatively challenging the student, and
when they must be deferred to protect her
privacy or to give her time and space for
assimilating and reflecting.

The specificity and personality of
assessment has also helped considerably

re). Perhaps none of our convictions has
en more firmly reinforced than 'our
commitment to giving each student
immediate, &tailed personal feedback and
having her engage in self-assessment as
part of the learning experience As she
learns to review her own valuing in action,
seeing the whole hying process and-
focusing on specific criteria, she develops
an ever stronger sense of the integrity and
"style" of he own functioning This
growing confidence lets her assess her
own performance more critically, and it
encourages her to seek more difficult
learning opportunities

Credentioling for Valuing
The student's growing fluency in the
valuing process is what we credential as
educators. We examine her performance
by applying criteria, in eect asking
questions about how she employs the many
Component abilities that go into valuing

How explicitly can she state her own
values'? Can she link them to broader
assumptions and beliefs'? Can she trace
some of their sources'? Does she discern

and'articulate implied value content'? How
wide a range of relevant information has
she developed? How much of it do'' 3 she
relate to the p.oblem at hand? Which
frameworks does she apply?

Does she take others' perspectives into
account? Does she do so empa, tetically,
that is from inside; as well as analytically,
from outside? Which operations does she
use in arriving at a value judgment? Does
she express her judgments to others -

involved? How effectively does she
translate her judgments into their terms'?

Does she take action that flows from her
judgments? Does qhe weigh the
consequences of her action against her
intentions? Can she critique her own
performance'? Does she modify her
approach accordingly'

Using assessment criteria to focus on such
questions in specific terms, we assess and
credential the characteristics of each
student's performance.

We do not assess her values themselves
Nor do we credential the stage of her
moral reasoning, her underlying cognitive
structures, or her personal maturity When
we certify a student's performance as
"validated," we are making a statement
about adequacy of process about how
well she employs her valuing abilities

This is not to say we are uninterested in the
levels of deveiopmeni or maturity that she
attains. Through our Office of Evaluation,
we regularly use cognitive-developmental
measures of ego, moral and intellectual
growth. But we do so outside the regular
curriculum, as part of our longitudinal
studies of the curriculum's effectiveness
We do not credential her on these
measures.

'Assessment at Alverno College (1979)
discusses the genesis, philosophy, methods and
results of our collegewide assessment system
in more detail

14
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Transmitting Our Values

We are also far from disinterested in the
student's values. Ours is no relativistic or
value-free curriculum The very component
abilities we have chosen to credential
reflect certain value choices to which we
are committed., By including them in our
definition of "adequacy," we make it
explicit that we expect the student to
undertake these values as her own.

First and foremost, we value the student
herself. We have come together as a
faculty in order to serve her, to help her
develop her potential.

We-expect the student to take on this
value. One of our deepest hopes is to see
her respect for herself as an individual

-enhanced, as she gains a clearer view of
her own beliefs and values and as she sees
her abilities developing measurably. One of
our firmest expectations is that she will
extend this respect increasingly to others

We also find ourselves explicitly valuing
Integrity We summon the student to strive
toward internal consistency, as in the
harmony between her professed beliefs and
the implicit valuing choices she actually
enacts in a given situation We likewise
challenge her toward integration across
contexts, toward a pattern of integrity in
her valuing decisions from one social or
institutional setting to another

At the same time, we urge the student
. toward flexibthty We work steadily to help

per diversify her valuing abilities gaining
the ability to analyze and reflect in various
modes, for example. or becoming adept at
adjusting to new information and insights

12

We also place a high and explicit premium
on growth We encourage :he student to
become increasingly able to open herself to
differing individual and cultural value
orientations We urge her to perceive the
creative possibilities in conflicting
viewpoints, and to be willing to modify her'
approach or even question her professed
values.

We expect her not simply to change, but to
become more and more self-directing, as
she appraises her current valuing abilities
and seeks the directions that will challenge
and enhance her growth. Her change thus
becomes an expression of her integrity.

A beginning student may discover radical
inconsistencies among her professed
values, or between her values and her
actions She may at first doubt whether
there can be legitimate sources of value
outside her own, or she may be unable to
relate her judgments constructively in a
pluralistic setting Almost every student.
faces such proms to some degree at the
outset, and our express purpose is to help
her identify these areas wher'e she needs
to develOp and then to help her to do so. .

Should a person resolutely insist that such
patterns are entirely adequate ways of
dealing with the world, however, we could
offer her little further service Our values
and hers about the ends of education
would be incompatible. Such a person
could not. inour view, become a liberally
educated person without committing herself
to growth and Change

Learning, growth, development all are
forms of change The experience of
teaching toward valuing as a student
outcome has helped us to be far more
explicit, with ourselves and with our
students, about the ends towards which we
seek to encourage human change.

15
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We havebeen deeply gratified that the
cumulative pattern of student performance
on assessments is one of success, often
beyond our exoectations It suggests that

_whatever her level of development when
she t?egins, almost every student steadily:
improves her ability to identify and use the
elements of the valuing process Whatever
(or whether) she believes, she gains a surer
and more thorough knowledge Of i'ier own
values. She also becomes more adept at
relating them to other value systems and at
applying them actively in increasingly
complex situations

Early data from the Office of Evaluation's
in-depth interviewg of students corroborate
this picture We appear to be moving
toward our goal of a curriculum that
enables people of diverse values and
beliefs to develop their ability at valuing as
a process

Enqcting Our VOlues 3

Teaching toward valuing has not only
clarified the values we hold for our
students" development ft has also enabled
us to see and work toward simi'ar goals for
ourselves. There is nothing like trying to
teach and model a process, after all, to
sharpen one's awareness of one's own
strengths and weaknesses

Each of us works steadily at creating ways
to involve students in the valuing
dimensions inherent in his or her discipline
This has clarified for each of us that sense
of worth and meaning whic,p led us
originally to choose lifelong involvement in
our respective fields It has also better
enabled us to profess the "values of the
discipline" and to help our students explore
the meaning of professional commitment

t--.
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At Me same time, we are constantly
discovering our priorities in ciassrobm
practice and in mento.ing and advising
roles By exploring new settings and
techniques or improving our fluency in
familiar ones, we are learning to enact our
values more effectively as practitioners

Sharing these d.scoveries as colleagues
has made ittore concrete our understanding
of the common threads that bind together
our diverse disciplines. It has alsq
strengthened our commitment and our

ability ,to create a liberal education
curriculum that truly engages the student at
the deepest level in several realms of
endeavor

Our college-wide commitment to valuing
education has further led us to reappraise
virtually every aspect of our institution as
an expression of a corporate valuing

process. as well as an arena for student
development in valui6g.

.

We are beginning to consider the "informal
curriculum" as carefully as we have looked
at the classroom. Do we encourage the
student, for example, to use her valuing
abilities when she plans or alters her
course of studies'? To take this question
seriously may mean taking the admissions,
registrai 's and advising offices far more
Seriously as educational environments We
are examining the learning potentials in
those service areas of campus life which
every student encounters, as well as the
voluntary associations from which she
selects her own involvements

.1s
-4°
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We do know,,,however, that the essence of
the informal curriculum is its freedom. It is
an arena into which the student can
choose, on her own initiative, to transfer
and apply the abilities she is developing in
mbre formal settings. However much we
scrutinize and modify our own roles in
these settings; the learning is still up to her.
She must be free to apply or not to apply
her valuing abilities, without our
intervention or monitoring, as she enages
in the extracurricular life of the institution.

Another value by which we have tried to
guide our work is accountability Our whole
attempt to state our goals more clearly and
to assess each student's progress toward
them represents a major effort to be more
specifically accountable. But the
assessments are part of our curriculum,
and we are therefore in a sense measuring
our achievements in our own terms.

1A

This is a practical necessity, since we
could find no existing means for measuring
the educAtional outcomes we had defined.
Nonetheless we owe more to our students,
our colleagues and the community whose
resources we hold in trust. And we need to
know more ourselves about the
effectiveness of our approach.

We have therefore established a complex
and long-range system of research and
evaluation, administered by the
Office of Evaluation, in which we hold our
entire collegewide curriculum and its
results up to a variety of the best available
external criteria. This effort, initiated with .
major funding assistance from the National
Institute of Education, should help to
establish and improve the validity of our
valuing curriculum In addition, we hope
that it may contribute significantly to the
new field of evaluating non-traditional
educational programs.

Finally, we should say something about
terms like "non-traditional." We use them
often, as when we speak of "redefining"
our approach or "creating a new"
curriculum. These terms do point to a real,
substantial change in the way we go about
our work; but they can also mislead.

4



We do not see our commitment to teaching
valuing as a radical new departure at all
Rather like the expe:!ential principle that
learning arises from the interplay of
reflection and action our emphasis on
valuing -is really a re-emphasis on
something as old as liberal education itself.

It certainty has had far-reaching effects, as
we have reconceived our goals, redefined
our curriculum and reshaped our teaching
strategies and roles. It has led many of us
into new areas of prqfessional gro' di, from
religious and ethical philosophy to the

. psychology of moral development, from
theories of learning to the practice of
assessment.

Yet it all has arisen directly out of our
experience as professional educators who
are committa ... o our several disciplines
and to the traditional goals of liberal
education.

An air of excitement has come to
characterize valuing educationfor us at
Alverno. It derives in large part from the
tact that each year we are more clearly
apprehending and attempting to act out our
goals and values as educators

le
o
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We find that we have initiated an ongoing
dialectic by trying to define our goals and
to realize them in practice Each semester,
each year, opens new realms in our
awareness of how the valuing process
oper9tes, and how a person develops in the
several abilities that contribute to valuing
What we learn in turn stimulates us to
revise and refine our practice.

e

We have learned, however, that this
process will not end. No utopian
curriculum, no definitive theory of human
valuing, awaits us. Instead we have
committed ourselves, as we urge our
students to do, to,a lifelong effort
discerning, acting. out, reflecting upon and
reformulating what we believe and cherish.
As educators, this is our quest for the good.

A

. ,
'Our evaluation research ir,utlined in detail tr.
Mertikowslci and DoherW careering After
Collegb: Establishn; me Validity of Abilities
Learned in College for Later Success (1977 et.
seq ) The proposal and progress reports
submitted to the National Institute of Education
for this three-year grant (N1EG77-0058) are
evadable from the Office of Evaluation

" Read. "Atverno's Coltegewide Approach to
the Development of Valuing," in r",ethinking
College Responsibilities for Values. Mary Louise
McBee. ed. (Jossoy -Bass. Inc . San Francisco,
1980), pp. 71.80.
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II.Teaching for Valuing,

Valuing does not Occur in the abstract, of
course. '

` We firit, distilled our awareness of the
valuing process and its importance to
liberal education from Of collective
experience over a number of years in our
several disciplines. To begin fostering that
process, to,focus on it deliberately and
elicit and encourage it, we returned to its
natural environments.

From very early in our. discus§ions,we had
seen that our disciplines varied widely in
the ways they were handling valuing
questiods. In some fields, such as
philosophy and religious studies, moral
problems and ethical categories have
always been subjects of direct study. In
others, they are'more implicit mingled

with questions of aesthetic value in
literature and the arts, fos instance, or wit-h
the practical human decisionE studied in
history, psych-Ole-0y and sociology

1

J
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Still other fields are struggling with the
consequences of a historic tendency to
relegate' valuillg questions to "experts."
None of us is immune to the kinds of

searching re-examination demanded
nowadays of the sciences and professiohal
disciplines, as we all learn to deaf openly ,
with the moral and ethicaproblems Of
practice as well as content in our
respective fields.

For all its various modeg of appearance.
valuing is common to all our fields of
endeavor. Nobody's reserved dominion, it is
a native growth that has taken unique
shape in each held. It is a subject in which
we each feel a proprietary interest and to
which each discipline has a contribution to
make:-

Thus, while it might have been easier to
adopt a single uniform framework, we
agreed that we would learn most by
encour4ng-each disciptine-to-developi
own approach more explicitly:-

1'
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Each discipline OF professional department
works as a sort of researcli 'graup. bringing
the value-laoen issued inherent in their field
into sharper focus and defining their
profession's characteristic methods of
engaging in value decisions. Individual

__Instructors and teams give these working
concepts actual shape as they create
specific learning situations in their

pective courses.

This multiformity daunted us a little at first.
We wondered whether we could achieve a
high enough degree of coordination and
translatability among our efforts. With the
constant synthesizing work of the Valuing

-Division, however, we have found that. our
differences constitute one of our greatest
creative resources..

Not only do our diverse approaches
produce cross-fertilization of perspectives
and techniques, they also strengthen our

-confidence-0 the underlying commonalities
we do digcover. In addition our biversiN

4. .
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confronts the student with multiple
frameworks with which she must learn to
deal, thus offering her an opportunity to.
develop both her flexibility and her ability to
correlate divergent points of view

Rethinking a Course

It all begins, however, in the classroom.
Sooner or later the general enterprise of
valuing education becOmes very specific,
asihe individual educator considers his or
her course. We have each had to ask
ourselves the same questions:

'Given that valuing is intrinisic to my
discipline, how exactly does it appear?
How can I focus it, make it explicit9 How
can I create learning situations That'
allow the student to encounter and dea1.6
with valuing as a professional would.
with both her valuing abilities and),ar
knowledgeaitheiield9

.
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Dealing with such questions has always led,
us to rethink an existing course carefully
Yet it has seldom led to a drastic redesign,
or to the creation of a new course

This is as it should be. We began teaching
toward valuing; after all, not because we
felt something was very wrong with hberal
education and a new road needed to be
found, but because we believed something
was very right and was worth focusing on
and enhancing. -

Thus, a survey ;course on "American
Music" has not become "Valuing in
American Music,";nor does the syllabus
appear greatly cnanged. The week to week.
sequence of topics, the textbook and the
discography remain about as they were
What the instructor has altered is how he
statds, the goals of the course and how he
focuses the student's efforts on building,
toward them.. . .

. Reflecting on the course goats, he
recognized at once that he wanted the
student to d6elop he0abilities in 4t?ieast
111(ee-e3mpetence areas analy
valuing and aesthetic response

He had commonly started this beginning
course by training the student's "ear" so
that she could recognize the gener'al
elements common to most musical works.
She then learned the distinctive features
and idioms of major American genrbs, from
17th century hymns to modern jazz. This
represented a major analytic development

It would no sooner. get underway, he knew.
than the student would also begin changing
her evaluation of works as she learned to
appreciate each in terms of its genre. At
the same time, gaining familiarity mit), the
historical context and the individual artist.
she would predictably develop a more
empathetic understanding of a work

Here the student's growth in valuing and
aesthetic response were closelS,
interkned, and both depended on her
growing ability to analyze the work
technically.

18

The instructor therefore defined the
students growth in alt three competenc,.-
as a primary goal in ihe,course, alongs.;.
kniiwledge and "appreciation" of Amer c.,-
music from colonial times to the ryeer;
He &so shifted eniphasis and teaching
techniques accordingly.

At the start of the course, for instance. 0....
had usually drawn the,class into a
discussion of their musical preferences t-
would take.notes orrthis session as a bas
to look back on informally later. Now he
adds a short questibnnaire, asking each
student to rate the various genres and
briefly explain her reasons.

This gives every student a starting text fro-
which she can trace the sources and
imp;icaticns of her musical values. Later

z the term: retaking the questionnaire and
comparing it with her earlier responses ,,h..
can gauge her increasing analytic ,d1

sophistication and the corresizoVding'shifte.
, in her valuing. i
. ThroLighout the. course. the irt'slituctor s

:sharpened i --6- iil on developing the
student's abilities has led him to increase

.,.,tudent participation getting her to do
the work of analysis, valuing and aesthetic
response .'s well as watching him mode!
the process.

After setting the framework for a given era
in a lecture or two, for example. he
encourages students to join him in
subsequent sessions as colpresenters
Together they analyze the music of a
particular composer or genre as a .

reflectidi of the pehod Students also worit
frequently in small groups to analyze work;
heard in class, relating them to what they
are learning and examining their own
responses and judgments .

The instructor had al
..

raditionally asked
for fairly extensive pa pars at mid-term and
semester's end in w h

discussed selected works at length.
the student

Now, to reduce the bias of differences in
writing ability, he has altered the mid-term

N7uirement to a written outline and an oral
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presentation before a panel made up of

himself and two of the student's
classmates. The final project is a brief
paper anG a team presentation to the class.

Both projects are assessed aecdrditi to
the criteria for aesthetic response, valuing
and analysis, as well as for the student's
command of musical and historical

knowledge.

Modifying these and other learning
everiences., strengthening the emphasis in

certain areas, the instructor bias thus
reshaped his "American Music" course to
Focus on three competences that had all
been inherent in its traditional design.

As well as deciding which competences
emphasize, of course, he also had to deal
with another focusing question which we all
face:

.."Within each competeixe, which 'levels
ta.ref&est developed-rn the contextt this
cdtits0.9:' '"

The "American Music- survey is offered'
primarily for the student-near-to-music So
the instructor chose to concentrate on
Level One of valuing, analysis and aesthetic
response. From the first questionnaire to
her final paper and presentation, the
Student Works "to observe and identify the
elements" of works in American music and
to discern and articulate her "response to
each work and its elements.

This closely parallels the first level in
valuing, where she learns "to identify her
Own valuing." Throughout the course the
Student works to find the values implicit in
her responses to each work' and to make
her judgment process more explicit She
also identifies the value expressions in her
early rating of the several genres and her
later ',retake" of the questionnaire. and
tries to trace her musical value choices to
sources in her background and experience

In addition, students may develop further in
any of these three competences during the
Semester. Almost every student will find
herself using the inferential abilities of
Level Two in valuing, for example, as she

4"
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learns to distinguish values expressed or
milled in-each musical work and relates
the artist's spelific musical choices to the

genre and the historical context

This sketch of -how,"Amencan MUsic" hai
changed while remaining the same
illustrates Just one instructor's creative
response to the question of hoW to focus

on valuing. In each.ctour-14 academic and
professional departments, faculty members
have worked sirigly and in teams to .

highlight the unique shape of valuing'as it
appears in their disciplines. So far, well

over 100 courses have been reshaped to
emphasize their inherent valuing content
and to encourage the student to develop
her valuing ability at -pne'or more levels.

The balance of this chapter "looks, over the
shoulder" of faculty members in,ayariety
of disciplines as each has w&PRed to find

-cthe indigenous form valulfirCan
a "given course: These ace 010 .

examples, not full course design's. Yet they
illustrate ,he range and richness of forms
valuing ei.;ucation nas take- already, as
well as some of its general patterns

Level 1: Sharpening Awareness
Beginning students vary greatly in their
awareness of valuing as an identifiable

_activity, and in their ability to articulate and

reflect upon their own values.

The eighteen-year-old is likely to be quite
consciously selecting values and directions

for her life, though she may not recognize
some of their sources. A mother resuming
her education, equally eager for a chance

to reflect on her goals. may have a more,
developed sense of what she believes in

and how she learned it A professional,

woman entering Weekend College may
r have an explicit view of her career aims

and her own decision-making processes.
yet may want time to probe the values
implicit in her life and mirk styles
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'Gwen such diversity. working at Level One whole new framework, that there:s no place
enables beginning students to develop a it doesn't appear."
Commori.focus on "valuing" and a shared Customarily he had used the opening
language about it. At the same time, each lectures to challenge the student "to ,-
one examlnes her own profesged and become a strangek_to alienate yourself
implied values and moves toward a more from what you take for granted and see it
comprehensr.e view of her valuing as an from the outside." Frequently, he would
integrated process. , . elicit Student responses to current social
Couirges which focus on Level One invite questions for dramatic evidence of actor-
the studer to articulate her values and to centered thinking "blantiing the

%discover many consonances and disparities President for inflation, or suspecting jhat
between the values she may profess in somehow the poor person is morally

regard to different issues: between the responsible for being poor Often, such
values she may state and those implied by &responses would provoke spirited
her habitual methods of communicating scissions.
and acting, between her values and those - 'citing and guiding these
of her classmates or of the field she is "spontaneous debates." he would show
studying. students where they were making
Making kerbellefs explicit-and..confronting.. indivIdualist assumgligns. "This,qpalytic
many ,,otentiai cont,cts, as ciiell,,as so alieqation,",iie notes, "is essentially what is
touch ne%7 information, can be abracing asked at Level One. -

experience So the student needs a - But simply making lists of values I have
strongly supportive enc,ironment This is 'pointed out doesn't work they have to
where we as instructors can lay those _see_that values_have enormous
"ground rules" of mutual respect and consequences He thus makes more
cooperative inquiry which govern not only systematic use now of the disagreements
our classroom practice but also our his questions provoke. leading students to
definition of liberal education discover their own assumptions and to
One sociology instructor, for example. appreciate the defining pressure such
readily listed valuing among the relevant implicit frameworks can have upon their
competences to be developed in an valuing.
introductory course. ''After students have taken fairly clear
He had already identified his primary goal positions in the debate,' I call a halt and
as help,ng the student begin to think -break them into small groups according to
sociologically.. Specifically, he wanted her which 'side' they took."
to move beyond an "actor-centered" view Guided by his instructions, the small groups
of human aft sirs toward the ability to think surface "actorcentered" assumptions on
in terms of social structures and systems their own And they begin to see that such
He hoped she would begin to appreciate ideas can have implications they don't like,
the dialectic between both views "to
see how ybu create the social world and it More often than not these supposedly like

_creates you minded groups soon fall out, as they
discover that they reached their shared

The prOblem, as he saw it "wasn't to work position from widely different starting
valuing in. but to factor it out It 50 [Paces.
permeates sociology: especially at this intro'
level where you're urging the student to "When a student sits down with a

classmate she thought was an ally andanalyze her own perspecide and take.; on a
works through something that has real
fJlout, this whole question of frameworks
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_and assumptions is no lodger /list a theory Value frame, one that has a much more

--ifs a real process, one that isn't finished realleer than mere declaration They see

when I've stopped tationg about that to write is to express values,,and to

'Making use of conflict as a learning
call them forth in the reader."

.

Another effectiVe learning experience for
the beginning student is, keeping and-4
analyzing a valuing journal, a reflective.
record of incidents in which she has had to
clarify or act out her va)ues in concrete
terms. Instructors in several fields ---r
religious studies, nutsing, acting. chemistry

havefound that some form of journal,
can help the beginning student become
more aware of the pervasivenessof valuing

and of her own, valties. It also helps her

-experience. of course, requirqs attentive
-care on the instructor's part. "1 have to
strike a balance, to ask, 'Why do you !told
pis?' i also encourage students to ask
each otherwBut with care -- if you question
too hard:the other person may hit the wall
and Simply say, 'Get off my back.'

"So.' have to be a friendly figure. I have to
Stay:alert to where the student-is and
support that. What's important is to create
an atmolphere that this is not a personal
assay but that your value system, or your \

form the habit of lookingfor integratiop

group's, is-sbmething we can study. And
between hoar ..'vAlue systemb' however

sociology is a'fool vie"use.," ., amorphous' it may yet appear, abd her

. actual behavior.
For anothet instructor working With

, ,

In introductory philosophy one,instr.uctor
beginning writing students, the*vagueness
Of -simply making lists of values" in the

finesvaluing journals crucial to the learning

abstract turns out to be pedagogically
process. "Our department focuses more on
philosophy as method," she explains,'"a

useful. After creating and rank-ordering mode of dialogue with and about
ch for_herself ("not to turn in or

share," the instructor notes) each student
experience to make sense out of it, to live it

works A more moremre fully. 'A mor Intensive reflective
orks in mall group to rank a Irst.given awareness, leading to expression in action

to the class. "It immediately surfaces the
Semantic problem. How can you prioritize

is the way l but it in the syllabus.'

'honesty,' loyalty' and 'generosity' as She sees valuing as nearly synonymous

qualities in friends, or even agree on their with this "Regardless of the specific mode

meaning?
or problem, you must use a process, you

"They come very quickly to see why
must proceed ;'hilosophically and that

They'reabstracts must be made concrete
requires valuing." She therefore begins the

also able to look at how their responses to
course by "having the students reflectively

these words varied, although each of them ^
discover different ways to engage in

, was sure she knew what it meant at first
valuing, to locate meaning.

They begin to ask 'What are all the ways "Through an inductive dialogue, we analyze

that a word or phrase could have meaning numerous short extracts and reach

for different people' "In this experience. consensus in the classroom on

the students thus begin to derive fupdamental grounds or approaches which

"concreteness" and "sense of audience" are anterior to systems or -isms Each

as important criteria for effective writing, group finds its own terms for theSe, but

They also begin 'sharpening their sensitivity
they usually involve the distinction between '

to "value indicators" more subtle than
selfgenerated, interactional and absolute

abstract value terms. "They see how
or ontological approaches.

portraying an action, even selecting the
adjectives and adverbs in describing
something, can create an unmistakable
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"After the terminology has settled and ' ,..
become familiar, we begin looking to the
personal, valuing process along with the .

philosophical Worlfs. Here is the big jump
to personajness,,practicality Becatise '1.

etgthe are beginning students, I use a highly
uided journal format I ask them to be

sure each entry responds to a series of
criteria questions in observing and ,

recording the event, and I ose,pnother set,
of questions to guide the reflection phase ",,

The journal remains ririvate-thr.oughout pie
semester, with the instructor checking for
frequency of tise and for the student's
ability to follow the guide questions and
apply valuing terms Toward the end of the: -
term, each student is asked to reflect on
her journal entries as a whole and
generalize from them about her valuifig
patterns, their relation to the philosophic
works and approaches she has studied;
and her change over thl, period recorded.

"Actually," the instructor notes, "I'm
Starting them off with Level Two work
analyzing the writings of others as a
modeling practice for Level One, reflecting

__upon their own 'works' in the journal.

But the-comb!nation helps them become
much more able to see their own values,
especially in areas outside overtly moral or
religious issues. They also begin to see the

need to point to habitual action, to find
patterns of consistency beyond the single
event or issue."

Valuing journals have alSo proven effective
in helping to deal with a widespread
tendency among beginning students -to
respond with the raw data instead of
reflecting upon it," as one biology
instructor put it.

"Not only do these inappropriate personal
revelations sidetrack the class," a
colleague agrees, "but the student often
exposes herself further than she's
comfortable with, thinking it's what is being
asked for." The pages of a journal, along
with careful guidance in the reflective
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'probess. can give her a !wing ,
environment (hat is as much safer than the
classr,qom as the claSsroom is safer than
the street."

9. I
For similar reasons, another philosophy.
,nstructor prefers not to begin' with'perdonal
values-and dealsions at all, :'The problem =
isn't getting them to feveal." he says, "bin*
tp be less revealing and more refleclivie. I
have them iteact,to outsidetimuli at first

characters in a .pray,'or philosophers
so'they can thlow this process to enter
their own lives later. -

0

"After showing A Mali for All Seasons, for .

example, I ask them 'Which character do
you prefer? Why?' Or I will ask for their'
Preference among philosophers on a pivert
issue. after we've read excerpti. When a
student;afiswers, 'I don't, likeiMee !sari
ask.'Do you think Bolt portrayed her
poorly, or do you meari'you didn't like,the
kind of person she is?'

"Then we're off into a half-hour discussiOn
of how aesthetic low) is used to embody
philosophic meaning. At th.ssame time, we,
are probing the student's Ofvn process of
judging value.

You can see= he adds. that I mix Levels
One and Two very freely. I find them almost
impossible to separate it, the learning
experience.

"There is a difference, though. The
tendency to react:to alienate. to say 'I just
don't like that kind of person' or 'In my
home that wasn't allowed' is alright at first
But by Level Two, I expect them to be
developing appreciation, understanding,
empathy, respect. I'm trying to create a
climate in which they're supposed to give
the philosopher a chance.

"If I keep insisting that they do this, they
get the feeling that I'll treat them the, same
way. I urge them to look for the truth in
what each philosopher says, not lust what's
wrong. We dc the same with each other.

"Eventually, I find that when my own values
start to emerge they push me to make



them explicit, not bedause I m the authgfity
with the answer but becapse they into
just part of the process:. the way
philosophy. That's a good sign ' *.

,Such modeling by the instructor 'can be
especially helpful at theSse initial-levels. as
the instructor of an interdisciphriary
Weekend College course points out.

"Some students are excited to find and
probe into their own decision.making.

-processes, their values," she says, ::but
others cannot thdrate it. In tbe'latteP case,
I move the group off track for a yyhile,sand
use a word like 'time' 'on time,' usa
time.; 'keep time' to look at implied
values and their sources. lI

'I can analyze my own foibles #gd
confusionsabout time, and evil) '-
demonstrate how I sort through a valu
conflict. in a completely nonthreatehn
way. It lets me model the process'in an
area that's funny and selfevealing and not
too 'heavy.'

,-
Mddeling can thus help to establish a

'secure ground for diffident students td
Move gradually irito the process of
arfl.culating their values

Etentually,"however, their own abilities
must be exhibited and stretched "There
are times:" says the philosophy instructor
who begins miff dramatic charac,"'s in
order to respect privacy, "when I ;rust let
'them say, 'That's what I bdlievel Don't
bother me.' Perhaps I even err in leiting
them do it too easily. But l'cp not doing the
student any favor if I can't/lead her past
that point eventually, to reflect on why she.-

h 'believes it and how she applies it

"Opting odand remaining sale' is OK at a
givfin moment." the sociology inst;.:Jctor
agrees, "but.it won't do for a complete
liberal education. Nor will the attempt to
escape into supposedly factcentered fields
like the hard sciences."

A colleague in the chemistry department
emphatically confirms that point. "We
include valuing right from the beginning,

. .

avemin the inorganic-organic-biochemi
sequence for non-majors," he says Each
student keeps a valuing Journal focused on
her educational and career goals and Mei;
sources, ;Ale readings emphasize the ole
of women in the sciences.

"In the first place," the instructor explains,
most students, whether they're 1.8 or 50.

:come' here wit/(the usual leap
'experience of having had difficulties with
math and science. But these have been,
shown to be selfacaepted limitations,
passed aloAg by parents, relatives, -friends

even 'teachers apd advisors, I'm sorry to
say. So we'have to deal with that headon if
she's going to get anywhere, whether'she's
a nursing major or just taking this one
course.1 -

"On the face of it," he admits. "this may
not seem directly related to the principles
of inorganic chemistry. But our whole focus
is on how the chemist, as a scientist,
them What this peculiarshmited way of
10 king at the world. with these seemingly
simplistic models, makes possible And
what the implications are of some of those
technological possibhtles.

"So keeping this 'omit gets the student
into the habit of looking at herself thinking.
And sooner or later she is raising questions.
like. 'Just what,are the scientific thought
processes that are supposed to be so hard
for me ?' 'How dd'es a chemist state a
pioolem, and what makes that unwomanly?'

%."She can't wrestle with questions like that
very long without advancing, her knowledge
of just what we regard as the essence of
cheimstry. And at the same hme4she's
getting deeper into value questiOns that are
inseparably tied'up in the profession and I.
are very real in her own life
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levels 2 and 3: Tracing Patterns

Fairly soon in her first year. the student has
usually become alerl to valuing. She has
also gained some familiarity with a basic
'vocabulary-for describing it.

Her transition from identifying her own
valuingprocesses- to discerning them in
workS she studies may be almost
impercerit le In fact, some instructors
deliberat y interweave the two processes
from th beginning, as we have seen.

Until into he 'second year the student
works at Levels Two'and Three, first with
aesthetic and humanistic works and then
with the works of science and technology.
In both realms, the primary valuing ability
her courses challenge her to develop has
to do with tracing implicaticins.

She most often.works "backward" at Level
Two, inferring the value frameworks that
give rise Jo an historical essay or a
religious text, a short story or an opera,
and relating them to their cultural and
historjcal sources-At Level Three she
usually'works "forward," extrapolating the
impact °La scientific theory 'upon future
belie(, structures or the pressures a
tectmologiudi change may exert upon a
community's values..

.ThroughoUt this intermediate phase of the
curriculum, the student continubs

,developing her'sense pf her own valuing by
engaging in dialogue with the value
systems she encounters.

We take particLla- care to emOurage this
oialogue. It r. ' only strengthens her own
convictions, it also enhances her
empathetic understanding of others' values
and gives her important practice in
constructive interaction and consensus-
seeking.

,'

In a poetry course, lei example, an English
instructor finds that students working at thee
secr'nd level in valutng can find a new
relationship 'to literary art.
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They tend to look at poetry like 'pure'
mathemalics, anAnclesed_little world of
forms completelrapart from the real world
except that the math can at least be
applied to real problems. Even students
who are quite involved in literature,'' she
notes, "are often coming at rt this way
unawares,

"Working directly on valuing in we course
creates a ohance for them to discover how
valueladen poetry is. Almost every work
has an implicit value system.

"And there is also a value system
surrounding poetry. Reading any poem
raises the question, 'Does lite;ature have a

`value in our society?' Or as the student
puts it, Why am I reading this?'

Working in class with a poem like Frost's
"Death of a Hired Man" or Dylan Thomas'
'afjo Not Go Gentle into That Good Night."

first idelitify the attitudes and
impli valuing in the poem.

"Then, instead of talking at once about
frost's diction or how Thomas has ysed th
villanelle form, I encourage them td work
through their own rep6r? 1es to the

' question of how to deal with someone who
is dying.

"Once they have permission and
guidance to explore what used to be
considered a digression frbm the poem-as-
text, it's surprising how deep they can go.
More than one nursing students for
example, has found the poen', a shtick and
a safe arena that starts her working
through her own feelings and uncertainties
about death and dying."

Returning to the text of the peen the
student is now in a position to "learn_ to
deal with the work on its own terms. She,
can distinguish more clearly what she has
brought to the act of reading from what the
poem brings. She can sort out which things
in the qoem ar9 non-negotiable 'givens' and
which are more ambiguous, lust as she
sorted out areas of firmness and ambiguity
ip her own attitudes.



.

"And She can _Vert to see that both the
work and the Mader ate needed, that

r! what ele.brings is valid and necsasaty,in
order to make meaning of those elements
ttlie poem that arerkfixed. She seesViow
poems demand that thereader imagine,

rf project, interpret. Thomas spoke of 'holes
Or'and gaps that letomething not in the
`'"poem creep, crawl, flash or thunder

through.'

"So she starts'to see poetry as an _
vtinteraction, a kind of dialogue ??whiCh she

'is a Co-creata, Ste becoma familiar with
a poem as a place where she can discover
and affirm and even begin to change her

tvaluing about human problems that really
:matter.,-

"And for tt$9 nursing ,studart.learning to
worwith the poem can eveh be a kind of
%lnodel a client. She's aI
kr Wh better now at attending closely enough'
to identify and interpret her client'S valuing
cues,-and sorting but her Own valuing from
her client's so they can work together."

A religious studied instructor likewise finds
that'in working at Level Two, the student
goes beyond passively regarding the

`''otherness of. the work" and begins to
engge in more of an active dialogue with

1111 authof. In a course on "Faith and the
Contemporary Person," this kind, of
Interaction is virtually identical with the
'bourse's primiry goals.

'The course is,a response to some key
questions," she explains. "In our age, with
its frank secularism and fermeriting
religious pluralism, how can the believing
person state clearly what faith means? How
cap the Christian explore and explain- the
role of Jesus Christ in her own life and in
the world around her, How can a person
who is seeking a spiritual center clarify her
questions, and learn to distinguish' what
genuinely helps her Orav?

"Of course, we can't wrap these pp neatly
111 one "Mester. But my objective Is for the-
:student to begin 'developing broader
-.Perspective on religious faffh. 1 also want
her to reach a deeper awareness of her

own faith 7- or her quest for one and its
relationship to others."

From .the start, each student keeps a
valuing jciurhal in wnich she focuses on her
spiritual life. Guide questions lead her to
observe and analyze her habits of wokship
and prayer, her religious study and .

discussions, her actions and-her -
'enco'unters with other forms of faith or
doubt. She is asked to reflect on these in
relation to her own statements of several
elements 01 her faith. She thus develops-
her ability at Tavel One in valuing, or
reinforces it it she has already developed it
to other courses.

At the same time, the class is creating
sortie conceptual frameworks: "We
consider faith as a pe9ona/ response to
encounter with god met in scripture,
worlffip, prayer, sacraments, mystic
visions, miracles, dreams.,

"We look especially at revelation in the
form of a person, as the Christian
encounters God in Jesus Christ. And to get
at what that means we make distinctions,
such as prophet, judge, lecher, healer,
leader, priest, friend, savior.

"We also examine organized religion as a
way to express and develop faith, to
achieve personal salvation and assume
corporate responsibilities. We derive these
concepts in part through discussion in large
and small groups, and in part through
analyzing written works, hymns, prayers,
liturgies, visual art and even films from
various Christian traditions and other faiths.
Each class may end up phrasing them, a bit
differently, but the fundamental questions
and concepts always emerge."

In each work the ctuclegt learns to look for
basic vatue assumptions, explicit or implicit,
and for ways in which the method and
structure of the work organize and reveal
valuing. She also analyzes vocabulary as a
prime source of value indications, and tries
to. relate the work's values to what she -

knows of its cultural and socioeconomic
setting. c_
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Repeatedly throughout the course, she
practiceS this complex of Level Two valuing
abilities.

She may analyze the theology and valuing
statements implied in a window from
Chartres Cathedral and relate it to the
Roman Catholic faith of thirteenth century
France, then critiallyscan.a portion of the
Upanishads for what they imply about the
nature of contemporaneous Hindu faith.
She might also look at the lyrics and music
of an American slave spiritual,for
expressions of how West African animist
beliefs and Christian millenial hope
combine as a force for dealing with poverty
and enslavement.

By the end of the semester, the student
has recorded and reflected on several
,weeRs in her awn religious life and has
eocountered and analyzed a variety of
religious expressions. "She has also
developed the habit," the instructor notes,
"of asking certain pene./..ting questions."

Because they are focused in terms of
valuing, these questions help her get
beyond the clash of doctrines and
concentrate on the values people of
differing faiths affirm in profession and
in action. At the same time, she is
deepening her understanding of her own
faith through a similar inquiry, and through
the experience of taking on others'
religious perspectives.

"Thanks in large part to this valuing focus,
I haven't had students finish this course
feeling 'tossed adrift on the seas of
relativism,' or proselytized away from
where they are. They do change, often
significantly. But the change is consistently
what I would call growth, toward a firmer
grasp of their own direction and a stronger
ability to dialogue effectively."

In most disciplines, the student working at
Level Tv'o spends much of her time and
energy analyzing finished works and
engaging in some form of dialogue with
them, For students in a studio drawing

On

class, however, one art instructor has
come up with a creative variation from this
pattern. . ".

!Besides studying drawings by established
rtists, the student is invited to identity

valuing "as a reflective process, utilizing
your own original drawings."

As the class learns vatious drawing
concepts and techniques, each student
broadens the elements of style from which
she can choose. "She also uses these
preliminary drawings," the instructor says,_
"to explore how she might exprjass her
values through technique.

"Drawing is a Very complex form of human
action. Valtiing can be expressed in the
selection of media and materials, the
choice of subject matter and imagery, and
the physical arrangement and composition
of the drawing."

Drawing also has the virtue:he notes, of
being private and non-interactive enough
that even the most uncertain student can
explore new directions safely. Yet it leaves..
a clear "objective record" in the drawing
or sketch, for student and instructor to
analyze together.

"Once certain patterns or consistencies in
her value expressions begin to appear, she
specifies at least three major value
contexts in her drawing, and takes these as
the basis for attempting some complete
works."

At this point, if she hasn't already done so,
she "goes public," submitting her works-in-
progress to the regular in-studio critique
sessions. As these continue, she has the
rare opportunity to watch other artists
attempting to articulate and then embody
their valuing in specific works.

As is frequently the case at the second
level, aesthetib and moral valuing interact
freely.

Because drawing is more physical and
intuitive and less cognitively controlled than
planning a meeting or writing an essay, it
often alerts the student to aesthetic
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preferences and expressive resources she
_didn't realize she had. She is urged
iipeatectlylo hold the values she has

professed at Level One alongside what she
is Jearrung about her valuing as expressed
in drawing. ,

She thus begins to see consistencies and
Contrasts between her aesthetic and
expressive values and liar religious, ethical
and moral beliefs. She also watches as her
Classmates' differing perspectives develop
,integrity in their artistic expressions.

"This emphasis on varering," the instructor
says, "can lead her to really probe her
reasons for, drawing, her desire for visual
innovation.and her whole sense of the
purpose of art."

At Level Three the tendency is to focus on
completed works, as it was at the second
level, except that the works are scientific
and have technological applications.

The student also turns her sharpening eye .

for implications more toward the future.
She not only traces the implicit values
animating scientific &lolls, she also
projects the impact such works are'likely to
have upon individual, community and
cultural values

In a year-long organic chemistry course,ifor
instance, one of tne students first "lab"
projects occurs in the library.

Over several weeks she monitors popular
news media for stories or advertisements
involving organic chemistry She identifies
their overt value content, then infers and
analyzes the value frameworks implicit in
them.

"She begins to see how widespread the
effects of 'ivory tower research' really
are," the instructor says. Besides further
developing her ability to trace value
implications, "she begins drawing a mental
map, a crude sociogram if you will, of the
many groups in our society who have an
Interest in organic chemistry and its uses,
and the conflicting values they bring to
bear on it."

4

How these forces interact becomes the
explicit focus of a major project later in the
course In a case study guidod by outline
questions..she researches and reports on
the history of a single industrial application
of organic chernistoi.

"Of course," the instructor says, "she has
to iaentify the nature of the chemical
discovery. But I also want her to identify
the goals and values that led to the ...

research itself. Was it financed by a
potential user in search of such a process
or product? Was it more of a fishing
expedition? Did the chemists select the
problem on 'purely' scientific grounds or
did they knowingly respond to social
demands?"

The student next works to determine
whether there were alternative applicaticins
or courses of development. She also tries
to account for the valuing decisions that led
to the direction actually chosen.

:.he then examines the impacts this '"
technological change has had upon the
g.oups that sought it and upon other
grOups affected by its implementation.
Finally, she applies her pwn value
standards, critiquing the development and
effects of the industrial application whose
history she has traced:

"11.3 learn to do organic chemistry as if it
on y happens in the laboratory, divorced
fro the rest of life, is to become a
machine that reeds human beings to guide
it,

,l the instructor says. "We are trying to
teed; human beings."

Blo
1

ogy courses likewise focus on valuing
from the start. "I don't see how we
couldn't," says one instructor. "Valuing is
simbly funaamental to any life science."

In the introductory survey of biological
con epts, she takes care to have students
examine the idea in its cultural setting. I
may ask them to look at the way Paracelsus,
a contemporary of Luther, wrote almost
mystically about gaining and using
knowledge in,order to heal. Then they

i
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might compare the wa4Semmelwelss was-
scorned to insanity 400 years later,
because his idea that surgeons should
disinfect their hand threatened their
prestige as healers."

She also uses the introductory weeks as an
opportunity for students to extend their

"ability to identify valuing indicators, begun
in their work at the first two levels.

'After reading and analyzing something like
Koch-Pasteur debates in class, I give them
a set of fOur or five recent articles from
major, journals with a respond-and-analyze
form. Many of them make a great discovery.
They are truly startled to be able to find
Value statements in 'modern' scientific
research reports."

In a microbiofOgy course, the instructor
focuses on the valuing implications of
scientific research. "In microbiology," she
says, "especially in the two fastest-moving
areas, genetics and immunology, there are
value-laden issues everywhere.

All the research on DNA, for example, hai
so far been done on microbial life. The
research designs themselves are full of
questions: in creating Escherichia colt
variations, what it we create a pathogen?
Even more simply there are problems of
.hygiene, waste disposal and so on. In the
research alone there's a potential danger
to all life forms, tope entire balance of
nature, not just human health."

She also directs students' attention to the
impact of microbiology's applications Early
in the semester, "along with their mastery-
checking tests, I give them 'pro-con'
articles on various issues, like the ones that
appear in the Hastings Center Report. I
also give them worksheets to pick out the
yalue statements in the article, analyze the
implied values and assumptions, and then
react with their own values."

These exercises, which reinforce the
abilities the student has developed at the
first two levels, focus her awareness on
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some of the valuing problems specific to
microbiology. They also yield a profile of
her espoused positions on several fairly
general issues, such as parental
responsibility for genetic health.

"Later, we mirk on dramatic 'vignettes'
where people are dealing with situations in
their lives thatinvolve.these same general

- issues, but on a very particular and
personal level. Here, 1 ask each student
again to analyze the values involved, and
then to make her decision for that situation
and explaid her reasons.

"Two areasof real contrast emerge. First,
she finds that her responses to these crisis
situations are not always congruent' with
the general responses she made to -the
theory articles earlier. Second, she is likely
to get so tied up in the moral problem that
she forgets to check her data base.",

One of the vignettes is the well-known
kidney transplant problem, in which the
student takes the role of a surgeon who
must choose one of five patients to receive
an available kidney. Given thumbnail
biographies of the five, "students tend to
plunge into arguing who will contribute
more to society, who has more people
depending on them without stopping to
ask whether any of the candidates have
been shown to be immunologically,
compatible with the donor.

"When I point this out In feedback,
students are almost always astonished.
They see at once that using their scientific
data base is also one of their moral
obligations. But this 1,as-to be constantly
reinforced in order for it to happen
habitually."

Iri an interdisciplinary Weekend College
course, students working at the third level
also trace the valuing implications of
technological change. Using materials as
diverse as anthropological case histories
and science fiction speculations, they
develop their ability to project the impacts
of a given change upon the value structure
of a society..



One instructor has the student tii"14-:n by
reading Lauriston Sharp's ;lassic
monograph, "Steel Axes fcr Stone -age
Australians.She is asked to infer the
primary values of thq Yir Yoront culture,
applying the ability she has begun
developing at Level Two.

She then works to identify and evaluate the
major changes in tribal behavior after steel
axes were introduced at the missionary
post She is asked to describe several
value shifts that took place in Yir Yoront
life, and to project a possible tutula
resolution olthe great value instability
brought on by this new tool. _

"Anything I teach is about valuing," the
instructor says. "It's tied in with the
content of every discipline. But I like to
begin with the 'Steel Axes' learning
experience because its story drama is so
powerful. It literally stuns them into
awareness of the implications even a single
small change can have."

The ethnologist's method of tracing the
drastic impact of change on everything
from family roles and individual self-esteem
to a culture's trade patterns and even its
creation myths usually represents a'
surprising new way of thinking for the
student.

She is asked b apply this rrw perspective
at once, by projecting the.impact such
"steel axes" as cloning oi direct control of
the weather might have upon our own
culture. She articulates her personal values
in regard to eacn area of life affected, and
attempts to assess what the change would
do toper valuing. She repeats this process
as the class considers other anthropological
works, such as Firth's studies of the
Tikopla.

Later in the course, the student analyzes
selected science fiction stories that depict
the future shape of society in the wake of
technological breakthroughs. She sees
that a writer like Vonnegut or Bradbury or
Joanna Russ is using almost the same
technique as theanthropologist, except that

they're extrapolating forwa&d, working
imaginatively instead of empirically.

"The staries have another advantage.
Ethnographic inferences have to be
documented, but fictional effects only have
to be plausible. and in humorous work
like Vonnegut's, they're barely even that".

This experience thus helps the student
prepare for the emphasis on extrapolating
cpnsequences and planning alternatives
which she will encounter at Level Four. "It
helps free her to project mote creatively.
Ydu might say the anthropology shows her
how to trace a network of value
implications carefully. while the science
fiction encourages her foresight."

Level 4: Carrying Out Decisions
By about midway through her second year,
the student has repeatedly demonstrated
her abilities at Levels Two and Three. She
is ready to begin integrating her several
abilities and applying them in Less
structured situations.

She has now spent the better part of two
years developing her awareness of her own
values and has become used to critically
analyzing her standards and judgments.
She has become more adept at perceiving
and understanding others', values, Whether
openly expressed or only implied, and at
analyzing them critically as Well.

In classroom debates, moral dilemma
discussions, role-taking and other exercises
she has learned to take on the perspectives
of others the views of her classmates,
the attitudes of a historical or fictional
character. the point of view of a particular
theorist or the ethos of a profession. She
has gained fluency in expressing her own
valuing and relatipg her judgments to
frameworks that differ from hers. .

In her work at Level Three, she has also
begun to project impgts and implications.
Her work at Level Four significantly
extends this ability, along with the
interactive valuing skills she has begun
developing.
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Courses and field learning experiences at
this level challenge the student to integrate
her many valuing abilities into a coherent
approach to real problems. Responding to a
variety of such challenges, she begins to
develop a firm command of her valuing
process as a whole, from theoretical
considerations to moment-by-moment
actions.

This is not likely to be the first time she has
engaged her valuing' abilities in
unstructured "real world" situations. Many
a beginning student, for instance, has taken
advantage of the valuing journal's
opportunities for reflection and feedback to
improve her effectiveness in a situation
even as she was recording it.

But now every student is specifically
required to "try her wings" in a variety of .

contexts. Our role as faculty begins to shift
from managing designed learnjtig situations
toward offering support primarily in
preparation and reflection, while the
student begins to operate more and more
on her own.

Students in an experimenthl psychology
course, for instance, struggle to apply their
valuing abilities as they actually design and
carry out their own experiments with
human subjects. "Our department
emphasizes human behavior, not animal,"
the instructor says. "This simply -

underscores the self-evident role of valuing
in psychology.

feel -it should be in the bloodstream of
every psycholdgist to look at our research
goals in terms of what pan he done
ethically," he adds. "But my first attempt at
teaching toward this wasnr very
successful."

Students were asked to analyze articles in
American Psychologist on ethics in
research, and to syrithesize the principles
the discipline of psychology was trying to
abide by. "I did this to acquaint them with
the fact that psychology takes this
seriously, and with the specific issues
surrounding research.
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"But it was too distant from their own
experiments. That was the failure.

"So the second time we worked directly
from their own process. I still gave them
the articles, but-1 then asked them to
respond to the question, 'Assume there are
no ethical restraints on human subject
research, and then look at your research
goals: HoW would the experinient differ?'

"This contrast proved to be a much more =
effective teaching device. At first they're
tempted to say, 'Why, I'd achieve my goals
then.' But.as they wprk it out, they start
realizing that no experiment reaches all its
goals which is another one of my
intentions in the coursc. 1"

Students-discover t:ieir own ethical limits in
this process, as well. "They realize that
even if they there are things -they
simply would not do. They begin to
understand where constraints really come
from."

Early in the course, the class alto
cooperatively designs and carries out some
brief model experiments. "Here, we can
work together through some of the
questions and limits, such as compelling
subjects to participate or getting them to
do things they would not normally do. We
look at the valuing problems in pre-
informing subjects, giving them results,
whether or not to practice deception and if
so, how much is fair?
"Again, I present them with the extremes:
'Suppose a subject finds out from a third
party the results you withheld and calls you
a liar,' I ask. 'Do you feel like one? If so.
how can you meet this implied
obligation?'

Wrestling with such problems both in the
classroom and in her own research design
the studeht comes to understand that
"creating an experihient is shot Ihrough
with valuing. She can't escape the human
find ethical dimensions. In fact, she
discovers that she doesn't want to. That's
part of what every professional needs to
know: what the boundaries of the discipline
are, and how to set her own limits."



The decision- making called for In a drama
course on Shakespeare is of a different. ,

:nature. r

"tbelieve strongly that taking a critical
stande; and making it public, is a form of
action," the instructor says. "if it is done

,.conscientiously it comes directly out of
__one's personal integrity. - And it is a further

step In discovering that integrity, making it
real in the world.

"One of my major purposes is for the
student to make such a response, to find

_ her own relationship to Shakespeare and
explore it." This enterprise, she notes,
points up the fact that valuing and aesthetic
response can be virtually two parts of the
same process.

_ "As we study the plays we are always _
looking for the value assumptions, linking
them to the Elizabethan background just as
we do the language. And we begin building
a,-cumulative picture of Shakespeare's
,values against that background. We also
examine selected critical writings, so the
student can draw out the value assumptions
that the major critical schools have applied
-

to Shakespeare."

Originally, the instructor had asked for a
written statement toward the end of the
course in which each student stated her
preferences among the plays and specified
the criteria she saw guiding her choices.

"But that still gave her no sense of the
context In which literary valuing takes
place. She wasn't called upon to deal with
the assumptions and the repercussions of
the choices she made. Her decision making
was'taking place in a vacuum.

"Se / adapted an assessment the
department designed for majors. Each
group of three or four students becomes
the program committee of a community
theater in an urban area modeled On
Milwaukee. They have to decide which .

three plays to produce for a Shakespeare'
festival."

The non-literary constraints include soCial
and economic profiles of the community, as
well as the limitations of a budget and
available talent and facilities. But the focus
is on the question of the play's value in this_7
setting.

"They haVe to be explicit about the values
in each play that led them to decide on it.
They can't just talk about 'life values.' They
have to confront questions like 'What is ,

good art ?' 'What functions should art
serve?' "

Each student works on her own to develop
a list of criteria, and drafts a one-page
memo explaining her-choices. The
"committee" then meets. "They thrash out
a consensus on what criteria they will use
as a group. I also ask them to agree on a
list of the main value questions these
criteria respond to."

Then they go back on their own. Each one
picks the three plays she thinks best meet
the group'scriteria, and writes another'
"rationale" memo. finally they reconvene
to agree on a final selection and present
their choices to the class, who take the role
of a board of trustees.

"I find this teaming experience much
better," the instructor says, "and so have

,the students. I particularly like the way it
draws the student back and forth between
her own valuing and the things she must
consider when she Is acting in behelf of r's

others. And the emphasis On different
perspectives, having to negotiate an
acceptable consensus among them.

"It's too easy for literary judgr lent to
become isolated and arbitrary This puts
the student right in the middle, where she. _

must justify her critical choices .end where
she sees them generate real conflicts and
immeate consequences."

In an intermediate philosophy..ourse on
"The Guest for Certainty," the instructor
also guides the student's use of valuing Into
conflicts. The texts for the course are from
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a number of thinkers dealing with the
epistemological problerrrof certainty and its
effects on human life, from the theories of
Kant or Hume to the psychotherapeutic
approach of Victor Frank!.

"As a sort of case stud0 the instructor
. says, "I ask each student to describe two
or three major decisions she anticipates in
the next few months. After several weeks
of discussion, I will ask her to choose one
and relate it to one or more of the

:f perspectives lye've studied.

"Rather than leave this like a term paper,
I'm Inclined to be fairly directive about
setting the options. This enables me to
tailor-make a conflict for the student.

"Ii she's simply making decisions without
reflecting on their meaning, I can draw her
into that realm. 'How would Frank! deal
with a client facing this decision?' I might
ask. 'What would Sartre say? How would
you answer them?' ".

"If she's taking theoretical stances and
doesn't see their real-life implications, I can
lead her that way. When we studied
Frank!,' I might say to her, you said thus
and so. Now hat does that mean.in
relatiori to this particular decision?'

"In either case, I can begin where the
student is and bring her to resolve conflicts
between her decision and value,)frameworks

both hers and the others we are
studying.

!Intelation to her own values,.it's
.important to let her know that consistency
is Important but it isn't the sole criterion. Jf
she bociimes aware oFinconsistencies in
her approach, that's a successful learning
experience.

"In relation to the theoretical systems, it's
important that sit& (earn to acknowledge
their reality and significance. After sealing
with them, her beliefs and choices may well
stay the same,, They may nal have directly
altered the outcome of her decision, like

_

changing part of a chemical process. So
she learns that values don't simply
determine choices or actions in a cause-
effect manner. But she has recognized
these as real frameworks that exist and a- re
not trivial or foolish."

In a sociology course on "Social
Stratification," students work at Level Four
on decision making about their professional
futures.

The course focuses on the influence of
"Patterned social inequality," which, the
instructor sayi, "lies at the heart of most
sociological inquiry and is one of our
generation's most pressing questions."

Using texts and case studies, the student
works to identify and clear up the myths
and half-truths and blatant fabrications

that have obscured this questiork

"She learns to ask which Inequities in a
given situation are systematic and which
really reflect individual differences. She
also confronts the matter of how much
systematic inequality is inherent in the very
nature of social organization itself. Finally,
she can.begin to look at venous means of
attempting to change these patterns, and
she can assess their effectiveness:"

The touchstone for all these judgments is
the notion of 'relevant inequalitythe saKt
that really matters, .that affects someone's
life chances."

Nothing makes this concept clearer Wile
' student than applying stratification analYsiS

to her own plans. "It all comes home
the force of social structuring, the real
possibilities and limits of individual freedom

when she examines her life choices in
this light."

Early in the course each' student works on
a team, mapping some of the structured
inequities of American society and tracing
their historical evolution. This extends '
abilities she focused on at Level Two. Later
she extrapolates the future impact of
women's movements on two different
social settings, a process similar to her
work at Level Three.35



;'-:'Then she works through her own
;`professional plans, hopes and goals. "What
role has her position race, class,
:gender, age, played in shaping these

i:plans? Which limitations has she
:r' automatically accepted? Which ones can
-*--=-sherealistically expect to overcome? What

will it colt? These are the kinds of
questions she must deal with."

=This; experience strongly reinforces the
"analytic alienation" of introductory

but, on a more advanced level. It
jagain challenges the student's ability to

analyze values implicit in a social matrix,
further extends her skill at forecasting

the..consetwences of major value choices.
fhe context is her own decision making.

,,,:"The outcome I'm seeking," the instructor
explains, "is for her to be able to discuss
Stratification with theoretical sophistication
and to apply it accurately, as she would in

case study but to be able to say it
::about herself. Valuing is central here,

because thisjs.not just the theory of
stratification. This is seeing it in her own

= life.

"I do-have to prepare students for the
eleinept of danger," he adds,"I had sort of
a mess ,on my hands the first semester.
when I had the first two students stand up
and present this critique of their career .

decisions to the class.

"One was a woman who saw explaining
herself as intrinsic to her way of life. She
,had frequently examined her decisions and
inotivatiOns in conference with others
during her life, as a member of a religious
community. Even though the sociological
categories were new, the process and its
Impact were familiar to her. She did very
well. The other, who seemed a very self-
assured woman; actually couldn't handle
admitting to limitations, to factors beyond
her voluntary control. By the time she was
'done, her exterior had broken down and
she was almost in tears.

"So now I prepare them with a handout
and 'a general discussion of this process,

followed by brief exploratory work in small
groups. Then I meet with each student in
more specific individual conferences. Those

who are ready' can choose to make an oral
preseritation, but writing or videotape is
always an option."

Some students working at Level Four learn
to integrate and apply their valuing abilities

in settings even more directly related-to
their professional directions.

In an art therapy course, for example, the
student prepares for her first. field
experience by analyzing and simulating_the
various modes an aft therapist may employ.
She then applies what she has learned in
closely mentored clinical work.

sl"The course's putpo is to give her a
working knowledge 'of the theories and the
media," the instructor says, "and to
develop a sensmf where she is in relation
to the two major' models the
psychoanalytic, or art in therapy, and the
educational - developmental, art as therapy.

"Since nearly all our graduates work in
school settings, each must come to terms

-with the more limited role. School
therapists simply don't have the time,
seeing a child for an hour a week in a class
of ten, to bring closure to the things that
would be unearthed by a psychoanalytic
menod."
Working with published case studies, the
student learns to assess a child's needs, to

develop therapy goals, and to select
methods and media. Extending abilities
begun at Level Three, she prefects the
probable therapeutic values and the
possible problems that different approaches
and media may offer a given child.

She also examines statements in textbooks
and journal articles on the art therapist
role; applinmthe ability to analyze values.

in a text which she developecfat Level Two.

"We want her to have a well-developed
theoretical base," the instructor notes, "but
art therapy is a human process. It simply
can't be delineated by listing skills or
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methods. Starting from where she is, as,a
person anchored in the creative, she has to
actually use a variety of therapeutic
systems in order to integrate therp into her
own approach."

Soon, therefore, the student alse'engages,
in clinical work with learning-disabled
children. She works alongside her
instructor with individual Children or groups
no target than three. First she is a
participant cserver recording and
analyzing the instructor's actions, then
gradually she enters into more direct and
sustained involvement with the children.

Here she applies the techniques she has
been studying and practicing. She.makes
diagnostic judgments and decides on the
outcomes she expects, on her role as
therapist, and on the media she will use. .

Often these choices and changes in
Ahem must be made in an instant, in
mid-session.

The student els° keeps a tog of her clinical
activities as. she did in recording her
instructor's work. "The log is non-reflective,
simply notes of what occurred," the,
instructor says.. "Bud it becomes the source
for case studies drawn .on her own field
experiences."

Creating case studies from her own 'work
challenges the student to critique her
valuing in decisions made on the spot, and
to pioject alternative possibilities as she did,
earlier for the published studies. Regularly
reflecting on her log with her instructor,
she often discovers disparities between her
professed values Mid thbse implied by her
actions especially under stress.

"Acting out what you believe isn't ,
automatic in a new situation," the
instructor says. "She has to work at it.
Qualities like insightful listening and
supportiveness take a lot of practice."

Working in the relative luxury of this one-to-
one setting, the student also begins to
appreciate the constraints inherent in the

*QA

role of a school therapist who has more
children for less time. "This brings into real
que.qion the relative weight she wants to
give tC 'artist,' therapist' and 'teacher' in
her professional life."

Toward the end of the seminar, each
student makes "a formal statement, usually
a short written paper along with an oral
presentation, defining her vision of herself
and her role as a therapist. I want her to
take a candid look at what the options will
Mean for her own fulfillmerft. And I want
her to make some kind of commitment.

Students beginning a management major,
likewise apply valuingto problems of
professional practice at Level Four. "In
teaching 'Management as Decision Making,'
valuing is terriblyzimportant," the instructor
says.

"But most business,models use terms like

'constraints' or 'assumptions,' and I also tr
to steer away from the emotive.
connotations in the word 'valuing' at first.
I've found that it's too likely to elicit
absolutes,, like 'That's how I feet Period.'
Or the proposition that dollar outcomes and

...humanistic values are mutually exclusive

"Instead I try to help the student discover
the impact of values on a decision by
surfacing all the,constraints and making
them explicit.

"We playa cornputer-assiSted business
simulatioh game, for'example. As they wor
through it, groups find themselves raising
questions of business ethics.

" 'Does it make sense to budget all this for
advertising?' they may ask. 'What about
improving wages and benefits? Should we,
be feeding some of it into social issues like
affirmative action or community needs?
What about a depreciation fund for
environmental impacts? Or the cost of new
government controls?'

"We also get into more personal
constraints, especially in one-to-one
feedback sessions.
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"As we examine a decision, ,the student will
start to say things like, 'Well, I don't want
to look unbusioesslike,' or 'I can't be a

,..,computer' or a division manager I've
got to show I can deliver on the bottom
line.' This enables us to took at unwritten .

;policies, implied agendas and the other
Lpowerful but intangible forces that impinge
on a decision."

The student may begin the course
expecting management decision-making to
be a checklist of procedures, with clearly
quantified variables. "That dofrsn't last
,fong. though. Sire starts to see right away
how many constituencies are involved in
any docision, and how their differing
expectations contradict and even change in
midstream.' -

She may discover a new connotation for
"valuing," as she comes to see it not only
In personal terms. Like the students in the

_Shakespeare course or the art therapy
student evaluating her effect on a child,
she discovers the impact of being
responsible to others on whose behalf she
is choosing.

She also finds that "business decisions are
not value-free. Nor can she simply assert a
value position and impose it on the
situadon.," Making a management decision,
lust as.much,as selecting a play or framing
a personal philosophy, demands nothing
less than the most complex and skillful
valuing of which she is capable.

Each Alverno student works at all four of
these levelsof valuing as part of her
general education requirements During-the
half-dozen years since we began making
valuing an explicit focus of our curriculum,
we have reached the point where every
discipline offers courses in which she can
pursue at least a part of hergrowth in

_valuing.

-This offers the student the widest possible
range of options from which to select her
individual path through the curriculum. It
has also provided us as facility with .

Intensive and varied .experience teaching

for valuing in many settings, and has
yielded more than we could have'expected
in insights about the valuing process and
how to fdster it.

Levels 5 and
Sustaining"Involvement
To date, we have had considerably bliss
experience working with students at the
advanced levels of valuing.

While half of our degree programs now
include advanced work in valuing, in only
one (nursing, which accounts for more than
a third of our graduates). have faculty
worked with a sizeable number of upper
division students so far. The others are
either so small (e.g. library science,
bilingual education) or so pew (e.g.
management, which should account for
anoter third of our graduates by 1982) that
they have had only a handful of students
among the three classes to graduate from
our revised curriculum.

Nonetheless; we can share some of the
work we have done, and some of the
patterns we have seen in our students'
development of their valuing abilities to
advanced levels.

For most of her last two years, the student
who concentrates. on yelping as part of her
major or minor field applies her valuing
abilities in contexts to which she is
seriously committed.

Where she may have give n an hour-long
presentation in class, she now might
undertake a teaching project in a
community agency that required several
weeks of on-site preparation and followup
Where she may have taken a role in a day-
long simulation, she now might be engaged
as an OCEL (Off-Campus Experiential
Learning) inLern with a local firm for a
semester or more.

As she moves further outside the
classroom for her learning experiences, the
student encounters more and more."real
world" conditions.
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She feels more sharply the constraints of
time, the limitations of resources and
information, as she works to reach her
-Valuing decisions. She confronts more
directly the diverse backgrounds and
cultures of the people with whom she
works, and whose cooperation she must
rely on in ogler to carry out the decisions
she makes.

During these Iwo years the student also
pursues her chosen area of emphasis,
entering more and more into the world of
her professional field.

Nooniy will her course work tend to
concentrate in certain areas, she may also
begin participating in her :ield's
professional organizatidns and activities.
Whether she is embarking u n her first
career, changing occupation or returning
to arr ongoing professional c mmilment, we
encourage her to begin inte eaving her
'education and her work as ontinuous
elements in aifelong patte1n.

The student's experiences
6 thus challenge tier to co
her valuing abilities and a
real decisions, while eriga
and more deeply in the Inn
of her community-and he

t Leve!s 5 and
tinue integrating

plying them to
ing herself more
ening contexts ,
profession.

Paradoxically, the studen 's increasing .

independence demands renewed
sensitivity and supportive ess orr our part

,She'faces an inevitable ' culture shock" in
moving from the classy m to places that
are not designed for her learning.

She is likely to learn that people can be far
more unpredictable and more insistent
about their values than classmates are in a
simulation. She often finds that living and
working in an unfamiliar subculture can
make her feel as much an alien as if she
were in another country, not just another
.n eighburhood.

At Mies, therefore, the valuing problems .

and conflicts she encounters may assume
an ,A4' of crisis. Yet this is where the
student herself, even in the midst of a

confusing and sometimes painful struggle,
-emerges as her and our= strongest
ally.

With careful reflection antreinforcement,
she finds,she can use the analytic
awareness of valuing she has developed
over the past two years to sort out
confusion. She remembers to rely on the
abilities she has successfully developed to
clarify her situation and her alms, and to
make a decision that she and others can
work with.

6
Working through this process in several
different settings, the student bebomes
more adept at .valuing In a plUraliitic world,.
As she formulates her own professional
goals and guidelines frorrt these
experiences, the advanced student
genuinely begins to become a colleague

For the education major who selects a._
bilingual education support area, for
example, intercultural immersion occurs as
she'does part of her student teaching with
children from bilingual ethnic backgrounds.

"A student working with4Spanish-speaking
children," says an education instructor,
"has to have already shown strong
intermediate proficiency in the language.
One or two dave actually been raisederh
bilingual familief themselves.''

The Spanish courses she takes as support
at this leiel focus,on the cultural heritage
and patterns of the Latino children she is
working with.

"Qur largest Latin community is Mexican in
background," the Spanish instructor notes.
"So we work on Mexican pronunbiation.an
idiom in conversation courses. We also
apply Mexican history and literature, and
pay a lot of attention to sociological and -
fictional portrayals like Oscar Lewis' Five
Families and Mariano Azuela's Los de
Abajo.

"I also try to keep them in touch with
what's going on today in Mexican life
magazine stories and editorial cartoons,
popular music, economic programs. In all,.
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were working toward a sense of the -Valuing is essential to this process. "When

living culture as a whole, a way of doing you're talking abodt a culture you're talking

things and thinking and feeling that adds up 'about a value system," the Spanish

to being Mexican.

'Even tot a second-generation child,
remember, that's probably the strongest
Influence in his or her life., The language is
Just a reflection of it. The child isn't just
learning two ways of talkiyg, he's trying to
cope with two different cultures, two value
Systems that often disagree."

The studint uses the field setting as a
laboratory for exploring and testing her

c instruor says. "Dealing with two cultures
takes everything she has in the way of
valuing competence.

"A lot of what she does looks like what she
was doing back at Level One or Two
keeping a jOurnal, analyzing the value
content of a story or a cartoon or a TV

commercial, But by now she's in a situation

f where she's acting as a professional, not
lust writ;ng down conversations with her -

developing sense of Mexican culture.
roommate. And all the tools and techniques
like ple-teking, sitting down and working

"One elementary ed student translated half out alternative impaCts, most of these are
a dozen' Grimm's fairy tales Spanish, practically automatic by now. She uses
then read them

on
a kindergarten full of them Whenever she needs,them, to help

Anglo children on Monday's and toper sort out the valuing involved, and to see
Latino group on Thursdays. By leading where:she wants to go."
them to fantasize afterwards, she found
noticeable differences.

Sharing her findings in the seminar sparked
some excellent discussions. They helped
several students clarify such cortnplex
cultural differences as individualism vs.

-Communal and hierarchical patterns, sex
roles, and the like. r

The student teacher begins to see her
students' speech, attitudes and actions as
particular variatiqns on the general patterns
of their cultural milieu. She begins to
understand their,families and the
neighborhood as, in a sense, a part of
Mexican life as well as a pail of Milwaukee.

Keeping a log of heYfield work and
reflecting on it with her master teacher and
her instructors, the student "reaches the
pej,nt where she has to reevaluate her role
as teacher," the education instructor says.

"She's not content simply to be s
spokesperson for one of the child's two -
cultures, an enforcer or enculturatdrrit 'the

;AridloWay.' She starts seeing herselRs
someone whose aim is to help thAChilli
cope with livingin two cultures, and to help )
the child turn that into a source bf,,,gtrength

instead of a source of stress."

Advanced work in valuing is also central to
the nursing major. "The student In her last

two years is constantly learning what it

means to act as an advocate on her
client's behalf," a nursing instructor
explains. j

"She has Jo be able to just routinely
surface her own values and feelings and,
discriminate them from her client's, and ro

decide in each case how much teaching
"and change for the client is part of her
-goal. She has to learn to negotiate
differences between her client and his
family, between the client-and-family in
retatiiiff to the institution, between herself
as advocate and theother members of the

care team.

"This becomes acute in th'e situation where
, the client comes from another cultural

background and may not even understand
English. very well, much less the sudden
maze of hospital procedures, WI being

nveyed in a sort of 'English -
edicalese.'

-c.
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Each-advance student engages in fdur
field placements outside of nursi.;g
practice. One is a teaching project in a,
roc& service agen4, and another is an
extended research project arising out of
one of her clients' need. In one she .
contracts to serve a health care manager
es an observer/consultant, and in one she

volunteers time in a non-nursing role to a.
'human service project or group in the -
cOmmun,ity.

"We try to insure chat she gains extended
experience working with one or more of the
city's many subcultural groups,." the
instructor notes, "in addition to her
contacts with individual clients in clinical
settings.

"And throughout the program, we are
focusing orrthe nurse as an advocate and
mediator between various individuals and
groups not just over technical questons
df care, but dealing with the valuing
frameworks that lie behind them. Health is
a value, after all, and the process of
healing or staying healthy is a process of
moving toward that goal. You can't
encourage healing or health maintenance
for an individual or a community unless you
are really adroit at.valuing as an interactive
process."

Thestudent also uses her field projects,
especially her work in a non-nursing role, to
begin developing "that continuity betweerr
her work role and her other involvements in
her world that marks the true professional.

"Going into it, students have complained
about this wide-ranging field work as
forcing too much independence on them
They also chafe at having to keepournals,
and at' the huge task of having to keep
comparing these 'separate compartments'
of their lives in our seminars. But all this is
like the written care plans they do it's
done to develop a discipline Of approach, a
habit of mind that eventually makes the

. paperwork unnecessary."

By the time they graduate, students are
almost always tenhusiastic about the
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-integration .,ley can see between their
many roles and cornmitments.-Ouite a
number, in fact, stay on with the agency
'here they have worked as a norr-nursing

volunteer. Almost every one resorts a high
desire tuniintain this area of her life.

"We're very pleased about that. It's been
one of our major goals to help the student
make this traditional value a reality before
she graduates, as part of her educational
experience not something she has to
add on later." .

The library science faculty has likewise
identified valuing as one of the
competericesseach student must develop it
advanced levels..

"Problem solving and social interaction are
abilities you would link immediately with the
work of a library professional," the
chairperson notes. "But in order to interact
effectively you have to have a very good
,understanding of differences in value
structures. You can't serve unless yott
know who you're servingand what it is tney
want, and why.

"Public and school libraries, for example,
almost always have a very diverse mixture.
of Populations, Academic' libraries as a rule
dr% ,ot. All of them face the user /non -user,
dichotolny. It's critical for a professional
entering the field to be aware of this, to
begin interacting with these various user
groups and with tne non-users."

Starting from this point of view,the library
science faculty has taken a unique
direction with the multi-cultural focus of
Level Five. "We don't look at ethnic
groups, but at the various populations who
interact in a library system the various
categories of users, users vs. nonusers,
even the aspiring library science
professionals as against the practicing
prpfessionals.

"We look at these 'subcultures' in terms of
their value (inferences, Just as other ,

disciplines do but welte identified them by
' mearr kit weir behavior rather than Yell
ethnic background.
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"So the student who's workingn a
neighborhOod or school library that's
ethnically integrated won't separate blacks
from whites, or Polish and Latin Americans.
She'll look at user groups, and at non-
users, and try to yet at the valuing that
They're expressing in their relationship to
reading, ...) library services."

Taking this approach has had some
interesting consequences. "It opens up our
viewiof.non-users. They're not just 'non-
readers,' or people who are somehow
ignorant or don't care or are uncouth...

Takin- heir behavior seriously instead of
*Ming ,,n off enables us to ask creative
'questions about what their values are, and
how we might serve some of their needs.

"On the other hand, you can run afoul of
the validity question: 'Because it extts as a
value system and somebody holds it, it's
valid.' Well, that's true but it isn't enough.
The student Can't stop there or it's just
another way to write people off. So we try
to focus her attention on data collection, to
get her underneath the group's current
behavior in concrete terms and working
with them faceto face."

A student librarian interning at a primary
school in a nearby city, for example, has

' designed and carried out an attitude survey
gi'

t"ot its several constituencies or
'slibcultvres.'

She had identified teaching skills to
patrons and assisting n..rons 3s two
distinctive goals of such a library, from her

-marling in the literature. So she designed
her survey to test whether the library staff,
the administration and faculty saw these as
Important in the librarian's role.'

"She also inventorion sixth graders'
reading habits, fibre, y skills and use
patterns and their perceptions of the
librarians. She found some instructive
patterns. I reme,:iber her discovery that
less than two percent of the books students
read were chosen on a librarian's
recommendation strikingly different from
what the staff and faculty had assumed."

Having developed such information; the
stiglint Jibrarian participated with her field
mentors in working through its meanipgs,
for library policy.

"Although she was 'only' a student, she
really had a chance to contribute as a
colleague at this point. Her data, and her
ability to interpret it in terms of value
structures rather than as some sort of test
or threat, helped the whole staff make good
use of what they hao learned. Of course,
she had to use her social interaction skills,
too,' to get this across in an acceptable,
positive way."

Students move quite readily from such field
experiences into developing a part of their
professional "credo," which is the focus of
Level Six.

More than one student has to struggle hard
with the conflicts between her personal
values and institutional policy while doing
her OCEL project. "Younger students
especially have difficulty actualizing what
they're learning, even in a simulation," a
management instructor says. "It's hard for
them to perceive commitment or
consequences in real terms.

"OCEL has a powerful impact on that.
Suddenly this isn't an exercise, you're not
just taking a role. This question of inventory
control or personnel policy isn't out there
somewhere it's you, your decision. What
you decide is who you become. And that's
not just philosophy. You have to walk in
that door the next day and face people as
'the person who made that decision.'

"Almost all the questions that come up in
the OCEL seminars I've been part of have
been valuing problems. What are my
values and goals in this situation ?' What
are other people expecting, and why?'
'What values lie behind those
expectations ?' What are my options?'
'How will doing this or that affect my work
relationships, my credibility?'

"The (tern, and there does seem to be
one, is one of moving from an initial self-
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centered response through a series of
interactions with the values in the
environment.

'7 recall one student who had done rather
extensive research for a departmental
report and was shocked when she found
out that her sUpervisor planned to submit it
without singling her out as the major
contributor. She was outraged. She
immediately buttressed her position with
moral principles and management theories

but she hadn't yet looked into the
'situation any further than her own reaction.

"It turned out the individualist philosophy
she was now espousing contrasted sharply
with/the values 1-* a had earlier expressed.
When this was pointed out, she was able to
entertain the idea that these new principles
might be a camouflage. She admitted here
very personal anger she had worked
hard, and had bAen feeling like a
professional, and she felt betrayed.

"Going back'over concepts like C
'collegiality' and 'commitment to the
common task' that she had put high value
on before, she began to draw their
implications for her situation She began to
see a difference between her first taste of
feeling like a professional and what it might
mean, according to her own standards, to
act like one.

"She was then able to resolve the conflict
In a couple of sessions with her supervisor
She even heard reasons her mentor had in
mind the need for a sponsor with status
in the organization to gain the report a
serious hearing, the fact that her supervisor
could afford to be 'shot down' more easily
than she could that she hadn't
considered.

"But the matter didn't end there. For part
of her Level Six work, she decided to
compare the meaning of 'professional' in
academic and Corporate life. She went
beyond her own case.with reading and
interviews, and developed a picture of the
norms and patterns for 'professionalism' as
a researcher in both settings.
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"Then she added that into her own career
planning which role did she really want,
'which values were most like hers, and what
adjustments or ongoing dissonances would
each path require?

"Interestingly enough," the instructor adds,
"the seminar turns out to be far more
productSie than oneto-one advising. We
have to deal with the initial reluctance to
admit confusion and the need to respect a
person's or an organization's confidential
information.

"But once we do, students quickly find
patterns in the problems they're
encountering. They start to feed back to
each other from earlier sessions and to
problem solve as a team. With that kind of
reflective/analytical support, OCEL gives
the student a terrific inductive experience
in complex valuing."

A psychology instructor agrees about the
impact of the OCEL experience, noting a
similar pattern of student development. "In
my first OCEL seminar," he says, "a
student was working on a hospital ward
that included several terminal patients. Her
supervisor, a clergyman, warned her that
some of them had not been told. She had
an awful time wrestling with this.

"At first she felt it was unconscionable not
to let someone know their own prognosis.
She was pretty indignant with her
supervisor for giving her such 'immoral'
advice. But then she began working it
through in the seminar, and she
acknowledged that it was legitimate for the
institution to have a policy on such a
matter. So she decided to be guided by the
policy aid decided that it wasn't her role to
tell them.

"But predictably, that didn't last. She
couldn't really live with just obeying the
institution on a serious moral issue. How
did her mentor, an ordained Christian
minister, reconcile this? After all, he had
some heavy moral commitments to keep.
Talking it over with him, she found that he
did indeed see it as a moral question".
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Gradually she came to appreciate the
,value of the policy as the institution's way
of letting the patient-and family choose
She saw that her personal judgment as a
staff member was being properly restrained
fromtnterfering with their freedom. She
saw that dealing with the relations betw3en
patient and family On this question was a
matter. for pastoral counseling, not hospital
policy.

"This progress from self to institution to
client as the central value consideration is
a critical one in the helping professions.

"In the seminar, we ran into trouble at first
because we saw that, and we tried to move
her too fast. That made her feel like she
was being asKed to change her personal
beliefs, instead of being helped to move her
personal beliefs into the human context of
patient, family and hospital

, -,-
Once tne student was free to do that,
however, she was free to affirm the policy
and to define an individual role as a
professional counseling families --, that
went Beyond what the organization could
do but was harmonious with it.

Art therapy students likewise learn in their
field experiences that theyare bringing
their personal beliefs and value struetures
into the professional situation and that
they must, in order to be eftective.

This becomes clear as the student therapist
reviews her clinical logs with her instructor
"One of my chief purposes," the instructor
says, "is'to keep asking, 'In what did the
therapeutic value lie?' She learns to see
beyond the behavior her own as well as
the child's.

"There are things a therapist has to believe
about herself, and this has to be - .

transmitted so the child can put faith in her,
and in himself. If the session's purpose is
to teach childrgin how to use art materials
to feel good about themselves, then the
therapist needs to feel that way about

herself, and project that. To be a credible
person, your faith must be evident. And if
the therapist isn't credible, nothing
happens.

"Actually, we could use anything
gardening . for the vehicle. It's the value
interaction that makes it therapy."

This is where valuing becomes crucial to
the making of an art theiapik "I don't
think you can be a therapist without baring
you: own faith, your beliefs. If yOu don't
know what you believe, and believe it, and
live it you create no security for the
child.

"I remember one stud who became
incensed when we talks, about this in
class. She insisted nonbelief wouldn't make
any difference, or would even be an asset
because she was willing to let children
believe or not as they chose.

"But she had to come to terms with this
when she was dealing with a child who was
a pathological liar. He was trying, in his
way, to grapple with right and wrong, to
sort out moral responsibility ... and he was
so despPrate, she just couldn't maintain her
'varuemee' approach.

"Going o.er her work one day she said,
'You know, I can sue that there is a moral
code, and it's important for his well-being.'
As soon as she go: that resolved, she was
able to deal much more iiffectiftly with the
boy. And she began tdling better about
herself as a therapist."

In the clinical situation, the student thus
learned to distinguish those things she did
believe in - including her faith in the child
and her goals on his behalf from the
social moral code and from her own
theological doubts.'

She thought I had been saying you must
become a theist in order to be a thetapist,
and that she couldn't become a therapist
wiinout giving up her identity. When she got
past that, she became free to affirm her
values in her work as a professional."
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Like earth art therapy graduate, this student
later developed a fairly detailed "apologia"
in which she related her personal valuing to
her chosen role as a therapist. Because
she had built it up inductively over
numerous field experiences, she was able
to express and docu.aent a clear, confident
sense of her beliefs and val "And she
was also free to dis er own
searching, ut feeling pressed any
lo - o take a hardline position and
efend it."

An-Evolving Curriculum

These are scattered examples, drawn from
every level of the curriculum and almost
every discipline. They have been selected
to suggest the diversity of approaches and
styles that can develop as each department
and instructor works out comfortable and
effective ways to help the student develop
her valuing abiliti_s in her encounter with
the discipline.

These examples should suggest as well
that the focus on valuing, if allowed to
develop in its indigenous forms, can
considerably enhance the student's
involvement with the discipline. Whether
she is taking a single introductory course or
pursuing a lifelong profession, having to
deal directly with the complex valuing
dimensions of a given field can powerfully
deepen her understanding of its "content"
rather than distracting her attention from it.
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In addition, this chapter offers evidence
that valuing education is a task for which
most faculty are more qualified and ready
than they might imagine. As professionals
in their respective fields, faculty are
uniquely able to surface their own
disciplines' inherent valuing processes and
problems. Dialogue with colleagues or
consultants may sharpen our insight, but
each of us knows intimately what it is to
study and practice-in her/his discipline.

Faculty are also educators who have spent
their adult lives creating situations and
strategies that will encourage students to
leain. They are uniquely qualified to
reshape their courses so that valuing
emerges as an explicit and open element.
Again, consultation may augment our
effdrts We have found it invaluable to stay
in constant touch with one another and
with colleagues across the country. But as
faculty we are the "experts," and the job of
teaching for valuing is finally and
properly up to us.

These examples are also intended to
suggest some of the patterns we have
seen, as students come to grips with the
concept of valuing and then seek to
develop it as an ability We have also seen
'patterns in our own behavior that can
increase the learning value of the
experiences we offer. In Chapter Four, a
number of'these patterns are discussed
with more careful attention,

Finally, the examples in this chapter are
also meant to suggest that ours is not a
fixed or finished curriculum. We are aware
that they add up to a sense of something
fluid and .infinished, of loose strands and
rough edges.
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-° As several instructors indicate, it
sometimes serves their purposes to use
"Level Two work" in order to get beginning
students effectively started on work we
have defined as the focus for Level One.
There is a way in which Levels Two and
Three, and Levels Five and Six, are more
continuous than sequential. There is a way
in which at Level Four and again at Level .

Six the student is spiraling back, again
going over the ground of "What do I
believe?" = although she does so with
increasing Sophistication and whble-
sightedness.

There is also considerable repetition and
foreshadowing. No course focuses strictly
on the work of a single level. Students
frequently retrace steps they have taken
earl*, reinforcing and extending abilities
developed at prior levels. "1 always start
from scratch," one instructor admits.
"Even a student working at Level Four will
begin the course by re-applying her Level
One abilities." In most learning situations,
students also "stretch" into levels they
have not yet formally encountered.

Some courses or teaching strategies,
moreover, probably seem far more clearly
defined than'others. In some examples it
may appear that a student would do more"
difficult and complex work in course A than
in course B at the same level. And it is
probably quite evident that we have had
half a dozen years' experience working'
with:beginning students in valuing, big only
a year or two so far at the advanced levels
in many areas.

We do invest considerable energy in
maintaining both coherence in our
curriculum and an overall level of
develOpment as a aculty in teaching
valuing. This appears most visibly in the
Valuing Division's constant study of syllabi
and learning designs,its regular revision of
the levels and their criteria, and its ongoing
work as a clearinghouse and a source of
"in-service" faculty development. Studies

underway by the Office of Evaluation
also corroborate our sense that we have
achieved a significant degree of
consistency and reliability.

But ours is an evolving curriculum. We are
working from unity, not toward uniformity.
At any given moment our curriculum as a
whole will probably always include
inconsistencies and unfinished ventures.

We do not intend to establish an exact
identity or even too close a similarity
between how valuing appears in a
chemistry course and the way it is taught in
drawing or sociology. Nor do we expect the
process of rethinking our courses and
adapting our strategies to come to an end,
even in the unlikely event that every course
in the college were some day to offer one
or more levels of valuing.

What WE do intend is to continue eXploring
the valu:Ig dimensions of our several fields
and sharing them with our students. And
we expect thereby to become more
effective as educators at eliciting,
challenging and encouraging each
student's abilities as a valuing person.
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Ill. Assessing for Valuing

Once we successfully elicit and challenge
the student's valuing abilities, of course,
Our work as educators is by no means
over. We still must find a way to make valid
and reliable judgments about the abilities
she is displaying both to certify her .
accomplishments and to help guide her
subsequent learning.

As we worked to create situations in which
the.Alverno student could. develop her
valuing abilitieS in our courses, we realized
that these would also be prime settings for
observing end judging her progress. If a
particular learning situation-calls upon her
to integrate and apply the many aspects of
valuing, what better opportunity could there
be to see her in action?

Capturing such an image, however, turns
out to be no easy task. How do you Ideritify
valuing? How do you observe an active,
multidimensional and highly personal
process, several aspects of which are
modes of thought and feeling invisible to
the eye? Even If you can render, it visible,
how do you create a static record of a
dynamic event in order to make and verify
judgments? How do you establish reliability
in th4 observer, and between observers?
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Principles of Assessment

As we wrestled With these questions. we
sought the counsel of colleagues wt.arever
we could find them. Their work and our

own experiences encouraged us to adhere

to two fundamental principles: specifying

criteria and relying on multiple judgments.

We see specifying anode as the key Id
making-assessment valid, reliable and
useful.

Many of us riad'become quite practiced,

over the years, at making a general
subjedtive judgment about the whole of a

student performance and translating it into

a single rating or "grade." But such
summary ratings, whether of a paper-and

pencil test or of a complex simulation, haye,,,

little transferable meaning. Nor do they give

the student and her mentors much
guidance in planning her further
development. And the rating process leaves

scarcely any, record of how the "87," the

"Pass" or the "B +" was arrived at.

Assessment by criteria still depends on
expert subjective judgment. But it focuses
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that judgment upon particular predefined
elements of the student's performance.

-
Whether we are annotating the text of a
student's work, making notes from an audio
ot-video tape or creating-a-behavioral
record of a live simulation, we make
judgments only about the criteria at hand.
We also document each judgment by
reference to specific action the student has
taken.

For each level; the Valuing Division has
drawn upon our cumulative teaching
experience to develop criteria that are
generic to valuing, regardless of setting.
For each assessment, these are adapted
and expanded to reflect the course content
and the dynamics of the assessment
technique. Both kinds of criteria generic

and specific operate together to yield
information about student performance
which is more objective, more detailed and
more-individualized.

This-helps to make the assessor's
judgments verifiable. It also makes them
diagnottically useful as the student strives
to improve tier abilities during the course,
or when she sits down with an advisor to 4.
select next year's courses or settle on a
major field.

The generic criteria, moreover, enable us
to compare valuing assessments in courses
as varied as theology and chemistry
according to their common elements, while
-respecting their_ditterences. As we develop
confidence in the validity of our criteria, it
becomes possible to take advantage of
multiple judgments.

Relying on multiple Judgments helps us
to balance out any biases inherent in the
assessment situation itself, as well as the
perceptual bias of the individual assessor.

We realize that even with careful assessor
tuning and the focusing "lens" of
specified criteria, each person's expert
judgment remains in part subjective. We
therefore base credentialing decisions on a
consensus of two or more assessors.

One particularly helpful source was the work of
several government, industry and educational
practitioners on what has come to be known as.
the "assessment center method." See Joseph L
Moses and William C. Byham, eds., Applying the
Assessment Center Method (Pergamon Press;
New York, 1977).
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Whether this collaborative effort Involves
only the instructor and the student, the two
of them along with classmates and/or other
faculty members, or half idozen assessors
analyzing a complex simulation in the
Assessment Center, it arises from an
interplay of viewpoints as to what the
student said or did and what strengths or
weakneSses she demonstrated. it is shaped
by a single set of criteria common to all
assessors Involved, and the student usually
participates as a sett- assessor.

We also realize that the stddent's
performance on any-given assessment is
tibd to the subject, mode and setting. If
sociology is confusing for her, she is not
likely to demonstrate the full extent of her
'valuing abilities In handling a sociological
problem. Or her writing skill may gloss over
weaknesses in her thought process, or she
may freeze up in iront of a video camera. It
may simply be a bad day for her, or the
setting maMot really elicit all that we have
hoped in deffgning it.

At each level of valuing, therefore, the .

student must successfully demonstrate tier
ability in a variety of settings. Beeause they

- have all included the same generic criteria,
these multiple assessments can be used to
build a consensual judgment even though
they may have involved widely different
activities in unre;ated courses. Over time,
they also enable us to develop a clear
cumulative picture of each student's
progress in valuing, however diverse an
array of courses her transcript may show.

As we explored assessment we also came
to see tws) further principles as essential in
,making it a truly educational process:
publicizing the criteria and providing
individual feedback.

Publicizing the criteria helps to make the
assessment a continuous part of the
student's learning.

AA

The course syllabus spells out which
valuing abilities will ba focused on, and the
criteria by which effective performance will
be judged. Since they constitute a virtual
operating definition of "valuing" as it
appears in that course, these criteria also"
provide the focus for the various learning
experiences in which the student develops
her abilities.

When she engages in an assessment that
counts toward her credentialing, then, she
encounters no sudden surprises. She is
simply being asked again to demonstrate

' abilities she hes been explicitly developing
all along. Although the particular setting or
application maybe new, the ways in which
she is to demonstrate her ability a're
familiar.

Removing the traditional secrecy of testing
may seem unusual. But secrecy, where it is
considered necessary, is relevant to
preventing unfair advantages in a norm-
based group test. Insofar as our student
can become "test-wise," we encourage her
to do so. She is only being compared
against herself, and one of our explicit
purposes is to help her -ern when and
how situations in her life are putting her
valuing "to the test."

Knowing the criteria the detailed
operating definition of what she is working
toward also enables the student to
monitor he own development. This ability
to assess and direct her own learning is
one of our primary long-term goals as
liberal educators, and in order to help the
student develop it we insist on personal
feedback as part of every assessment.

Providing individual feedback turns each
assessment into a learning experience.

As soon as possible after each assessment,
the student receives detailed feedback
either in writing or in conference with one
of her assessors. Using the criteria, the
feedback gives her a detailed, documented
picture of the assessors' judgments and
how they were made. Using the same
criteria, she also critiques her valuing for
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the strengths and weaknesses she has
shOwn and may join in outlining appropriate
directions for her further learning.

Like her foreknowledge of the criteria, this
Personal "debriefing" helps remove the
sense of fear and finality that so often
,Sitends the experience of being judged.
--This is particularly important In a personal
pros like valuing.

Though she may at first find assessment
aOmewhat overwhelming, the student
rapidly gains ease and confidence. She

:learns that there need be no failures, since
retakes are part of the process,, She comes
to trust the assessor as someone who is
there to help advance her learning, not to
render a verdict.

-Turning even "summative" assessments
into "formative" learning also subtly
diminishes the sense of learning as a
terminable process. Who has not heard.
students exclaim, "At least if I survive the
final I'll be through with that subject for the
rest of my life!"

We cannot honestly claim that our students
no longer say such things. But individual
feedback and self-assessment do lead the
student to focus not so much on "how I

_did" as on "what I can do," helping toshift
her perception from something "final"
toward an ongoing process.

And what students say often reveals this
growth. "You know what your strengths
and weaknesses are," one says, "bedause
you're constantly assessing yourself.
Assessors are more or less just reinforcing
your own asessment skills." Or, as a
classmate put it, "You're your own private
assessment center by the time you get out
of here."

"I think we're always going to be assessing
ourselves," says another. "I know now that
there'll never be a time when l'11 stop
learning."*

Assessment at Alverno College. pp. 49-50.

Assessing for Awareness: ,
A Valuing Journal
For the beginning student, who a working
to develop her awareness of valuing and of
her own values, assessment need not take
place in an Interactive setting. Many
instructors prefer situations which allow the
student to state and analyze her values
privately, either in'writing or in one-to-One
conferences.

One sucKopportunity is offered by the
valuing journal, a technique used In several
disciplines. In the introductory philosophy
course discussed in Chapter Two, for
example, the student's journal provides the
basis fa a detailed assessment of her
.Level t abilities.

Throughout the course she has learned to
discuss value questions_ openly, usually in
analyzing the implied value frameworks of
selections from various philosophers. She
has thus been exposed to diversity and
conflict as part of valuing, both in the
differences between philosophers and in
the discussions among-her classmates.

These experiences' have also introduced
her to valuing as a pervasive activity that
can be overt or implied, and have given her
a basic vocabulary for describing and

analyzing the process, The class
distinguishes generalized attitudes from
more specific propositional beliefs, for
instance, and learns to look for habitual ,

action as the difference between either of

these and a value.

At the sante time, each student has been
recording incidents that bring her valuing
into focus in her private journal. The
instructor provides a page format and guide
questions, so that each incident is recorded
in sufficient detail. The questions also
remind the student to record her feelings
and to set down her Immediate reflections '
on such questions as why this was a
valuing issue, what kind of value (aesthetic,
religious, social, familial, moral, etc.) was
involved, and so on.
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Four or five times during the course the
,student submits her journal entries for
review. She can select out those she
waes to keep private," the instructor
'notes, "and I need never -see them." The
instructor then annotates the submitted
enffkm, pointing out where they display the
elemitTs called for in the guide questions.

Checking off the elements of each entry on
a ctimulalhmi grid also helps fo reveal
developing`oatterns, both In the student's
acuity as an observer/recorder and in her
awareness o f t t\r elements of valuing. ,t'It's
not uncommon,' the instructor says,"for
the left side of her chart to look ragged,
while the right side 'nearly

In her early entries, a student may fail 'to
note how often she has done something
comparable or may not have given any
blear Indication of why she did what she is
recording. She,may neglect tsuggest a
source for the value(s) invoiv ;or to look
for any indications of change.
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Her observational habits usually sharpen
steadily as she keeps the journal and
receives feedback on it. So do her
reflective abilities, as she becomes clearer
in her own mind about distinguishing
beliefs, values and feelings or gains a surer
sense of how to trace a value source or
sort out the opposing elements in a conflict.

One student's first journal entries, for
example, read In part:

October 2
Record: Last Saturday t wanted to go to
a bookstore in [a city where she was
visiting], so my friend gave me

'directions. I got lost. I was
frightened. ... I thought about asking a
strange?, but I don't like to talk to people
I don't know. Finally a girl my age came
by and I reached out to her for help. She
responded by walking me to the store
and even shopping with me_a little later.
We exchanged addresses.... It really
felt good to make a new friend out of an
undesirable situation.
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Reflect: feel this incident goes in the
category of human relatiOns .. I had to
enlist the aid of someone and we
`became friends. This is arrattitude
mainli because I had to force my
attitude to change in order for Me to
reach out to-someone I didn't know.

Church has helped me change my
prior attitude of depending solely on
mySelf. It has nrade.me realize that
others have a lot to give. My attitude on
Mitnan relations is slowly changing, as

o this incident reveals.

October 15 -

Record: Friday night my friends
and and I drove to
downtown Chicago to look at some art

, works. I kept thinking about how
beautiful the Chagall and Picasso pieces
were. (Afterwards] we decided to just
drive around and lookat the city by night
and had a beautiful hour -long drive. I've
been to Chicagobefore, but never at
midnight. . . . It really was an interesting
night. I only wish I could do it again. .

Reflect: This experience was a type of
feeling. I felt happy, unafraid (at
mldnight!).arid lust fantastic. I also
remember feeling important and content.
This was a recreation value because it
was done purely for fun.

My experiences with this type of
situation are minimal, so I'd say that my
friends helped to influence me in this
value of "spontaneous freedom" since
therasked me to go along.

Annotating the first di these entries, the .

instructor noted the student's clear
,description of what she had done, when
and where and how, and her statement of
her feelings both during and after the
incident ( "I was frightened. . It really felt
good. to make a new filend'). Thii instructor
noted that the same elements were explicit
In the second record.

The second also contained a much clearer
statement of how often the student fled.

, done something coMparable ("I've been to
Chicago before, but never at midnight"),

3

.which was-only implied in the first. In
neither entry, however, did she explainwhy
she took the alternative she did:

As she reflected on the two incidents the
student had also begun to apply the valuing
terminology she was learning, though with
arie uncertainty:

The instructor noted het clear identification
of "I don't like tc-Oalk to people,I don't
know" as an "attitude" in the first entry.
She also noted that the student had
identified a change in attitude: and a
source ("church") for the new..po ;Won
toward which she was moving ("that other
people have a lot to give").

The second reflebtion Betrayed some
confusion. The student hadcharacterized
the incident at fit* as primarily involving'

,"feeling," but then ap showing a
"recreational value" and then finally as/
,involving "this value of 'spontaneous
freedom,' " She had also implied a strong
aesthetic dimension ("I kept thinking how
beautiful . .") which she eoiSilOoked in
reflecting on the incident.

Perhaps because of this uncertainty as to
which values were involved, she did not
distinguish a causative agent In the t
interaction ("my friends . . . asked me to go
along') from an actual value source.

'"I suspected that the.feelings were still so
immediate," 'the instructor says, "that when
she made,the entry she had not yet 'cooled_
down' enough to analyze carefully. Still, we
took time to talk-it-over in addition to my
written feedback."

Looking at the two entries side by side, the
student was soon able to make explibit the
connection she had felftetween them., "I
was butting more value on friendship, " she'
said. Shealso acknowledgedlhe first
incident as a source for the second,
indicating she had thought of her recent,
experience as she debated whether to Join
in the impromptb midnight drive.
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The instructor pointed out that "friendship"
is a specificoralue in the "category of
human relations" which the student had
Identified in the first entry. She also urged'
her to begin thinking about what values
might be involved in the options she chose
not to pursue.

,-Laterin the term, the student made this
entry/ In her journal:

November 9
Record: Yesterday afternoon my mother
and I went to a restaurant together. We
had planned to go there one day, and
since the day was so nice we went. We
never did anything that we could call
just, fun before. We'd go shopping or talk
together but yesterday we went
sotaplace to be friends.

I felt kind of uncomfortable in a nice
way. i am not used to being a pal with
my mom, but I sure would like to'. . . I
could choose between going and not
going, but I meted to go and I cherish
the experience.
Reflect: This action is an example of a

-situation that has become a belief
that members of a family should be
treated i n a variety of ways . . . as
parents, friends, counselors and
confidants. . .

The church has been instrumental in
helping me to shape this belief. The
church teaches community and
f e l l o w s h i p . I feel that this . . . should
start in the family. The reason this value
has changed in the past year is because
I have matured to the point where I can
recognize the family as being important.

Here, the instructor noted her increasingly
thorough reportage of the incident including
what, where, when, how and why as well as
how often she had done something
comparable and how she felt. She also
pointed out '5 student's identification of a
belief ("meri.bersbf a family .should be
treated In a variety of ways") and its -
source ("the church "), andeher change in
coming to affirm that belief.

'1
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. "She gave some evidence of a growing
'sense of the.value conflict inherent in a
,decision, too, in describing her conscious
choice between going and not going," the
instructor says, "but this still needed more
work." Her description of the decision as
one she "cherished" also reflected her

-understanding of a component of value the
class had fecentiy discussed.

in a brief informal feedback session, the
instructor again encouraged her to explore
the values at issue in each decision. She
also asked the student to pay attention to
the difference betWeen a belie! or value
that she holds priOr to an incident 'and one
that arises out of or is strengthened by'the,
event. _ _

Near the end of her journal, the student
__recorded the following:
. December 12* . . , ,

Record: A feig days ado the girls.1 work
with were trying to talk me icito going to
the Christmas party. . . . I had never
been to'a large party like this one. I said
I didn't wadi to go because I'm afraid of
being pressured into drinking.

Well, niY friends planned'amongi
themselves to trick me into,going! When
I found out they were planning this I felt
so good. It is a good feeling to know that
people really like you and wangou to
Join. in. Seeing how strongly they felt, I
finally decided to go.

,Reflect: / feel this is a value in human
relations. I could have chosen not to go
. . . but I respect, even cherish. my
friends. I Say It is a value because I
acted on Their concern; / decided to go.

I am finding that friendship is very.
important. This past year found me
growing in husman relationships almost.
continually. Personal experience has
been the source that has helped me
form this value.

.tt
, Again, the iiructor noted the student's ?'

completewservation and recording of the 1

incident's..sallent elements. She credited
hRr for staling a value position she had, .

b1ought into the situation (V I'm afraid of
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being pressured into drinking") and for
-7:portraying the corflict between. her

accuStomed method of enacting this value
and the new value of ':friendship" which
her friends' action intettsified..

Paradoxically, this increased acuity of
observation and description was not fully
mirrored in the student's reflection. The
instructor did note her explicit statement of
a rationale for selecting' the incident ("it is
a value because I acted on their concern"),
as well as her attention' to type of value,
source and change.

But the student did not directly reflect upon
the value 'conflict she had so clearly
described. This, it turns oat, is not
uncommon in Jodi-nal keeping. "There's
often a transition period," the instructor
says, "when she can see more than she
can analyze. She's becoming more aware

of theprocess, but isn't too sure about
applying the terms or drawing out the
relaticinships."

About two-thirds of the way through the
semester, the student engages in an
assessment based upon her journal and
hericlassroom Work. It is designed, the

---instructer- point out, not only to elicit fier
developing aw reness of values and valuing
but also to het her begin looking at her
own valuing sy tematically.

Reflecting on tier journal selectiohs as a
whole, the student completes two charts,
For the first she chooses three areas of hei
life and lists -.4 in order of 'priority three
major values she holds in each area, She
ther pointt" out a journal incident in which
she has expressed each value in action
and indicates her personal feeling response
to that incident.

'--,For the second chart the student selects
foUr areas of her life, not necessarily
prioritized, and lists an attitu' 4 or'belief she

Itoicts in each. She identifies one or more
specific sources for that attitude or belief,
and aliempts to cite a riecIslon she has
made that is consistent with it.

4

She then describes two values that have
changed significantly during the past year
and explains what Contributed to each
change. ,

This part of the assessment directly
challenges her ability, to apply the,valuing

_conceptsand vdcabulary she haslearned,
,as,in distinguishing between "values'-' on
the first chart and "attitudep.and beliefs"
on the second. It also elicits her ability to
trace sources, to analyze changes in
valuing and to link her avowed positions to
her decisions and actions.

Even in brief iesponses, studenots can
demonstrate a grasp of the valuing
terminology the class has used. A pair of
items from ,one student's assessment
illustrates a typically successful pattern:

[CHART ONE]
Area: Economic
Value: Work for my money ,

Evidence: From the time I was 17 I have
always held a job. I have worked
weekends and vacations [recorded in .
journal]. / could have worked iess and
still gdtten by with help from my
father.

Feeling: tem happy with myself for
dOing this. . . . It has made me feel
independent.

[CHART TWO]
Area: Aesthetics
Attitude or belief: I think that to be a

wrnplete ... person one must go
. outside of his or her area. Such it is

with me and'the arts
Source: My friends g'ot me into this area

[recorded in journal]. / reallAadn't
done much .. . before,' met them.
They always enjoy seeing new and

\different movies [and] plays.
Value deCision: In the past few months

I:ve attended a play and the
Milwaukee Symphony. When I am our
of school . . . I plan on attendingome
type of performance once a month.
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Short though they are, theta responses
show that the student can 'dent& 3 value
and state a belief, she can link both to
spec* actions where she has had to
make a deliberate decision, she can specify
a sourde and she can report feelings
'-tssociated with the action all of which
are among the ,:rlteria for this Level One
assessment. .

Her evidente for the value "wort( for my
money" also shows that she has learned to
well out alternatives in talking about a
value decision. And Wh she singles out
her fribnds as the sour r her interest in
performing arts, she auto atically notes

l. how often she has done something
comparable.

"As i told her in our feedback session," the
instructor says, "the practiceOf keeping
the journal.certainly seems to have sunk :n."

'No single itenuof course, is detaileel
enough fof an assess....: to reach a firm
judgment as to the student's ability or even
to decide-whether.i particular criterion has
been met.-But irr the assessment's three
parts, "she has the chance tt use the
same general reflective pattern fifteen
times in sequence," the instructor points
out. "So you can begin to see definite
patterns in her, use of the terminology, her
ability.t. make distinctions, end to on."

Not only does the assessment help to show
patterns in the student's awareness of
valuing elements, it can also reveal her
own growing ability to perceiVe patterns
and relationst.ips.

The student whose journal entries we saw
earlier, for example. used the first chart to
explore values in the religious, social and
aesthetic realms of her Ate (in that order).
Among her social values, after "empathy"
an el "love" she listed "friendship."

Area: Socirl
Value: Friendship
Evidence: My girl friends tried to trick

me Into going to a party with them. I
went because I want the friendship

Col

0

they feel for me. My Tother arrd`l
have 'Started doing things together as
friend, as well as moll- lr and

s. daughter. f=riendship r mportant for
personal relations, self-esteem .

Feeling: Without friendship I could not
live. People are important to me. I
consider everyone a potential friend. .

She also selected "friendship" as one of
f -) values that had become stronger for
t r mg the year (the other was

sip"), citing the inciderits we have
seen from her journal as "Instrumental in
helping me to develop this,value."

. Besides this pattern, which she and the
instructor had originally worked together to
trace, she saw others:

[CHART ONE]'
Area: Aesthetics
Value: Painting and drawin0
Evidence: / paied ajnitgfaw regularly,

because Ilovto. / have even won an
award for one piece I treasure. This
hobby [notedin journal] is my main
expression in the aesthetic field.

Feeling: With painting I can express my
feelings visually. I feel a fantastic
feeling of joy and achievement if I
accomplish this to my satisfaction.

Value: visiting museums and exhibits
Evidence: / went to the Cnicago Arts

Institute and loved it. I wanted to look
at the pieces for hours.

Feeling: When I look at a masterpiece I
only,want to keep on looking.

Value: The study of art
Evidence: I took four years of art in hqh

school. This semester I chose art as
my support area at Ali:tarn° becaute I\

' [decision recorded in journal].
Feeling: / want to be able to paint

tieautifully. When I can do that I think
a deep pail of me will be satisfied.

Here, the strongly implied aesthetic
dimension of her trip to Chicago finally
emerged 'as an explicit element in her
growing awareness of how highly she
valued art. This awareness had in turn
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played a central part In her decision-to
), choose art for a support area, despite her

I concern that it might be unusual or even
' impractical for a psychology major.

Ths "recreational value" she had vaguely
seen in her original reflection on the
Chicago trip was also clarified by now, in
another item on the assessment:

[CHART TWO] '
Area: Recreation

' Attitude or belief: It is OK to do things on
the spur of the moment when you-are
with friends you can trust.

Source: My friends helped encourage
me to feel "unafraid" and free.

Value decision: Purely for some
friends and I went riding in Chicago
at midnight. Thi,: is a value of
"spontaneous freedom." It was my
choice to go and I acted upon it. I felt
unafraid and fantastic.

In feedback, the instructor made a point-of
the way the, student had become ablelo
distinguish different values in a single
incident, as in her Chicago trip, and to
trace their separate impacts on later
decisions. She ; '30 noted how, in the
"aesthetics" examples, the student had
shown several separate incidents and
values coming together into an integrated
approach to art in her life.

The chart section of this assessment can
also revec' needs for further learning.
Another student, for instance, repeatedly
distinbuished the several elements of
valui, well except when reporting her
feeling responses. ,klongside this kind of
Wry

[CHART ONE]
Area: Religious
Value: Meditation and prayer
Evidence: / attempt to spend time each

day in private, when ! meditate, pray,
or read something o;' an inspirational
or spiritual nature [recorcad in
journal].

Feeling: / feel a degree of serenity and
spiritual strength . .. when I
communicate with Him in this way.

\

were several entries like this:

Area: Family
Value: Raising-children
Evidence: Consulted with a

knowledgeable person when doubt
aroze in handling a problem that
threatened the welfare of the child
(recorded in journal]. .

Feeling: I feel that parents must do their
best.. . . When there is serious doubt,

,outside help should be Sought.

Area: Family
Value: Family traditions (

Evidence: With considerable effort,
bought a birthday present for a family
member in order to celebrate their
"special day" In our traditional
manner [recorded in journal].

Feeling: / feel that family traditions
offer stability and a feeling of
belonging to members. Birthdays are
especially impOrtant to reconfirm the
feeling of "specialness."

Ork these latter items the instructor wrote,
"This is a position statement more than a
personal feeling."

She then worked with the student to clarify
this distinction. "We also pursued the .

kernel of feeling implied in the second
item, the instructor adds, "to-see how
much her actions helped her actually feel
the stability and belonging of the family
herself."

This te\xlency to confuse "/ feel" with "I
feel that," to substitute a cognitive
piopoSition for an affective resoonse, has
appears often as students ha a used this
assessm nt instrument. "It has given me a
firm incentive," the instructor says, "to
look for better ways tO explore the affective
element d dl

1

r hg the course.

"You can't Oo that with most philosophical
works, though, unless it's a writer with a
very personally expressive style like
Kierkegaard'or something in' a dramatic
mode like Plato's dialogues. I have been
able to emphasize it more effectively in
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group discussions, repeatedly stopping to
focus on the emotional tone a person has
tenor exhibited while she was stating a
position.",

Perhaps the most important impact on this
part of the assessment is its effect on the
way the student sees her valuing.

The very act of putting down all these
elements, from disparate areas of her life,
next to each other on a chart," the
instructor says, can give her a glimpse of
her own valuing as a system, Even fairly
simple charts can graphically suggest
connections, parallels, relationships."

For a beginning student, this is often a new
vision. She confrontd the possibility that she
Tay actually have a philosophy not a
collection of unrelat.rd attitudes and habits,
but an approach to life that is capable of
coherence.

A nurse returning to school after several
years of practice, for example, had said in
an,early journal entry that-she did so
because "college is a must for a further
job." In later entries the told of
rediscovering poetry while working one day
in the library, ,and of being stirred by some
required readings in a nursing course.

Taking the assessment, she noted the
confinuing impact of these two
experiences:

[CHART ONE]
Area: Aesthetic
Value: Reading for beauty as well as

in formation
Evidence: I have begun to read more

poetry, '"fun" books, not just
textbooks.

Feeling. When on,_ .3 going to school,
textbooks become so important that
one fprgets there is other reading that
fulfills other personal needs.
[Instructor's note ] What feelings are
associated with these needs, or with
satisfying them by reading poetry?
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Area 'Educational
Value: Value my profession as a nurse

more
[Instructor's note:] What is the value

.11

about education here that it helps
or should help you do this?

Evidence: I read two books that dealt
with nursing, its history and its growth.
I also began to investigate the
possibilities in nursing.

Feeling: / navel; gave, much thought to.,
nursing before, I just worked at it
because I enjoyed it. Now I have a
greater respect for myself.

Examining her value changes over the year,
she chose there same two valtres as most
noteworthy:

A. / have started to read poetry again. It
used to be very important to me, but
it has remained dormant for about six
yeais. After reading so many
scientific books, I began to realize my
reading lacked "spice." Poetry has
been a source of inspiration and
emotion.

Value: Finding one's area of beauty that
will help fulfill spiritual needs.

B / never thought much of my feelings
toward nursing as a profession.
Durshg th oast semester I have read
a few bo., . and articles on the
subject, and have re-evaluated my
"thinking.... I now find that I can
work better, because I haVe acquired
a more positive value of the services
of nursing,

Value: Positive self-concept in
professional career.

She substituted a statement for a feeling in
the first chart item, and did riot quite sort
out the "educational" and "professional"
dimensions of her re-evaluation of nursing
in the second. But this student shnv a

reasonable command of valuing terms and
concepts in these excerpts and throughout
the assessment.

She had also apparently moved a
considerable way from the vague,
instrumental motives for educati,
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expressed in her early entry. She confirmed
this in the feedback session. She
acknowledged that her college studies had
already altered two important aters of her
life, which had in turn helped l-s; attach a
more intensely personal and specific value

to education.

When the instructor led her to probe the
reasons for her lecreased self-concept as a
nurse, moreover, she spoke of specialized
skill and effective service to others. The
fatter, she at once recognized, was linked
tO the "spiritual" realm of her valuing that
her poetry reading had reopened. She was
amazed at "how they're all tied ti ether.
My aesthetic values get into my spiritual
values, and my spiritual values are part of
what I feel about my profession. And
they're all influenced by my education,"

Although she had only begun si bring them
togetner at Level One, this student was
moving toward that integration of personal
and professional valuing that the nursing
faculty has identified as central to the
discipline. Her work on the journal
Assessment thus helped lay some solid
ground for Levels Five and Six.

In the next phase of the journal
assessment, students have been asked to
respond to three philosophical excerpts
dealing with the source of meaning in
human life. A typical group includes a
paragraph from Etienne Gilson, another
from Rollo May and a third from Paul
Tillich. another time Jacque:. Maritain,
Victor Frank! and Jean-Paul Sartre were
used.

She would first be asked to identify each
piece not by author. but by its
underlying orientation. To do this she would
apply the terminology the class had
established to distinguish subjective,
interactional and objective approaches. She
would then choose tho excerpt most
congenial to her own position and rewrite it

as a personal statement.

Next she would paraphrase each of the
other selections and briefly explain her

analysis of its orientation, indicating a
positive consequence it might hula for
those who live by it. Finally, she was asked
to describe an action by which she had
shown respect for each of these two
differing value orientations.

"I've taken this part out of the Level One
instrument this year," the instructor says.
"I'm reworking it to see if I cu,i use it later
as a separate assessment. It really may
involve Level Two abilities analyzing a

text, and so on too much for a beginning
assessment."

Also, not many beginning students were
skilled enough at rewriting to make the
chosen excerpt their own. Often, they
simply shifted the pronouns from "one" to
"I" and changed the verbs accordingly.
Several also had trouble differentiating
between respecting a position and believing
in it.

"But this is an important experience," the
instructor says. "It gives the student a
chance to characterize her overall
philosophical approach, which most have
never done before. It gets her to set the
implied 'system' she is finding in her
journal alongside those we have bee,J
studying. And it gets her to look at how she
responds to people who employ different
frameworks.

"Even in its current form, I've kept it in the
course this year as a learning experience,
though not as an assessment for validation.
The next time I teach the course I think it
could make a good Level Two assessment,
with more detail and guidance."

Can paper, the valuing assessment for this
introductory philosophy course seems quite
simple. "Reading over the instructions, you
might almost think it's a standard value
clarifying exercise," a member of the
Valuing Division notes.

"But what makes it effective is the context,
the whole experience olat it's part of.
These items aren't just hypothetical valuos
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drawn out of the air, on the spot; each one
is a brief but disciplined reflection that
comes out of months of closely guided
journal keeping, and it has t..9 draw on the
journal itself for evidence. The categories
and distinctions called for come directly out
of the course work, out of defining a
'process of philosophical thought.

-'And when the student and the instructor,
assess her performance on this instrument,
they aren't looking for 'right' answers.
They're looking at her ability to apply those
distinctions and categories, at her
beginning process of philosophic thinking,

which is an essential part of her valuing
ability."

Student responses on the journal
assessment likewise turn out to appear
deceptively simple. "Thiell the truth, I
expected that students would zero in on
their major life crises," the instructor says.
"I was wotriedbout the privacy aspect.
Brit the average journal and assessment
actually look quite tame by comparison.

"Partly this is because I do stress their
---csptionjo screen which entries they submit.

But I have also found and I repeatedly
tell them that a smaller, less highly
charged incident is usually more
manageaole. It's a better place to begin.

5f3

"It's ironic: analyzing and comparing a
dozen 'little' incidents actually does a
better job of illustrating how universal
valuing really is. They discover it embedded
in a whole series of unrelated minor events
that don't have great, portentous
implicatidns written all over them. This
assessment turns out to be a sort of object
lesson in the fact that-philosophy and
valuing aren't just concerned with life-
and-death questions. The evidence
emerges right before her eyes that how she
approaches ultimate things is built up out of
her approaches. to the little daily conflicts
and decisions and how well she can
reflect on them and learn from them."

Assessing for Fr.4tterns:
Guided Analysis
The student working at Level Two analyzes
valuing in aesthetic and humanistic works,
which may again-involve her in.
assessments that are primarily written in
nature.

Working with literature, for example,
students in one' course are asked to
analyze several pieces, usually poems and
short storied, throughout the semester. "I
use a guided analysis format," the
instructor says, "with questions that direct
attention specifically to the valuing
dimensions."

The same criteria are used to assess the
student's work each time:

A. Identifies value content in a work of
fiCtion (through vocabulary, value
judgments and assumptions in the
work).

B. Identifies the governing value
orientation of the work and supports
this by examples.

C. Identifies value conflict in the work
and supports with evidence.

D. Relates the values in the work to its
historical and cultural context.



SADIE AND fvIAUD
Maud went to college.
Sadie stayed at home.
Sadie scraped life
With a fine-tooth .omb.
She didn't leave a tangle in.
Her comb found every strand.
Sadie was one of the livingest chits
In all the land.

Sadie bore two babies
Under her maiden name.
Maud and Ma and Papa
Nearly died of shame.

When Sadie said her last so-long
Her girls struck out from home.
(Sadie had left as heritage
Her fine-tooth comb )
Maud, who went to college,
Is a thin brown mouse.
She is living all alone
In this cid

Gwendolyn Brooks

Contemporary Poetry in America
Edited by Miller Wdlrams
New York. Random House. 7973

E. Describes her own relevant values
clearly.

F. Compares the values identified in the
work with her own.

G. Reassesses her values and priorities
in light of any new understandings.

--The guide questions meanwhile become
less detailed and directive, as students get
into the habit of looking for these valuing
elemerils in each work.

Each guided analysis exercise is an
assessment of the student's abilities to
date, and each is also a learning

experience. "After she's seen me model
this practice of analyzing a text a couple of
times" the instructor.explains, "there's not
much point in discussing it any further until
she has tried it herself. Besides: I. need to
find out where she is as soon as possible, it
I'm going to be any use to her:"

Soon after the term begins, then, each
student is asked to choose one of three
poems by modern black writers: Langston
Hughes' "As I Grew Older," Gwendolyn
Brooks' "Sadie and Maud" and Nikki

.Glovanni's "Nikkl-Rbsa."

She is asked to identify at least two values
implied in the poem, and to explain what
specific things in the poeM indicate each
value. In the same poem, students identify
a variety of values:

[Student #1]
Another's opinion is a strong value
reflected by the stanza talking about
Sadie having two children under her
maiden name, which implies out of .

wedlock, and saying, "Maud and Ma and
Papa nearly died of shame:" Another
value is equality or status through
education (hopefully), since Maud
seemed to be held in awe as she had
gone off to college, mentioned in the
first and last stanzas.
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(Student #2]
Pride and loneliness are two values
implicit in this poem. The pride or tack of
it in this case is indicated by the shame
the mother and father, felt when Sadie
had two babies out of wedlock. The
loneliness is implied by talking about
Maud, a thin brown mouse, living all
alone in the house.
(Student #31 1

Autonomy Sadie did what she wanted
to, got as*Tuch from life as she could,
no matter what ahope else thought.
Social Recognition Ma, Pa, and Maud
nearly died of shame when'Sadie had
two babies without benefit,of a
husband's name.
(Student #4]
The line, "Sadie was one of the livingest
chits i n all the land" . . . points to the
value of "exciting life." . . . The value,
"traditional marriage" taking place
before the appearance of children, is -

strongly sugge.,ed tin third stanza.
"Nearly died of shame" suggests the
power of this value.
[Student #5]
Wisdom: The poet says Salle "scraped
life with a fine tooth comb. ' She tried to
experience everything she could in life,
and experience brings wisdom. Sadie
"found every strand."
Family Security: The poet speaks of
Sadie's children, and the great gift she
gave to them, while comparing Sadie to
the college graduate who lives her life
alone.
(Student #6]
Two values implicit in the "Sadie and
Maud" are pleasure and excitement.
Sadie, who holds those values, is
described as "one of the livingest chits
in all the land." Poor Maud, who went to
college and was responsible and is the
opposite of Sadie, ends up living all
alone. Gwendolyn Brooks implies in the
poem that Sadie made the correct
choices and has the "correct" values.
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"All of these are accurately identified," the
instructor says, "with the exception of
'loneliness.' That student is still having
some trouble with negative and positive
indicators: she sees that-shame implies a
positive value, pride, but she doesn't get
clear what loneliness implies although
she can see it's there."

On such an early assessment students are
not always able to Identify central values
and conflicts. The first two or three quoted
here do not penetrate to basic polarities in
the poem as surely as the latter ones do,
and only the last two suggest what the
poem's dominant values may be.

Nor do any of them lay out value conflicts
as directly as these two: -

(Student #7]
I find value conflict in this poem. Maud
values social acceptance, which can be
seen in her going to college and her
near death reaction to Sadie's
illegitimate children. She seems ro value
conformity also, by following unwritten
rules for "good girls." On the other hand.
Sadie values autonomy, which is
reflected in her nonconformist lifestyle.
The line, "Sadie scraped life with a fine
tooth comb," indicates that Sadie lived
life to the fullest and with zest. I also
find the values of love, happiness and
emotional well-bein to be part of
Sadie's life. She left to her children the
same zest for life as part of their
heritage, while Maud ended up all alone
with a very empty life. "She is living all
alone in this old house."
(Student #8]
Exciting life "Sadie was one of the
livingest chits in all the land."
Self-respect "Nearly died of shame."
There is a value conflict here, since to
pursue her exciting life Sadie had to
compromise her self-respect.

"But remember," the instructor points out,
"they were only asked to identify values
not to find governing values or to outline
the conflicts." On this first assessment all
of these except number 2 met criterion A
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as requested:In addition, several were
Credited for meeting criterion B ("Identifies

the governing value orientationland
three also met criterion C ("Identifies value

- conflict").

.These responses also illustrate how widely
students can differ in verbal fluency while
demonstrating comparable ability at
Inferring valuing. Attie format helps to

locus my attention as much as the
student's," the instructor says. "it keeps
me looking for accurate perception and
identification of values,., rather than graceful
or lengthy writing."

Further questions on this initial assessment
ask the student to consider whether the
pbem express es any values that conflict
with majority values in contemporary
American culture, and to explore her own
reaction to these issues. Again, responses
vary sharply:

[Student MI]
"Sadie, and Maud" reflects differences
and conflict within a family as well as on
a total' cultural level. The value in
conflict here is one of acceptance by
others. One daughter went off to
college, the other brought shame to her
family. Yet neither was accepted by
society. Maud ended up alone in the old
house and Sadie had gone into a world
of strangers alone. The era of this
particular work would be the early'
1900's when American society did not
accept single parents or blacks, despite
a college education. Not many women
wenLon to college then even if they
were white.

In this day and age an education is
more normal for a v omen, but I chose
to raise a family prior to education. I felt
no stigma in this, or in deciding tc take
up my career. Today people are more
able to make a choice without a social
label than earlier in our history.

[Student 02]
Sadie's value of having a good time and
living life to the fullest resulted In having
two children out of wedlock. This would

be in conflict with majority values in
American culture. The action on Sadie's
part was irrespOnsible.

I too want to enjoy life to the fullest as
Sadie did, but In Sadie's case she did it
without thinking of the consequences. I
would hope I can enjoy life fully but in a
responsible way.
[Student #3]
In "Sadie and Maud," one sister (Maud)
valued a safe, limited life approved by
society while the other (Sadie) valued an
exciting life filled with all kinds of
experiences, no matter what others
thought.

I value autonomy and feel that
everybne should be free to do what they
wish. My life has been fairly exciting and
filled with all kinds of experiences so far,
and I hope to continue the same way.'
The only real problems have usually
been caused when I let concern for
others' opinions sway me. For instance,
for years I hid the fact that IV been a
high school dropout instead of admitting
it, getting my diploma, and going on to
college years ago.
[Student #4]
The value. I see in this poem do not
conflict with "majority" Values. The
ambition Sadie had for an exciting life is
found in many people, regardless of
their background or race. It is Interesting
to note that this poem was probably
written at a time earlier in this century
before blacks began to enjoy equality in
this country. Many people still
experience the frustration of being
rejected like Sadie was because their
life violates social rules, but being black
does not c'rner this market. The values
of family security and traditional
marriage, portrayed so clearly in the
third stanza when the family "nearly
died of shame," are feelings that I think
would not be unique to any family.

The poem makes me realize that I,
being white, probably haw more chance
of realizing the goals that I am working
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toward than Maud did. Even though
minorities in America'are gaining
strength, ... I think for the average
black there Is more of an uphill climb
than for an average white such as
Myself. This .. encourages me to work
harder with my ambitions and it softens
my view of the black.... 1 feel
sympathetic because I, too, have felt the
seeming Impossibility of some hopes.

[Student #5]
Both values, wisdom and family security,
aye to conflict with American values. In
America, knowledge (a college-
education, etc.) rather than wisdom Is
necessary-for attaining wealth, power
and Independence. Americans are also
beginning to value all of these over
family security. This is most evident in
the movement of the woman out of the
house, away from her children, and back
to school or work'where she can feel
more autonomous and successful.

I value knowledge and wisdom
equally, eecause they complement each ,

other. Seeking knowledge brings new
experiences; that in turn brings wisdom.,
Wisdom involves insight and good
judgment, and often leads me to seek
more knowledge.

I disagree with America's valuing
wealth, independence and power at the
sacrifice of family security. Before
deciding to have children [couples]
should examine [their] values. .. . If they
deckle to have children it.should be
because they value the family unit and
its security. [Otherwise] they will do an
injustice to their loved ones when they
seek,power, wealth and autonomy first.
[Student #6]
Since having Illegitimate children Is
contrary to the morality-of most
Americans, Sadie's value on pleasure
would conflict with majority values.
Sadie's value on an exciting life might
also conflict with her responsibilities.
Since most Americans think it's

important to be a responsible person,
Sadie's value would be in conflict with
majority values.

I don't fully agree with either side
because I don't think that the values are
necessarily conflicting. -1 think I can be
responsible and have pleasure and still
be a moral, responsible woman. (The
poem Implies-that being moral and
responsible means your life will be dull.)
Examining the values In the poem did
not change my values. I still value
pleasure, excitement, responsibility and
morality because I don't think they
exclude one anothei as they did in
"Sadie and Maud."
[Student #7]
Autonomy, which is reflected in Sadie's
bearing "two babies under her maiden
name," Is in direct conflict with societal
values. One [such] value the majority
holds . is religious beliefs. Most of the
conflict which arises concerning unwed
mothers is brou,ght about by deep
seated rellgioui beliefs. Also Sadie's
entire autonomous lifestyle, which
includes the freedom to find one's own
definition of happiness, cannot be
accepted by the majority who have a
very rigid definition of happiness. This
definition has no room for alternate
lifestyles, especially those that may
conflicl,with religious beliefs.

-
Autonomy Is a very Important value in

my own life. The freedom to determine
where I will go in life and what I will do
Is one of my strongest needs. My
choices don't always coincide with the
choices that society would have me
make. Yet i don't feel that my choices
conflict with the choices God would
have me make. Over the years, I have
come to believe that societal laws don't
necessarily reflect God's laws. For
example, as a woman society generally
demands that I marry. It Is an unwritten
law. But I know In my heart that God
does not place this same demand upon
me. So In this respect I am in conflict
with society, but certainly not with God.
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Autonomy, taken to its extreme, would
result in a society where everyone did
what they wanted despite who they
might hurt. This, I believe, is the basis
for societal fears and the consequent
making of societal rules. But. this
extreme would also be in conflict with
God's laws. In general, I don't find the
same cc 1flict between autonomy and
religious beliefs that the majority of
people do.
[Student #8]
Exciting life and self-respect are in
harmony with "majority" values in
American culture. They are part of the
values according to Rokeach [Milton
Rokeach, The Nature of Human Values
(New York, 1973), used in class] and are
plainly visible in all of American living.

In exploring my own values I'd have to
point to the self-respect, since love and
family mean so much to me. But as I
read over these poems, I really need to
explore the black perspective more. May
I keep the poetry?

"As you can see, there's quite a lot going
on," the instructor says, "even in this first
assessment. The majority-minority question
was just to get their feet wet in tying values
to a cultural context but two of these
students went all the way to specifying a
historical time frame.

"And in the third question, several got
engaged in a dialog with what they saw as
dominant American values, as well as with
the poem. I was especially delighted at the
way [number 6) took out after the poem's
most basic structural assumption,
questioning whether there really is a
conflict inherent in the values polarized by
the poet, [Number 2) also seemed ready to
do this

Eq, mportant was the degree to which
se sl students began reflecting upon
the attitudes and values. Some, most
no, number 4 and number 8, found
some of their attitudes shifting. Others

ro.

shared the experience of student number 6:
"Examining the values in the poem did not
change my values." -

"This is an important insight, that
reassessing your values can strengthen
them," the instructor notes. ''The fact that
she and several others came to his point
on their own gave usa strong basis for
discussing this priroiple in the next class
session."

On this initial assessment, it is highly
unlikely that a student will demonstrate all
seven of the criteria sufficiently to record
one of the three successful performances
she needs for validation at Level Two in the
course. "in fact," says the instructor, "it
hasn't happened yet, though several have
really surprised me.

"nut the purpose of these early
assessments is to help the student get a
feel for the process, to learn what the
criteria mean in real terms, and to see how

'much she ig already doing. And, of course,
it gives me access to her thought, to how
she's thinking."

In later assessments the student moves on
to deal with more complex pieces, such as
the Ring Lardner short story, "I'm a Fool,"
in which there is considerable use of irony
and a narrator who exposes more about
himself than he sees. By this time, students
focus directly on such problems as the
difference between the narrator's value
judgments and those implied by the author.

"With poetry," the instructor notes, "I
handle the more technical aesthetic
questions meter, sound patterns and so
on separately. Also, the poems I've
chosen are fairly direct statements where
the question of wno's speaking doesn't
arise.

"By the time they're working on short
stories, the students are ready to handle
more complex structure. Different
characters ,,can embody different values or
value,systems, and the distinction between
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what the narrator may say and what the
author leads the-reader to understand Can
be exploited, as it so often is in prose."

Thus, as the course progresses, students
tend to be assessed in valuing and
aesthetic response simultaneously. By the
end of the semester, althOugh they are only
paper- and-pencil instruments, the
assessments have become increasingly
complex and holistic, engaging the
Student's interacting abilities in a single
performance.

Assessing for Patterns and Decisions:
-A Moral dilemma Discussion

An interactive assessment technique, which
appears even more complex in design, is
one based on the moral dilemma
discussion. This is used in several
disciplines, usually to help assess the
student's ability at Level Three and/or Four
of valuing, as well as her competence in
analysis,and social interaction.

The moral dilemma discussion begins when
a group of students read or view a
dramatization of a fictionalized case study
in which tie characters tace a difficult
moral decision. Then, in an open discussion
led by a trained facilitator, they probe the
valuing conflicts involved, examine the
implications, share their own judgments

,atiti reasons, and explore the thinking
behind their own and others' positions.
Often the case study branches out into
subsequent situations and further
dilemmas.

Students are observed during the
discussion or afterwards on videotape by a
team of assessors Each assessor makes a
detailed beh4vioral transcript on the
student he or she is observing, and then
judges her performance according to the
criteria. Then the assessors meet and
reach a consensus about each student's
performance. Asse3sors then share
feedback individually with each student.

FO

"The value of a good dilemma," a Valuing
DRIsion member says, "is that it is
insoluble. There's no right answer. If it's
well designed, there's no way to choose
between a decision that works and one that
doesn't, as you can in problem solving. You
have to resort to moral judgments and
focus on what's right, what should be, and
why.

"Using the discussion then does two
things. It brings different judgments into
conflict, so that each student has to
examine and explain her own moral
reasoning and consider it juxtaposed
against that of others her classmates,
the dilemma characters, and so on.

"The discussion also works, with the
facilitator's guidance, to confront the
student with reasoning that's more
sophisticated than her own, challenging her
to stretch her thinking and expand her
perspective."

During a course, students may participate
in two or three fairly complete dilemma
discussions on various ,course-related
topics, as well as in more impromptu ones
that arise from their class work and field
experiences. "In these discussions, where
the student isn't being assessed," the
division member notes, "we emphasize the
stretching and expanging function so she
gets the maximum learning value. We can
even direct discussion into the relationship
between 'what should be' and 'what I'll do
tomorrow at my job.' .

"Then later, in the discussion that's
assessed for validation,- the facilitator
concentrates less on challenging the
student with more sophisticated thinking.
Instead, she pays more attention to giving
each sktdent frequent opportunities to
show how she operates, to demonstrate the
processes we're looking to credential."

In a vertebrate physiology course, for
'example, students have useddilemnia
discussions and other exercises to examine
physiological patterns and techndlogicaL
Means of intervening in them which raise



-moral questions for professionals and lay
citizens alike. Then, for assessment, they
are given a dilemma,IMe the following to
consider:" 6

A young Jewish couple learn from a
state-required premarital test that they
are both carriers of Tay-Sachs disease,

!. an enzyme disorder that causes rapid
neurological deterioration and early
death. They marry, and after the wife
becomes pregnant an amniocentesis test
reveals that the fetus has Tay-Sachs
syndrome. When the baby is born, the
wife becomes severely depressed,
knowing her child will soon die.'

The wife's sister Fran, has also been
tested and shown to be a carrier. Her
fiance Tom, who is also Jewish, has not
yet been tested. Upset by the other
coup!p's experience, they agree that
they do not want to know, that they will
have children, and that they will place
any Tay-Sachs cilildthey have in an
institution. It is very important to them,
however, to be wed in their home
congregation. Rather than go out of
state they ask Fran's aunt, a doctor, to
prepare a false certificate so they can
get a marriage license. If this fails, they
plan to live together. .

Fran's aunt is very sympathetic to
their feelings and to Tom's belief that
requiring the, test is a government
invasion of privacy rights and
disbriminates against Jews. So she signs
a false certificate. But a nurse who
works with her overhears the
conversation, and disagrees strongly
with the'doctor's decision.

"There are actually several dilemma points
in this one," the instructor sayS. "The first
couple faces decisions on whether to get
married, to have children, to take the
pregnancy to'term. There is the question of
whether Fran and Tom should try to avoid

', the test, and whether they should ask her
,aunt to help them. Then in carrying it
further we can give the group the doctor's
°dile Mma, and then the question for the
nurse of whether to confront the doctor.

\ ,

We've even taken it further, having the
doctor explain but remain firm; should the
nurse report her?..

"But we've found that the most effective
place to, start is with Fran and Tom's. .

decision to avoid the test. More'issues
seem to focus here than at any other point
in the story." ,

The following excerpts (using fictitious
names) are typical of the way discussants
unearth issues and bring their moral ',.
thougf)t processes to bear on them. As
soon as the discussion is underway, the

,

facilitator checks the students' perceptions
of the dilemma-. . '

Facilitator: What are the basic issues
here?
Marie: Well, whether or not Tom and
Fran should avoid the Tay-Sachs test.
Reba: Or whether they have a right to ,

make that decision. Whether the child
has'a right that enters into it. It's the
same conflict we saw in the Siamese
twins case...
Joann6: Right. And whetter society has
a right, or even future g e n e r a t i o n s . . .

And how do Ku resolvethat? How do
you decide which rights come first?
F: OK, then. What should Tom and Fran,
do?.What is right, and why?
Reba: Part of me is saying that the child
they might have has rights too, so they
should take the test. But part of me is
4 .

.1

As developed at the Harvard Center for M'or'al'

Education. the moral dilemma discussion
technique was- first-reported in M. elatt and L.
Kohlberg, "The Effects of Classroom Moral
Discussion upon Children's Level of Moral -

Judgment Journal of Moral Education: 1975. 4.
19-161.

ff

This dilemma story has been considerably
adapted and extended from one presented in
National Center for Bioethics. The Etfical
Challenge: Four Biomedical Case Studies (1975.
Scienceand Mankind, Inc., White Plains, NV.)
part II.
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saying they havea right to decide. I feel-
. like .. . if it were my body . . it's their
body, they have a right to do what they
decide. The state should not tell
.someone that they have to de something
they don't want to do as far as their own
health is-conceined.,The whole idea of
wellness is built on that idea of
managing your own health. The thing'
that makes'it a conflict, though, is the
moraimplications of what it would do if
they did have a child:
Marie: think they have right to avoid
the, test, but not to Involve anyohe ',
else.... I think thby have that right. It's
something personal and private, andit's,
their decision to make. Just like.the man
who wanted the hypothalamectomy
done, and his parole board wouldn't let
him.
Joanne: Well, they most probably do
have the legal rkht to avoid the test. But
to have a right and to 19 what's right
are two different thing Neither of them
has the moral right. I mean, they've
seen the suffering it's causing her sister.
And that kind of depression and guilt are
so common .for parents of a terminally ill
child . Morey I don't think they
should bring another child into the world
that would cause this type of suffering.

. Marie: It's very difficult tor,me tb
deterniine what's morally rignt for
someone else. I think morally right for
me is: if I have a chile that is not
perfectly normal, it's going to be my
responsibility to draw on whatever'
strength, whatever support I'm able to
get. I gliess it's'like what Haring says
about using ethical principles in personal
decision-making. There's a support there

. And 'then, too, to knew aheadof time
might set up a block in me agairist
accepting the child. It could interfeEe
with whole bonding process, or create,
stress and anxiety that would hurt the
fetus. So I might have a tendency to be

like them' myself and not want to know.
:Joanne:. Well, that's very cammendable
in that respect. But in breaking the law
they're just causing more trouble for .

themselves ih the long run7they can go
higher than state law they can go to
the Supreme Cpurt but there is also a,
moral codelnbar society, and we as
individuals in societrshould uphold the`
moral code.. ..
Reba:i was remembering something It-
was reading last term . I can't-

.. remember'who . . . Anyhow, it was that
Just because.it's a law &kis not make it
good, there are bad laws on the books.
Was it Reinhold Niebahr? I think so,
Moral Man and Immoral Society; .. Yes,

.and we have a responsibility to look at
the laws from the moral aspect. ..,.
Joanne: And certainly one-thing that's ,

part of the moral cadet:And we've
agreed on this before in almost every
o er case we've discussed, one thing,is
the idea that part of acting morally !s to
use the best information available. Now
if they didn't know about such things, if,
they'd never head of a screening test or'
if they lived in a society where them
were no such things, that would be one
thing. But they do know. They're fully
aware that there is such a-thing as Tay?
Sachs, and that at least one of them is a
carrier, they know what the test' is and
what its implications will be .. . it's not
acting morally at this point to baCk
out . And deliberately denying
information isnI exactly good health
management, either. .
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Later, after the students have explored the
differences in their own, reasoning further,
the facilitator directs them to the
characters again:

F: OK, rIpif let's look d the deciSion
Fran and Tom are making. From their
viewpoint, what Is the right thing to db?.
tan we put ourselves into.;their place
andidsk ourselves; from th'eir,
background,what they think is right in
this situation?



Marie: I guestthey think it's right not to
know. Because that's the decision
they've npde, and I don't imagine they
riouldmake:a decision without being
convinced that this is bbst jy them. But
they seemingly are not recognizing
somethings within themselves ... I
think they want to be honest. They don't
just want to go to another state where
they can avoid this. Bia then, on the-
other hand, they want someone else not
to be honest. There's a conflict with
their honesty....
Joanne: Well, yes, But don't you think
what they might be doing is thinking
about their responsibilities to each
other?4 mean now that they're going to
be husband and wife, they have added
responsibilities, 1 get the feeling' thdt
they are trying to be honest with one
another,even if there are some
contradictions, and trying to come to an
agreementbn how tohanele this
problem they are going to face as a
married 'couple.
F: And as [Marielsaid, they must think
what they're doing is right. They musj
have some reasons. What kinds.of
reasons do you think they're giving
themselves?
Reba: ?rope* religious, or

-, philosophical. They may think that
k-they're not in complete contiol of what

happens in their lives, that there is sone
other person, some other guidance .

HolyOne, or God, .or whatever . that
they are going to have faith in.
Joanne; That God will take care of them.
That's' a very great possibility. It does
say their congregation is very important
to them If this-is part of their faith
cbmmitment in life and if they are
practicing the Jewish religion there
would be a very strong faith they...
Marie: And with that background they
could very easily haVe the conviction
that they waiild prefer to work on faith,
for which there's no logical supportive
thing. And If that's their basis, they have

, a right to Make that decision.

'\

Reba: Well, qntil we were thinking about
it in 'terms of a philosophical belief, of .

religious belief, I was unsure . .. But if it
conflicts with something that is very,
very. basib to one's value system, to
what you believe life is and the whole
framework you're trying to live out of .. .
water don't think anyone has a right to
conflict with that. I think of the
Mennonites, for example:
Marie: Or the Jehovah's Witnesses. They
wouldn't take this test , in fact they

-won't fake a Wassermann test, even
though it's state law, because of their .

religious objections to blood tests.
Jetanne: AndremeMber the tremendous
debate right here in Milwaukee last fall
when the schools demanded measles
immunizations. ...

So there is a right of conscience that
comes in here. And Fran and Tom may
be fofloWing their consciences. Is that
what I, hear you saying? OK, then. Do
,they havel right to follow their
conscience even-if it conflicts with the
law?
Marie: Yes, J.think they do.
Reba: They must. You have to be true to
yourself, and if you have a certain belief
or faith, if you are goinglolive",your life
according to that belief, you have to

, follow it.'Otherwise you don't 'really
believe it.
Joanne: Well, now, wait a minute here. I
think we're losing sight of some things.
We can't just look ?t Fran and Tom's
conscience alone Ther&'re also the
rights of the state to think about, the
rights of the unborn child, the obligations
and.responsibikties of everyone
involved. ,
F: Let's explOre that lclittle. What rights
does the stafe!have in This case?
Marie: Wok the state is going tdpicieup
the financial burden of ,this baby. Twdior
three ?ears of complete dependency
care isn't cheap. I guess the state
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saying we want you screened al ad of
lime has more to do with thatthan with
rights.

But the state isn't just a
bureaucracy, it's us. it s the people. And
I Think one of the things we have to
realize is that the state isn't saying
whether you may have a baby or Hot,
just that yob know what you're doing.
They're not trying to force people, but to
say, "Look, if you want a marriage

Jicense and you're choosing to live with
that aspect of the law, then one of the
responsibilities nlir goes along withthat
marriage license is to know whether
you're going to pass on this disease or
not to your children." Along with the
marriage, the state, as a collective
group, has said, "We are asking that
you also have that information about
whether or not you,'re going-to pass it
on. Not to say that you have to get an
abortion or you can't have children or
anything, but you have to have that
information."
Marie: But does the state have a right to
demand that there be e test taken? I
mean, I'm not against this sort of
testing. It's not as if screening had any
dangers or side effects. It's just a simple
blood test. So it should Y' there and you
should be cognizant of the chance to
haVe itand it should be publicized . .

but you have to decide, as a person, if
you're goingto take the test or not. And
I ddn't think our society, our peer group,4
should judge us immoral just because
we decide not to.
Joanne: But the purpose of the law isn't
to judge people, it's to inform them. This
is a protective law.
Reba: Yes, but this can go farther What
it the state decides to require
amniocentesis for every Tay-Sachs
mother who conceives? Then you're
talking about a real chance of harming
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the fetus. Almost three per thousand,
that article said. Or what if the state ^
requires it for every pregnant woman
over 35?
,!Janne: But the law is already
Reba: What about Nazi Germany and
the extermination of the Jews? People
were following the law. And they we re
genetically looking for a superior race. It
they start eliminating all the imperfect
fetuses, then what's going to stop that
from going further on to the people
already here?
Joanne: But this isn't government
control, it's just the right.to know
whether you're a carrier. And it could
well be that one or both parties isn't a
carrier after all, the incidence of Tay-
Sachs is 30 small to begin with. I mean.,
let's look at the positive side of this, too.
The state is giving individuals the choice,
the right to know. That's all it's doing.
Marie: I've almost lost sight of what
we're discussing. Are we discussing the
law? Or are we discussing the rights of
people?
Joanne: Well .. . what do you think the
function of laws is in a society [Marie]?
Marie. I think laws are to protect people,
however, I think you can get a society
that has too many laws.
Joanne: Who do you think the law is

designed to protect in this case?
Marie:, I think the law i s to protect . . . in
this case I don't think it's to protect the
couple. 'Even if you have the test, I don't
tht it's to protect them. I think it's to
pro qct society. ; th!nk it's there to 4
rem aye the financial and political
problems of society.
Joann But we can always say it's just
to prote t society, and then let the rights
of the in tidual override this nameless

, society. Wen irti\e put it that way, it's
easy. But l a member of society.
You're a member of society. Don't I
have a right to expect ",at society will
look out for my rights, too? Don't you?
Marie: I just think you're expecting too
much from society. I really do. You have



got to make decisions for yoUrself. It
'almost sour= like the big brother
syndrome. I don't want that. I want to be
an individual, and I want to use my
knowledge 0,nd my freedom to make my
own choices.

After exploring this issue further, the group
went on to discuss the question of the
rights of the unborn child and the couple's
mutual obligations in marriage. Then the
facilitator brought the dilemma back to a
point:

F: OK, let's try to put this all together
and grapple with all these rights and
other considerations at once. How do-
we put together the rights of the
individual, of Fran and Tom to follow
their conscience, along with tho rights of
other individuals collectively 'n society,
and the rights of The child, and their
obligations to one anot. ');- as husband
and wife how do we find some way to
come up with something that's fair?
Obviously, we can't come to some
resolution where everyone gets just
what they want. But what would be the
most just resolution, considering
everybody's rights? If we look at
everyone's perspective, what would
ultimately serve justice? I 'know that's a
word that's bandied about a rot But
what would be most just?
Joanne. That's hard, because you're
dealing with two levels. We're dealing
with such a higher level of the state.
Then we're dealing down at the very
emotional revel of the individual couple.
And it's difficult to balanco the
ideas, the two conflicts, Bu: you do have
to draw a line somewhere, make a
compromise.
Reba: / guess you would have to
consider the rights of more than Fran
and Tom. You'd have to -go the route
about what's going to be the eest for the
most. That would conflict wit! what I
feel, because I still think they should
have the right to refuse the test. But, it
you're looking at it justice-wise, then 1
guess you would have to.. ..

F: And your opinion, justice-wise, you
would have to go with what was hest for
the majority of people? Or are you
saying something a little different?
Reba: I'm saying that I guess that would
be the right answer but I still feel that it /
should be a personal choice. I can't gei
over the Oersonal freedom involveme t.
F: you still see yourself it
conflict Oetween the personal freed m
aspect and then the rights of the
majority;to a just Jolution. Is that ?Alhat I i

hear yo6 saying? OK. Anything e se?
Warier!
Marie: Well, / don't know. Laws are
usually to protect people, but t ere area
too many laws as it is. And I on't think
ti.a state can force you agai st your
conscience, especially if it's a strong,
religious belief: With a cons ientious;
objectoil in elver, at least at persoh
can serve the country in a other wey.

But in t is case there is o counterpart
. . . not etting them ge married isn't the
same at all. . . .

It is clearly possible t characterize ach
student's approach even as it appea s in
these brief, excerpt#. Marie, for insta ce,
empathizes with the couple's feeling and
is more concerned with their rights. eba
speaks most readily in terms of con cience
and the importance of acting out pe onal
values. Joanne tends to apply a mor I code
as distinct from laws, and seems dra

.1
toward trying to balance the rights of fill
parties. instructors commonly use these
kinds of insights to help students plan their
further learning.

Far more important for assessment,
however, are Ova processes and abilities
each student demonstrates.

The studentS in this group, even in a few
,minutes out of an hour-long discussion, \
clearly exhibited several of the elements of
effective valuing which a moral dilemma
discussion can elicit.
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Conferring over their notes, the assessors
agreed that all three students had taken
definite moral pdsitions on Fran and Tom's
decision and several sutn:quent issues,
a'nd had usually explained their thinking
Each was creagiffiared-c-nditelia #1
("Expresses own values"), #4 ("Takes a
value-pOsition on an issue") and -#7 ("Gives
rationale for own position").

The assessors also agreed that Reba,
Marie and Joanne were able to take on the
role of the characters and imagine their
reasons, using the case study data to infer
the couple's religious beliefs. Reba and
Joanne were credited with demonstrating
criteria #2 ("States the values of others"),
08 ("Generates viable alternate positions")
and #9 'Gives rationale for alternate
positions").

Marie's assesso-, however, pointed out that
Marie had actually projected her own
feelings onto Fran and Tom ("Morally right
for me would be. . .. So I might have a
tendency to be like them myself"). She also
had difficulty conceiving of other premises
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the couple might have ("I guess they think
tit's right. . . . I ,don't imagine they would
make such a decision without being
convinced this is best for them"), though
she did join in after the others suggested
religion as a possibility. After some
discussion, the assessors reed to
credential Marie on criteria #2 and #9, but
not on #8, since she had not clearly shown
she could come up with alternate
perspectives although she could discuss
them once proposed.

Marie, the assessors agreed, also did not
show that she could step back from two
conflicting positions and weigh them
(criterion #12) She expressed firm
convictions and judgments ("I think they
have a right to avoid the test, but not to
involve anyone else"; "There's a conflict
with their honesty"; "If that's their basis,
they have a right to make that decision"),
but did not indicate any of the sense of
ambivalence that Reba struggled with
("Part of me is saying. . .. But part of me is
saying. . ."). Nor did she engage in the
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judicial comparing of alternatives that
Joanne did ("/ think were losing sight of
some things. . ."; "Let's look at the
positive side of this, too").

Toward the end, Marie did show the
beginnings of this reflective process ("I
don't know. Laws are usually to protect
people, but there are too many laws as it
is"). But as one assessor noted, this
seemed to come only as a direct result of
Joanne's interrogating her earlier about the
law's purposes, and in any case Marie
moved rapidly back to her established
position. The assessors took this as a
diagnostic cue that Marie might be
enc. entering value conflicts she was as yet
unwilling to explore.

All three students drew relationships to
analogous moral issues (criterion #31).
Some of these came from earlier course
work, as in Marie's citing "the man who
wanted the hypothalarnectomy done" or
Joanne's introduction of the principle that
"part of ?cling morally is to use the best
information available". Others came from
outside, as when Reba argued from the
analogy of Nazi Germany or Marie
mentioned the Jehovah's Witnesses While
Joanne transferred concepts as readily as
incidents, and thus displayed the most
sophisticated reasoning, all three were
credenttaled for the criterion.

After the assessors review their transcripts
in this fashion, looking for evidence of each
of the criteria, they meet individually with
the students for feedback. "The feedback
session can significantly enhance the
dilemma discussion as an assessment
tool," the physiology instructor says. "It
gives the student the opportunity to show
some of the reflective abilities that aren't
likely to come up in the rapid fire of a
discussion."

To encourage this sear- reflection, an
assessor may begin by asking the student
for her impressions of the discussion,
instead of introducing the assessor's
judgments right away. Responding to this

invitation, Marie began by expressing
dissatisfaction with her performance'

I realize I didn't enter into the discussion
as welt as 'I might have ... Actually, I
didn't consider myself an expert
because l wasn't well prepared. I did
better on the learning experiences,
especially the one on euthanasia,
because I had written a paper on that
subject freshman year. .

Assessor: Were there any times when
you did make use of scientific
information in the discussion?

Well . guess so .. I remember
making the point, about why you would
not ware to knoW, that knowing might
interfere with the natural process of
pregnancy and birth and bonding. I was
thinking of the film we saw on bonding
and imprinting . . . and then I
remembered reading, I think in our
textbook, in one of the chapters it talked
about the influences on fetal
development and it talked about severe
stress being almost as dangerous as
excess alcohol or smoking
A. Yes, I had that noted as a fine
instance of criterion #18: "Utilizes
information and knowledge in decision
making." Can you think of others'?

Urn, . . . not at the moment . . .

A: Well, I also noticed that you were the
one who made the point about d being a
blood test.

Oh, right. It was the Jehovah's
Witnesses idea that got me thinking
about that, and I was trying to use it to
make the point about not demanding
that the test be taken. What I was
getting at was, as simple a thing as it is
medically, there's still the moral question
of a person's right to make their own
decisions. I did not agree with the idea
the law can force a couple to take the
test by not letting them get married. This
whole idea conflicts with ray basic
beliefs, which is why/ was so insistent,
but the group didn't want to stay with
that. I was frustrated .
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A: What were you hoping to achieve in
the group?

Really, i thought one of the things I
could contribute was to get at this
question of the genetic screening being
mandatory, to introduce that whole
perspective.... I wanted to see this lead
into the question of who has the right to
decide moral issues, like we did in the
euthanasia disctission and the one on
nursing homes for the aging. Is it the
state or the individual? This is important.

thought we might get into all that when
[Reba] brought in Nazi Germany, but we
went another way and didn't pick up on
the idea ... so one of my biggest
contributions was lost.
A:What other things did you contribute?
Were there things you felt you brought in
that the group wasn't seeing or doing?

Yes, for one thing this contradiction in
what Tom and Fran are doing. I think I
was the first one to point out that they
are trying to be honest about their
beliefs, but then they are asking
someone else not to be . . .

A: Yes i agree You spotted that conflict
(criterion #10) very well. I had a note of
it here. Others?

As far as other conflicts . . well, it
seemed to me the state was being a
little hypocritical about the financial
aspect. The whole time they're saying

We want to protect you," as [Joanne]
said, they're also looking out for their
own pocketbook. And that was another
time I used information . I don't think
anyone else mentioned how long the
baby would survive. or the fact that Tay-
Sachs babies become completely
helpless after the first six to twelve
months. That enters in there.

As the feedback session continued, the
assessor and Marie went on to review her
behavior in the discussion according to
each of the criteria. He noted her ability to
use analogous issues and dilemmas,
particularly her contrasting the
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conscientious objector example He pointed
out her ready expression of her affective
responses, and her empathizing with the
characters' feelings. He also showed her
where she had begun transferring concepts
as well as incidents in the feedback
discussion itself, as she sought to bring in
issues developed in earlier dilemma
discussions.

Then they looked at her apparent difficulty
in stepping aside from her own position,
either to conceive of others' perspectives
or to weigh conflicting judgments. Marie
took this new dimension in, thoughtfully:

So you're saying it isn't a matter of
needing to be uncertain about my,
beliefs, like (Reba] was
A: No. Not at all. Not unless you really
are. But its the process of stepping
back, putting your own convictions aside
for a moment ...

.yes, I can see than. One side and then
,ttle other side, sort of speaking up for

both . . but I still have this feeling that it
can be dangerous to act as if something
is alright when you know it isn't.fm not
sure I want to play the devil's advocate
when there's something as basic as
personal freedom at stake. . . .

A: I think its a matter of working
through what the other person thinks,
even if it is wrong, rather than
pretending to think it's right. Wnat is it
that a person who takes this position
tells themselves? How do they reason it
out?

Like [a philosophy instructor] is always
saying. "Assume your adversary is a
reasonable, well-meaning human being
who doesn't know he is making an
error."
A: Right. Exactly And then walk through
his reasoning with him until you hit it.

Yes ... yes . . . 0/c\ Well, what do I
need to do to work on this?

Conferring with the assessor and her
instructor, Marie agreed to make
arrangements to join another group of
students two weeks later in a moral
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dilemma discussion for re-assessment
Meanwhile, she was assigned to view the
videotape of a different group in her class,
taking the role of an assessor. She was to
create a behavioral transcript, write out a
diagnosis and prepare-an-o-utline of how
she would handle giving feedback to the
student the assessed.

"The intent was to give her the chance to
"bserve another person's thinking closely
and to have to come to some organized
conclusions in order to describe it," the
instructor says. "In this I hoped to make
use of one of her strong suits her
empathy as sne watched the student on
tape and as she worked out ways to
critique her performance to her face in a
supportive way."

Rich and complex though it almost always
is, no single moral dilemma discussion can
De counted on to elicit all the elements of
valuing involved at a given level.

This group, for instance, did not get into the
question of why genetic screening tests
have been developed in the first place. "R's
a chance to probe the values behind a
given scientific development and its
technological application," the instructor
says, "but not every group takes it.

"And there are other analytic patterns that
can't really be shown sufficiently in the
discussion and feedback. Students may
admit to changing their perspective on an
issue in midstream, for example, but that's
still a long way from tracing and accounting
for transformation in one's valuing, which is
one of the criteria for Level Three."

We therefore use moral dilemma
discussions for validation only in the
context of larger, more complex
assessments. Prior to this discussion, each
student had already done a guided analysis
of both a newspaper feature and a medical
journal report on amniocentesis, annotating
each for its value assumptions and
judgments. She then wrote a newspaper
editorial explaining aid taking a stand on
this new process and its implications.

Then came the moral dilemma di,cussion,
after which she rated herself generally on
eacn of the criteria prior to the feedback
session. After feedback, she described and
analyzed any changes in her value
positions during or as a result of the
discussion. Finally, she was asked to state
and explain her position on compulsory
genetic screening in a letter to her
congressman, and to outline a personal
action plan for further enacting her
position.

"This assessment makes a long and
complicated package," the instructor
observes. "But it's an invaluable chance to
see the student at work in different modes
on a concentrated effort.

"The ct.. :sidered analysis and reflection of
her written work balance the dilemma
discussion, where we catch her thought on
the wing, so to speak."

Assessing for Decisions:
An In-Bosket Exercise
Another assessment technique that has
proven useful at Level Four is one called
The in-basket exercise.

In this simulation the student takes the role
of a member of an organization who must
deal with a full "IN" basket (memos,
telephone messages, let.ers and projects)
on a day when no one else is in the office
Since phone lines are also closed, the tasks
must be handled in writing and put in the
"OUT" basket within the specified time.

Where a moral dilemma invites the student
to explore and respond to insoluble
questions, an in-basket does just the
opposite. It challenges her to apply her
valuing abilities in perceiving, weighing and
solving a set of inter - related problems

Each student in one professional
communications course, for example, plays
the part of a recently-hired publications
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specialist at a community cultural center,
who comes in on a Saturday. She finds in
her "IN" basket:

a memo from the director and a chart
showing the proposed reorganization
of center staff;
a copy of the center's brochure
describing its history, purposes and
programs;
a memo from the center's magazine
editor inviting her to edit a manuscript
attached, due Monday;
a memo from her supervisor, passing
along a complaint letter from a citizen
who was turned away from an ( xhibit;
a second memo from her super
enclosing a newspaper article about a
taxpayer's revolt (led by the same
citizen) and asking her to write and
record an editorial comment on the
issue for a local radio station;
a third memo from P -; supervisor,
asking her to outline an agenda and
some criteria for the Wednesday
morning staff meeting at which all
publications are to be reviewed;
a note from the center's TV producer
that he has made a Wednesday
morning speaking date for her at a
local college;
a phone messaoe from a college
teacher, thanking her for the speaking
commitment and saying she mil drop
by Monday morning to pick up an
outline;
a fourth memo from her supervisor,
enclosing a rough draft of an annual
financial report to the board and
requesting her suggestions for
clarifying and "softening" it;
a second memo from the magazine
editor asking her to sketch a redesign
for thecenter's brochure.

She also has a memo pad, some stationery,
pens and a two hour time limit (not
including the recording session, which
folloWs immediately afterwards).
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"Of course, the universal complaint is
time," the instructor says. "In-baskets are
specifically designed to require some
means of selecting tasks. There's no way
they can all be done.

"There are also some built-in linkages and
conflicts, like the college talk and the staff
meeting both coming on Wednesday
Morning. That's a forced choice if she
sees it. Or the complaining citizen and the
editorial, where she has to spot the fact
that it's the same man."

While it is not the only competence called,
for, valuing plays an important part in the
in-basket.

Most certainly, in order to select which
tasks she will attempt the student must find
some principles and priorities and apply
them to a heterogeneous collection of
problems.

Resolving specific conflicts for herself,
such as deciding between the speech and
the staff meeting, demands similar value
judgments. She has to weigh her obligation
to assist in enhancing the center's relations
with its community, for example, against
the responsibilities she has been asked to
take on her departmental team.

Dealing with others the irate citizen, the
thoughtless TV producer, the college
teacher she must not only make valuing
decisions about what to say or not say,
what tone to take, she must also attempt to
infer that person's values and speak to
them. This becomes clearest in the
editorial, where she has to infer the ,alue
frames of the anti-tax group, the center and
the community and articulate them
convincingly whether or not she is able
to resolve them.

A three-part evaluation form helps make
elements of her valuing even more explicit.
The student is asked her impressions of her
fellow staff members and a series of
questions about her performance: how well
she felt she did, how she approached
ordering and handling the items, what her
priorities were, what her most difficult



decision was, and what if anything she
would do differently. Finally, in chart
format, she summarizes "What I Did" and
"Why" for each of the problems.

"After working with the in-basket for a
-while," the instructor says, "you develop a
pretty sure sense of how she made her
decisions just from looking over the items.
This evaluation, though, serves as a good
check against your inferences. It also helps
her to reflect on her effectiveness, her
priorities, and on the degree of harmony
between the values she acted on in
different situations.

"This student's method for prioritizing was
a pretty common one, for instance: '1
sorted the papers by due dates and worked
first on the ones due Monday morning,
starting with the speech outline.' That's
almost an evasion of the value dimension,
and many students grab at it under
pressure.

"But what would she do differently? Look at
her evaluation chart. '1 would organize my
time better. would look at the total amount
of work and set time limits for each task
... I would not do those that did not require
my in eaate attention.' She's already
working toward a more sophisticated
approach, and there's at least the
implication that she may use some criteria
of importance as well as time.

"Here's another student who cleared her
desk at one stroke. She passed the budget
report to accounting and sent the complaint
letter and editorial request to the ,

Community Outreach oft;ce. There was no
Way we could validate her on this particular
assessment, of course, becaose that
created huge blanks 'n the data

"But in feedback we did look at why these
might have been reasonable things to
expect of her. She began to see how a
professional isn't just holding a job, but is
enacting certain values of her own through
the institution and on its behalf.

"The editorial and the complaint letter help
bring Mat sort of thing into focus. One

student sent the citizen a gracious letter.
She says, Your attempt to view the exhibit
implies a real commitment to the arts.' At
the same time she shot a memo to her
supervisor urging that they hold open
meetings to draw citizens into the center's
program evaluation.

":;er editorial showed this same tendency
to handle. onflict by inclusion. She all but
ignored the taxpayer movement while
rehearsing the community's years of
commitment to the center. According to
her chart, these were the first two tasks
she-handled. Why? To keep good relations-
with the community we need to focus on
the citizen's desire and need for a center.'

"Another student, who took "Man does not
live by bread alone' as the theme for her
editorial, sent the angry citizen a poster
from the exhibit he'd missed and offered
him a personal tour. Responding to him
was her first priority. He was also leading
the citizen tax protest,' she says on her
chart. But he's not really against the arts,
in fact he values them so much he's angry
about it. We have to remind him of that in
positive ways.'

"Both these students were using their
valuing abilities as an integral part of their
skills as communicators. They inferred
values with a sharp eye, they articulated
value frameworks clearly and drew out
similarities.

"They also had a definite value system they
were working out of The first one used that
same inclusive style everywhere she

asked to meet with her supervisor on the
fiscal report, she put a brainstorming
session on the staff agenda, she said the
whole staff should be consulted on the new
brochure design. The second used
pragmatic tactics to back up her
commitment to the values she expressed in
her editorial, and to reinforce them in
others."



Because the.in-basket involves such
intense time pressure, feedback offers the
student a needed opportunity for more
reflective thinking. "live also found that it
helps to wait a week before feedback," the
instructor notes. "After a few days she can
relax and look more freely at the decisions
she made."

For the student who sent the poster,
feedback began with a review of the tasks
she had chosen not to undertake.

Assessor: Let's look at what you didn't
do and talk about why.

Alright . The one thing I decided not
to handle at all was the brochure.
Nobody needed that done. It was
obviously a good idea, but my thought at
the time was the old saying: "If it ain't
broke, don't fix it." I did indicate to Ann
(the magazine editor, who had initiated
the project] that I liked her idea, and that
I wanted to get together with her on it
later in the week.
A: Why did you do that?

Well, to build a good relationship with
mher. I mean, she made an overture to

me as a new colleague, just like she had
with the poetry article.... She was
assuming that I would be her equal, her
colleagtfe. And I certainly wanted ro pick%
up on that and respond in kind. .
A: What else did you decide not to do?

I decided not to give the talk to the
junior college class. But that didn't save
me any time. It would have been
quicker, probably, to do the outline,
ix,ca..-30 that was one of the decisions I
really had to sort my way through... .

My first inclination was to be really
put out with this character [Bart, the
video producer, who had made' the date
for her] for being so flaky and
inconsiderate. I'd already begun to fear
the worst from the budget ... he hadn't
gotten his figures in one time, and his
department had this huge overrun... .
So my immediate first thought was, "Oh,
no. The heck with it. Let him pick up the

-Vieces."
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But then I thought, "No, that's a
temptation: what if I had made this
appointment myself, ty mistake? What
would I do then?" Well, that helped me
sort out the conflicting values that were
really involved . . whether I should be
there to help shepherd through this
agenda I'd ddsigned, or wtiether we
could afford to let down a teacher and a
whole room full of students. At first I
leaned toward going, because I thought,
"The agenda will be there as my
contribution even if I'm not, but the
students in that class WI: nave nothing

except a sour taste for the center."
But finally I realized that if my main goal
was to help the center, I'd better be
there doing what I could to help the staff
work together effectively . .. that was
really the best way I could help in
coping with this crisis of the tax protest
and the budget and the
reorganization... .

So then I had to deal with Bart.
Putting him out of the picture, as if it
was my own mistake, had helped me to
cool off. And in terms of getting the staff
together, I couldn't very well just dump it
back in his lap. But I did feel it was time
for him to learn a lesson. So I told him
why I couldn't do it, and that the teacher
would be coming in to his office on
Monday, and made a few suggestions of
people he might contact. I also put on a
P.S. to remind him to ask before making
any appointments for me. Actually,
though, I think that would come better
face to face, as a more offhand thing.
A: In these decisions, your primary
values were ..

Well, what would be beSt for the
center was primary. But I guess I came
down on the side of being a colleague
as the thing I most valued, and the thing
that would also be most helpful to the
center as a whole. It was there in my
deciding to deal with Bart in a
constructive but realistic way, and in
going to the staff meeting, of course .. .
and in my note to Ann, too.



A How would you relate that to what
you said in your editorial?

Let mesee ... my main point was
INS, about the civilizing and spiritual
values in the arts. And here, where I
talked about these being the intangible
"glue" that holds society together ... I
gidess I'd say I expressed a high value
on Community there, and.on mutual
consideration and support as being
some of the qualities people develop
through living' with the arts. So if that's
what we're all about as a Center, we'vf
got to work that way among oursetxs.

And with the public, too. I felt it was
another temptation Just to dismiss the
tax revolt . .. it struck me how
hypocritical it would be to deal with this
fellow one way as an individual and
another as a member of the group. So I
tried to think through, "Where is he
coming from? Where are they Coming
from?" And that's when I saw it, that he
was mad precisely because he cared.
He wanted to see the show, he valued
art . About the group, I couldn't be
sure, but I spoke to them [in the radio
editorial] as if l were only speaking to
him. .

Consideration and support, and
harmony . .. trying to find a common
ground in a conflict situation ... these
come through as values in what I did.
And I think they really are, they're a part
of me . think these are essential
qualities in any relationspip, whether it's
a job or a city or a marriage or
whatever.
A: Where do you see yourself
formulating conflict here?

Well . I think I do, but in my own
mind. I mean, except for getting firm
with Bart about the college talk, I would
see the conflict and try to think it
through, find a direction to resolve it,
before I would put anything on
paper.... I'm not interested in lust
confronting for the sake of confronting
. I guess I'm using conflict, or being
able to see conflict, to try to resolve it.

A: What about others' perspectives?
Sure, of course. I mean, you can't

begin to communicate with somebody
until you know what they mean by the
messages they're sending, and what
kind of field your message is going'to be
received in . . . 1 couldn't get a handle
on the- editorial until I saw where the

.
man was coming from who had missed
the exhibit. . . And b did the same with
Ann, and Carol [her supervisor] ... Now
that you mention it, though, I'm not sure
I really did get into Bart's thinking. I
used the timeI had to get over my first
explosion, and to set up a better
strategy ... but I can't really say I had
any idea why he was behaving the way
he did in his.own mind.. . .

Reviewing her work on the in-basket and
her reflections in feedback, the assessor
and the student concurred in their
judgment that she had satisfied the criteria
for Level Four.

"It doesn't always happen," the instructor
notes. "I have to be a little directive in
feedback, asking her 'Where did,you'do
this?' because there are four different
competences going at once in the
instrument. But I make it a rule to hand her
ti'e ball like that only twice on any criterion

if she doesn't pick it up and run, then I
cant really say it would be self-directed
reflection any more.

"I like to use inbaskets, for learning
experiences as well as assessments. They
simulate many of the conditions a
communications professional is likely to be
workingoin, and they give the student a
dramatic sense of how her abilities all have
to interact simultaneously in that kind of
setting."
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Assessing for Involvement:
individualized Designs

The upper division student moves
increasingly into areas of professional and
personal commitment, and begins to
develop a sustained involvementiln her
area of concentration and its vaying
dimensions. The assessments she
experiences change accordingly.

Whether she is working in a classroom or
in a field situation, the student takes
increasing responsibility for her +earning.
She frequently defines and pursues
Projects independently within her courses;
and she must respond to the needs of the
situation in on-campus and off-campus
work settings.

At the same e, she does- not primarily
encounter new valuing elements or
processes at the "advanced" levels.
Rather, she works in several contexts
toward a more_integratedNersatile
command of the abilities she has already
demonstrated. She also devotes increasing ,

effort toward shaping a personal/
-professional "credo," into which she
integrates ter profession's espoused values
and theoretical frameworks, her knowledge
of valuing theory, her own values and her
personal valuing style.

Assessments at Levels Five and Six are
therefore often individually designed, or at
least significantly modified to fit the actual
learning situation in which the student is
working. Yet these assessments frequently
incorporate techniques and tools she has
used before. The difference is the reality
and complexity of the settings in which she
appliedthem, and the sophistication with
which she can do so.

Professional disciplines like education and
nursing, for example, have long used
journal-like methods for recording and
analyzing field experience. In designing
formats for these field journals, moreover,
the respective faculties have naturally
taken care that the journals focus on those

dimensions they see as essential to thibir
disciplines including valuing. The
advanced student's field records, then, lend
themselves readily to the kind of
assessment techniques she may have used
for the valuing journal as a beginning
student.

This time, however, shelnust do more thkan
simply be aware that -there isa valuing
disilerfsion involved in a question of client
care or in dealing ,with a particular child.
She is now seeking to show al. ;he relevant
abilities she hadeveloped earlier
inferring values, relating them to wider
systems, empathetically understanding
other positions, perceiving conflict,
generating alternatives and projecting their
implications, communicating her judgments
and suggestions clearly, and 'so On. And
she is seeking to integrate all these
effectively into the flow of the field
situation.

"Mind'you," an education instructor warns,
"we're not looking for perfeclion. A third- or
fourth-year undergraduate isn't going to
show the insight and fines6e she will ten
years later as a seasoned pro but that's
the direction the criteria are pointing in at
this level. She's starting down that road."

For the education student who presented
lolktales to her Latin and Anglo classes,
this meant that she was not only assessed .
for her ability to elicit and perceive
;Iulturally linked patterns in the children's
responses. She was also assessed for her
effectiveness in using what she learned to
modify her teaching approach, as reflected
in specific incidents in her field journal.

Upper-division nursing students likewise
keep rigorous journals, not only for their
clinical work but also for ttfeir teaching and
management projects and their volunteer
service in non-nursing roles. Assessment
focuses on critical incidents, as the student
and other assessors draw patterns fr,om the
journals andfook fooevidence of
increasingly fluent injegration of h'ir valuing
abilities into her work.
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"The format of a clinical journal may look
different from the valuing journal she did as
a freshman."- a nursing instructor notes,
"but the mode is Certainty-the same. What
has really changed is the criteria. The
senior will have to be showing all the
valuing ablittesof a competent professional.
After all, that's what she'll have to be by
the day she graduates."

The journal is not the only technique to _ -
reappear in advanced-level assessments. In
one senior nursing seminar, considerable
friction developed among a group of
students assigned to work as a team on a
clinical project. ThlTsoon reached the,
point where they asked tobe reassigned,

"This was a golden opportunity," one of the
instructors recalls They had hit on exactly
the kind of problem that comes up in
professional life The kind that puts your
commitment to collegiality and your ability ,
to act on it to the real test

"So we had a moral dilemma discussion
We created a stimulus, adapted the
criteria . Then after we had aired out
everyone's responses and the thinking and
values behind them, we moved into what
you might call a problem-solving group to
work out a modus vivendi for this team

"Tnis was one of the major assessments of
that term for those three students They
had to use all their valuing skills, not to
mention. social interaction, analysis,.
problem-solving . We couldn't have
planned a better one if we had tried."

:This willingness to adapt'and improvise
assessment techniques is even more
necessary in the OCEL (Off-Campus and

.0n-Campus Experiential Learning)
seminars. Here, most of the disciplines
involved such as management, social
Sciences. humanities do not have clearly
established methods for documenting field
work. And the situations in which students
work are varied and unpredictable.

"The unifying principle is the EL
Seminar," an instructor explai S "This is
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the common curricon, which we can
predesign It's the 'reflection' phase in the
'action-reftecticin' dialectic of experiential
learning a_meeting ground where
students who are working in completely
diverse settings can fold their common
problems.

"And believe me, ethical problems and
valuing conflicts are far and away the most
common. If seems like every student, at
some point or another, wonders if she isn't
goikto have to quit her OCEL job Or`at
least risk it. in a confrontation over a value
problem.

"These crises are usually, terrific
opportunities for a studentto show what
she can do with a re& challenge one
she's often convinced she can't handle. But
because of the ad hoc way they turn up,
we have to respond to them on a flexible
basis

If a Student seams to bring up a situation
toward the end of one session, or mentions
it to one of us individually, we have learned
to put it on the agenda for the next seminar
meeting Then her initial presentation of the
conflict becomes part of the assessment
,How well can she perceive and articulate
he values at issue,'7 Does she express her
Cwn stance, making her reasoning and her
feelings apparent? Does she have a sense
of where others in the situation are coming
frOm?

"Although she knows she is being assessed
weary not to over-direct the discussion, but
to let things develop As other students
pitcil in, one may start 'counseling' her so
directly ,hat we can formulate that Then
they're ooth in roles that can be assessed
for valuing and other abilities.

Or ,tie have used perspective-taking
eAercises that arise out of one student
saying ib her, 'Now what do you think X
had in mind? Maybe they had a reason At
limes we design rill- fledged moral dilemma
discussions cn the spot.
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"We've also-developed a written role-taking
exercise the student can take home, in
which she evaluates her work to date from
her on-site mentor's point of view. It
requires further data-gathering on the OCEL
site, too, which is very useful in helping her
to take a more complicated view Of the
conflict and to test out her inferences and
hypotheses.

"This exercise generates a good deal of
conflict, especially when her mentor's
evaluation comes along. Where they differ,
if the difference persists, she must face the
question of whether she'll change her
behavior and if so, how. It can be a
tremendously intense experience, but it
helps her move a great way toward her
own professional code."

Critmal incident journalsoral dilemma
discussions, role-taking exercises these
are some of the assessment techniques
that reappear at the advanced levels of
valuing. Other assessments, especially
those in which the student sets foph her
personallprofessional "credo," involve her
in experiences she has not previously had.

Advanced students may participate as
guest instructors in the freshman "Pie-
Professional Seminar." or in intermediate
classes irf their own disciplines, to explain
what it means to become a professional in
their respective fields Some, who have
managed college along with work and/or
family, may serve as peer advisors with
beginning students in their fields facing
similar challenges.
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Advanced students also take part regularly
in the college's various seminars and
workshops for colleagues from other
institutions, illuminating the curriculum'from
their perspective as learners...Anil studenti
are engaging in off-campus consultations
and professional society activities with
increasing frequency, working alongside
their faculty mentors as colleagues, or on
their own as members of the discipline and
representatives of the college.

"Level Six assessments can be a real joy,"
remarks a psychology instructor "By its
very nature, you're watching the student do
what she does best, what she has chosen
to do as a professional.

"One of the students who went with us to
the regional meeting in Minneapolis was
giving her part of the panel presentation on
experiential learning, and I remember
th...King, look at her. She's really doing it

she's poised, organized, she's fielding
questions from researchersjand
practitioners from all over the Midwest.
And I almost forgot to Rake my notes or
assessing her. She wasn't a student a y
more. She was a colleague, an() one I was
proud to be associated with;"

Assessing Ourselves: Evoluatio

The experience of watching a stude f
develop-as a valuing person, and of being
able to describe her .growth accortling to
specific criteria and document it with
recorded assessm6nt performances, is an
exhilarating one for us as educators. Yet
we know there is more to do.

We are doing our best to teach and asses\
for growth in valuing. But do.our
assessments assess what we mear. them
to? Do they discriminate valuing frdei ot'
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abilitteksuificienily? Do th-y call for the full'
rae.ge of what this student as learned and
can dd? Are we*really asking for
increasingly sophisticated valuing, or does
it JUst look that way because the course

, content gets more complex? Can the
chaqges we see,in her performance really
be attributed to instruction? Are these

. outcomes lasting? If they are, do they have
-anything to do.witki personal and .

professional effectiveness after college.)

4 These kinds of questions,veak to the
quality, effectiveness and validity of our
valuing curriculum. They require us to

' assess not only our students' performance
but also our own. a'

, We take two basic approaches to this task
of evaluation: internal and external. The
internal approach includes all those
methods by which we analyze, compare
and synthesize what we do within the
curriculum. In the external- approach We set
what valuing means at Alverno alongside
various measures and perspectives that
reflect what it means elsewhere.

The Internal Approach. Several methods of
assuring quality and effectiveness are built
into the curriculum itself. These include the
ongoing work Of the Valuing Division(in
particular the refinement of the generic
criteria at each level) and the similar efforts
of the collegewide Assessment Committee,
which oversees our understanding and
implementation of assessment and reviews
instruments and student performance
patterns from every competence and
discipline against criteria set by the faculty.
Such basic features of the curriculum as
our regular review of all course syllabi, or
Our insistence on using several judgments
in assessing student development, also
provide internal checks.

0

In addition, the faculty havddeyeloped
certain "milestone." assessments Which .

occur outside any course, offering a
chance to corroborate the student's
already certified abilities as well as
checking her readiness to transfer them
into a new situation and integrate them in
action. Among these are the VAluing
Generic Instrument, designed to assess
levels.1-4 sirriultaffeously,"and the I
Intitrated Competence Seminar, a foth-.
hour simulation involving all eight
competences.

The Office of Evaluation has recently%
designed and conducted a pilot pre-lpqpt
instruction study of the Valuing Generic
Instrument, controlled for ihe.effects of
non-academic maturation. Statistical'
analyses suggest that it should be possible
to distinguish which of the generic'criteria )
for leyels 1-4 actually discriminate
instruc ted from uninstructed students, V
gain insight into how seqbential and
cumulative the levels really are, and to
compare variation in student performance
as a measure of instructional effects.*

This pilot study is one of two reported in
Friedman and Mentkowski. "Validation of
Assessment Techniques in an OutcomeCentered
Liberal Arts Curriculum: Empirical Illustratioils.-
paper presented to the American Educational
Research Association (Boston. 1980).
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Studying studen1 performance on this
"milestone" assessment instrument thus
not only helps us to val -,ate the instrument
itself, it also helps us build up an array of
methods we can use in evaluating the rest
Of our assessment instruments. And it
contributes directly to refining the generic
criteria for valuing and thus helps to
improve the validity of our concept of
"valuing" as a competence.

The External Approach. The Office of
Evaluation also conducts a variety of
coordinated research projects which
(stable us to study the durability of the
outcomes our students demonStrate, and to
compare them ;.ith.measures drawn from
outside our curriculum

8.0

A Student Profile Study, which combines
confidential depth intennews and a rating-
scale attitude questionnaire, asks Selected
samples of students to stand aside from
their experience and reflect upon ,their
learning and Alverno at the end of eact-
their college years. This project is already
providing a wealth of insight into Students'
perceptions of the college, the curriculum
and most importantly, their own patterns of
growth and learning. (A "case study"
drawn from one student's responses is
reported in Chapter IV.)

At the same time, an overlapping sample of
students particioates ill a battery of
cognitive, ego and moral oevelopment
instrunterits developed by researchers
around tie ,^buntry. Along with these", which
are z dministered at the Jriginning, midpoint
and and of college, these students take a
number of tests designed to assess specific
abilities like "ci Weal thinking" and "self -
definition". The develoorriettal int.otuments
give us one way to relate our
growth, as we see HIM assessments, to
more general measgres of their potential.
The ability tests provide rough comparisons
of the competences we have identified with
similar abilities defines by others.
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IV. Sharpenirig Our Fqcus

As we plan and teach, assess and evaluate,
we come to know our students better in
relation to valuing' their attitudes,
questions and expectations, their Potentials
for development and their needs fOr
'guidance, challenge and support.

We also gain a Clearer and clearer'vision of
the valuing process itself. And each time
we tninlywe hive gained something in
understanding we "plow it back" into
practice, putting it to the test in classrooms
and field settings, seminars and
laboratories.

This constant dialectic loop, from action to
reflective understaneing to testing in new
action, closely resembles the experiential
learnin., cycle with which we have become
so familiar. We take heart from this
"independent rediscovery" as a sign that
we, too, as edubators, are engaged in
genuine learning.

We recognize that this is not a
teleologically closed proceSs. We haVe
involved ourselves in an ongoing cycle
which will not come to rest after five or ten
or even twenty years in a comprehensive
theory of valuing, nor wilt it at some Vete
yield a fixed curricular model for valt;ing
education.

Nonetheless we can share what we are
learning as we pull it together and make
sense of it in our own reflections. Most of
our learning at any given Moment, of
course, is going on in dozens of places at
once. Almost d. If day an individual
instructor, a 'team, a depaetment Will reach
an insight and set about el raying it ennugh

1'

to test it in prctice. It is the Valuing
Competence Divisions special role to try to
gather all of this regiilarly and synthesizs it
--'and the writing of this book represents
one such effort.

In this chapter in particular, we share some
of the learnirig we have synthesized to date

/about the valuing process and about our
students. We have no doubt that as we

^ write, our colleagues are going beyond
what we say, exploring problems and
opportunities that will significantly reshape
the understanding reported here.

Nor do we imagine that the understanding
we have come to at Alvemo can simply be
generalized. Each institution, each
educator, has unique goals and resources
which will shape their particular approach
to such a complex process as valuing. And
of course,we teach different students:
each classroom is a new universe, to which
all our experience and reflection is at best
a tentative guide.

Understanding the Valuing Process

Unoerstanding the valuing process has
become critical for us as educators. it is
the energizer,in our efforts both to develop
our own valuing abilities and to educate
others toward valuing. Those of us in the
Valuing Division are the group of faculty
responsible for leadership in synthesizing
and distilling our collegewide understanding
of valuing. We pursue this through a wide
range,of activities.

We explore various teaching methods,
review student performance on
assessments, co-assess with faculty in their
courses, observe and analyze the
performance of students engaged in
various learning activities, discuss with
faculty the ways they teach valuing, and
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analyze Office of Evaluation studies on hrlw
our students' perspectives change We
maintain an ongoing dialogue with
colleagues working on moral education
programs elsewhere, through consultations
at other institutions and a regular schedule
of workshops and seminars for visitors We
have also reviewed various philosophers',
theologians', psychologists' and educators'
attempts to articulate aspects of the
valuing process such as ethical theory,
moral stage theory and religious belief
systems.* Yet our major source i the
performance of students engaged witn us
in the learning context.

As we share, compare and discuss all
these sources of insight, we have been
able to more clearly define our
understanding of "the valuing process"

Our model of the valuing process,
presented in this chapter, is not a theory.
Rather it is our effort to discharge our
responsibility to our colleagues, to distill,
and reflect on our faculty's current
corporate understanding our operating
definition of the ability we are seeking to
foster.

As a faculty this is how we form more and
more workable ideas about the nature of
that ability, which will in turn guide further
curriculum development. This constantly
refined vision of valuing helps us to talk
about and to facilitate a process that is just
beginning to be understood as an explicit
goal of higher education.

For us, the key to understanding "valuing"
is to see it as a process. It is a dynamic, an
ongoing dialectic between the individual
and the many professional, interpersonal
and societal contexts in which she must
engage, choose, decide and act Valuing

includes all the abill'iits and resources she
can call upon to guide her engagement in
decision-making at any one time.

Although It is a process, valuing is difficult
to describe without creating the impression
that it can he identified and measured in a
static manner. rtis is because in order to
examine a process. we must abstract
images of it at Narious phases of its
expression. But for us, tne serf 's of images
we create as assessors or theorists does
not convey a static notion of valuing, since
we are daily rmmersed in the dynamic of
practice. Each such image, immediately
calls forth in our minds the living context in
which it occurs.

Components of the Valuing Process. As we
reflect on our images at the valuing
process, we see three interacting domains
or components: knowing, judging, and
acting.

While we have defined each of these
components to some extent, the
interrelationships between them have been
the focus for our observations and our
interactions with students. The constant
interplay within the valuing process is what
we seek to recognize, understand and
develop across the variety of
teaching/learning contexts v e create

By the term knowing we mean to suggest
all the wide variety of constructs,
hierarchies and processes that go to make
up a person's mental "set" of
"equipment, the cognitive alio affe:tive
order of mind she might bring io a
particionr moment.

The results of this ongoing search are available
in "Values Development in Higher Education. A
Bibliography" (1979). regularly updated
publication of the Valuing Division.
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The list of terms in this area is by no
means intended as exclusive, but is meant
to indicate in its heterogeneity that knowing
embraces a diversity of elements. Thus. the
aspects of knowing include the cognitive
and affective structures of human thought
as well as its content of value, ethical or
religious systems, and the attitudes and
beliefs that persons identity s !hell own.

Other aspects such as awarenws, memory
and imagination and perception (of self,
others, systems, situations) suggest
aspects of knowing involved in the
interpretation of a moral or value-laden
situation and its meaning. This
interpretation is also affected by
motivations, as well as by dispositions
created by past experiences and present
continge,:.ies.

By judging we mean to suggest the many
processes by which a person applies her
mind to a particular situation or question,
all the activities of what one instructor has
called the "feelingful mind" that can be
observed or inferred. Because it is a form
of applied thought, judging necessarily
appears more dynamic than knowing.

Analyzing to break open a situation, conflict
or system, providing arrays of moral
reasoning pro and con for choices, or
comparing and contrasting a variety of
judgments, deliberating consequences or
points of view or alternatives, justifying one
choice over another or aligning it with
professed values, clarifying issues, implied
values or ethical judgments all these
are, for us, indicators of judging. So are
empathizing, inferring another's perspective
or taking on others' roles.

All or some of these activities may occur,
singly or in concert, stimulating reflecting
On what "I would do" or "We should do"

perhaps in turn initiating further
reasoning, ark:',zing, empathizing and
reflecting Together these processes can
also generate more abstract levels of

discourse on the issues, questions, and
conflicts of "ought" and the intrinsically
"good."

An effective learning situation will often
trigger a dynamic interplay between all of
these ways of judging. But it is their
relationship to acting that highlights
knowing end judging more clearly.

By acting we me, the modes of behavior
which follow from It iging.

The moral choice, the ethical decision, the
expression of values, all arP ways of acting.
So are patterns of coKiuct. and short- or
long-term commitment the life -long process
of "standing for something." Doing
thought and feeling translated into a
specific behavior, a life-style, a work or a
pattern of actions is the most obvious
communication to others of our moral Hie
and the most durable and tangible result of
the valuing process.

Acting is both a result and an impetus to
knowing and judging When we speak of
valuing, we are describing the full
interaction oetween what is understood and
what is done' how knowing and judging are
used to choose a particular course of
acting.

We are also describing a never-ending
process. The very act of making and
explaining a choice may stimulate future
moral judgments Or action may create a
disequilibrium that causes us to re-examine
our analysis, our knowledge or our
attitudes.

KNOWING, a person's cognitive and
affective order of mind.. .

JUDGING, the .,,veys she applies her mind
to a question or situation. . .

ACTING, the modes of behaviqr that
follow from judging. .

. . . all interact in the CREATED CONTEXT
of the learrrng environment.
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Contexts of the Valuing Process. Valuing,
moreover, is not simply an internal
dynamic. It involves an ongoing dialettic
with the environment.

Each person lives and moves w'thin a
variety of contexts: her profession, the city
or town or rural area she lives in, her
friends, her natural and technological
environments, the culture into which she
was ,born, the culture in which she now
lives, her family, her church, her country,
the literary and artistic "worlds" in which
she operates aesthetically, the human race,
the specific institution or group in which
she works, and so on.

This almost infinite variety of overlapping
contexts extends in both space and time,
some immediately pressing and others far
off, some in the past of heritage and
memory, others p -iected into future plans
and goals. But they all, in their varying
degrees, play a living role in her valuing.

Each context is a source of ethical
Standards, of knowledge and experience, of
categories for ordering thought and feeling.
Each, too, is a source of questions and
problems, of conflicts and opportunities
vflich challenge her to make moral
decisions. In each, as she acts, her valuing
decisions have an impact, whether on a
close and daily basis (e.g., as a colleague
or neighbor) or less.frequently and directly
(e.g., as a citizen or a member of a
professionai organization).

In these terms, college can be seen as a
created context. with its focus on teaching,
learning and assessment, it provides an
environment deliberately designed to
Stimulate and enhance the student's
development.

College does not, however, replace or
shield her from the pressures and
involvements in any of-the other contexts of
her life, which all continue. In'- ^r by
drawing her into new realms of knowledge
and inquiry and new modes of thought and

action, while also making serious demands
upon her time and energy, college tends if
anything.to multiply the array of contexts
with which the student must engage. She
finds herself faced with even more value
systems and personal models, even more
questions and challenges to meet.

What we offer as educators is an
opportunity for reflection, inquiry, multiple
learning experiences and systematic
reaction and critique. The college
environment provides the student with the
human and other resources to be self-
reflective about the valuing process. It is an
area for her to pursue new directions, to
discover new information, new culture&
new approaches to empathy or analysis.

In the college setting she can act through
her newfound learning, testing and
evaluating and discarding. And she does all
this in the company of her peers and future
professional colleagues, with the assistance
of serious reflective evaluations from
professionals who are dedicated to her
growth.

Within the created context of a particular
learning situation, we may focus on one or
another of the three components of the
valuing process and attempt to stimulate
interplay between its aspects. But it is the
interrelationships between knowing, judging
and acting that are the real challenge for
us and for our students.

How doe's a greiter understanding of
ethical theories impact on a student's
acting toward her peers in a philosophy
seminar? Or, if a student nurse or teacher
or art therapist takes on.the linguistic and
cultural perspectives of her client, will she
change her behavior toward the client and
his or her farnily9 Will acting more
fo'cefully as client advocate lead her in
turh to change her attitudes, or develop her
ability to see through the eyes of another?
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As she acts, each student experiences new
areas of responsibility and commitment
to her learning, to her future professional
colleagues, to those she interacts with and
serves in a professional role. At the same
time, her ways of knowing, judging and
acting frequently come into conflict with
each other and with those of others, while
changing contexts provide further
challenges and help to promote transition.

Qualities of the Valuing Process. We have
distinguished certain qualities of this
dynamic valuing process.

First, the process is developmental. A
series of "images," drawn oer pme,
shows us that the student's use of the
valuing process undergoes constant
change, as an enacted value decision in
one context of her life not only influences
other contexts but also alters her own
resources end abilities. This constant
Change, moreover, moves in a definite
direction toward integration, toward a
greater consistency between knowing,
fudging. and acting and across a variety of
contexts.

We seek to understand this development
and what energizes it How does it occur?
Why? Like Piaget, we have come to view
the process as animated by a dynamic of
imbalance between one context and
another, between one component of the
valuing process and another, or between a
number of aspects within a single
component. .

The individual seems to be constantly
striving to resolve such imbalances, yet in
the very process she encounters others
While our students differ in their tolerance
for-the degree or rate of change, they all
seek to develop. Motivated by the
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encounter with uncertainty each strives to
adapt, only again to confront uncertainty in
new areas.

We have also observed that development in
valuing proceeds through engagement. The
valuing process involves the entire person

cognitive, affective, volitional and
physical dimensigns in interaction with a
world of contexts. -

As she encounters the individuals and
groups, ethical structures and value
systems, moral problems and options within
these contexts she learns by engaging
herself not as an observer, but as a
committed participant, making and carrying
out her own valuing decisions We have
noted a dialectic between the individual and
the context: the student's valuing not only
changes her. it also changes her
environment.

Futther, we have noticed that the student's
use of the valuing process becomes more
self-directed. She becomes the initiator,
setting the direction of her own
deveiopment.

Her initiating the valuing process
icourages her trust, a self-confidence that

allows challenge and change. She becomes
increasingly able to act in contexts that
embody differing sets of values. She can let
other value systems be a catalyst for
further development of her own. She even
begins seeking and selecting Contexts that
will challenge her growth.

Our attempt to understand the valuing
process has been, so far, a richly
rewarding activity. For us, it has given flesh
to the descriptions of our colleagues in
many disciplines who have also attempted
to abstract and describe this most complex
and essentially human activity. And he
sense that we are tapping a vital aspect of
adult learning and development continues
to reward our efforts.
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Understanding the Student

At the same time as we learn more about
the valuing process, we also learn more
about our students in relation to valuing
How we understand the student in turn
greatly determines how we develop,
implement and evaluate our valuing
curriculum.

We therefore see'. to understand not only
her development and achievements but
also her perspective. We attempt to
recognize t-ier perception of who she is and
how she changes, her aspirations and her
goals. We ask how she appears to us and
to herself both now and when she leaves
Alverno, as well as who she becomes in
her later professional and personal life.

Our experience with the student in
classrooms and off canpus, in learning
situations and assessments, constitutes a
rich accumulation of potential insight and
understanding. Another impottant source,
drawn from outside the curriculum, is the
_work of the Office of Evaluation.

As part of our ongoing longitudinal studies
of curriculum outcomes, selected classes
participate 'n a battery of tests at the
beginning, midpoint and end of their
college careers These have included
measures of cognitive, ego and moral
development created by or based on the
work of Piaget, Perry, Loevinger, Kohlberg
and others, as well as several inslr,ments
designed to assay specific abilities.

In addition, a sample group from each
class is interviewed every spring during
their four years in college and at selected
intervals thereat nr, using our Student
Perspectives Interview. This non-direc' ve
depth interview, administered by trained
interviewers, provides our richest source of
insight into the student's charging
Perspective on herself and her learning..

Althoilgh the other measures are valuable,
we don't want to reduce what we might
learn about the student ti a series of

scores. What is most important to us is
how the individual woman grows and
changes 'n her understanding of herself
and her abilities. These two-hour
confidentia: interviews form a backdrop
against whi,:th we can interpret her changes
on the other measures. As she develops,
she also often spontaneously tells us much
about how she sees valuing and our
attempt to influence this central part of her
life.

The interviews of one student we'll call
her Jennifer offer a clear example of
how glimpses of the valuing ability 'and its
growth can emerge. Jennifer speaks at the
end of her freshman year:

In my psychology course I just recently
did valuing. I think, that was very
influential. I took a comparison oi how
the values in the 1700's have influenced
the concepts of adolescence from theri
to the present, and I showed how values
differ. Many people could go through a
psychology course and, unless they
realize that values really play an
important role in this changing concept,
they could have missed that whole
business going on there.

Here Jennifer shows her awareness that
"valuing" has a content all its own, and
tnat it can be applied to illuminate the
content of a discipline. By the spring of her
sophomore year, Jennifer is drawing her
examples from outside the classroom,
referring to an instance of conflict with the
faculty.

Mentkowski and Much, "Alverno College
Student Perspectives Interview" (1980), includes
instructions, protocols and questions for
analyzing the interview transcripts.
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0: Do you think that there are any kinds
of beliefs or values that Alverno
encourages its student% to adopt?

I think the major value .s that you feel
you are a competent person, educated

, in your career. I think that's a major
value. I don't think, at least I would
hope, that the system does not feel th,.
they should force their values onto the
stud& ts.

I think that's very much how,most
Students feel, too. For example, with this

the faculty had
a certain philosophy and the students
disagreed with it. Sure, we had hassles
trying to figure it out and how to work it
out But in the end the faculty respected
us a heck of a lot in going ahead and
doing what we believed.
Q: You think the faculty respected you
for that?

I know they do.

In this case, Jennifer shows her ability to
identify the values of the context the
faculty in her professional area. She
describes her sense of intense conflict, but
underscores th' support she received for
standing for her own values and acting out
of them.

In her second year Jennifer also begins to
describe herself applying the valuing.
process (although she does not call it that)
as she sorts through a major internal
conflict:

0: Were there any times this year that
you felt particularly unsettled about,
something?

I had this experience with [a close
friend who did something that violated
one of.my strong moral standards.] It
was something that I cannot
comprehend or understand And when I
faced this, I was totally forced to
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reevaluate everything inside of me and
all my morals and all my values and
every way I thought.

I sat and listened to other people, and
that too totally forced me to reevaluate
myself. M f interacted with other people
to figure out where I stood, I heard
myself talking about it.

That made me reprocess it and think
my ideas over again until finally I was
able to face that situation again and say,
"This is my position, this is where I
stand."

The impact of this conflict is so great that
she comes back to it again in her junior
year interview. This time she is more
reflective, with a sharpened awareness of
both the intellectual and affective aspects
of valuing:

That really threw me for a loop, because
all those years j was taught that [what
my friend did] was'bad... . That was the
time I realized that you have to come up

,with your own ideas, you can't live with
somebody else's. ... So I really had W
sit back and think about that .. . to
consider what I felt was a friendship and
what all that entailed . . to consider
what I believed was right, going on
feeling too, which I think a lot of valuing
is. vou can be intellectual for so long
and then it is just gut feeling, something
inside of you that says, "This is
good.. . . ThiS is right."

Jennifer draws another example in her
junior interview from her involvement with a
friend facing a serious illness in thelamilf.

I have spent arLawful lot of time talking
with her and helping her through this. I
think that I have grown enormously. I
had to sit back and evaluate. I had to sit
back and look at myValues to be able to
help her. That has been difficult. ,

0: Could you describe that process to
me .

What usually happens is That I take in
both sides of it if there are sides
involved. Sometimes what I will do is go
out and find some information.
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I remember one night sitting up in the abused. In my past I guess I was

library looking up stuff on [the disease), guarded This year 1 have been involved

trying to find out what is happening and with it .. have grown so much.

what would happen next. So I gather All of them were new experiences. I
information objectively that way, plus had to IL* at my values and say, "Is
what I hear subjectively from her. this the way I believe?" or "How do I

Then once I have it all, I sit down and believe?" or "What is my philosophy

think "What are the values involved?" here?"
and ask if they are effective in that I guess you have to deal with conflict.
situation or, if they aren't, if they need to When I am reevaluating my values,

change. there is always some kind of conflict and

One situation that came up with her I have to go one way or another.
was the decision whether or not to stay In these third year excerpts, Jennifer has
in school or go home. You value your also begun to attribute some parts of her
education and being this far in school_deveion _jai g ability to her educational
and being with your friends and
graduating, but you also value your
family and the love and respect you
have for them.

So there is a conflict of values. From
there you either decide to follow one' set
or the other, or santthovrcombine-the
two. In that situation, I encouraged her
to go home more frequently but to stay
on with school and then give support
where it was needed:

Here, her growing understanding of her
professional field plays an important part. It
's also apparent how much more aware she

has become of valuing as a process. She
speaks of taking perspectives. gathering
'information, sitting down and thinking it
through, laying out a value conflict and
arriving at a judgment, and communicating
her judgment to her friend.

She is also integrating all of these, which
pretty dearly incorporate knowing. judging
and acting. And she is transferring freely,
applying them in a context of her own that
v'e have not created o; directed her
toward.

Jennifer's junior interview also shows her
integrating her use of valuing in and out of
the.,classroom while dealing with some
difficult new clinical experiences:

"I've done a lot +7 valuing in working
with suicidal people this year, counseling
runaway teenagers that have been

experiences. This becomes even more
evident in her senior interview, where she
stresses the importance of hearing others'
views and moving outside herself to take on
their perspectives:

0. What do you think the goals of this
program are?

I think to facilitate !earning as a whole
person. 1 think it really does that. ...
Both career or professional, and
personal development.
0. How do you think it does that?

Well, by the experiences we go
through educationally By opening up
opportunities to get involved . . in the
community and in the OCELs It happens
by instructors opening up these
opportunities and 'eel/frig the rest up' to
us to make up our minds . . how much
we want to get involved and how much
we want to do. If i had an opinion about
something, Alveino encouraged me !o
do something about it. That probably is
the main thing.
0: Are there any other ways you think
the college encourages this
deve!opment?

Yes. By having you look at all these
individual areas instead of just getting by
c,n one. I had' to take some classes I
wasn't even interested in, you know, In
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order tq get [the required number of
asessment validations]. And yet when Ib
look back on it I'm glad I had it because
I've ended up using it time and time
again in interacting with patients in the
hospital or staff. There were some
principles or values that were brought'
out in a class I originally wasn't

, interested in that I've carried on since.
0: Can yPti give soma examples?

Well I ended up-taking quite a few --
religion classes, which is really ironic
because I never was really into religion.
In fact when I came to college my
religion went crazy and I became very
skeptical about it. And I had to take the
classes in order to get certain [aesthetic
response validations] that I needed. I
think it was probably one of the best
things I ever did because it gave me a
time to really sit back and challenge my
religion and see if it was something I
really wanted or not. So when I came
out of those classes l think l finally
came out with my own value system,
whether or not I wanted religion and
why.

That happened my first two years.
Then the more I got into nursing the
more I realiz..rd that I needed religion
which was great, because I had made
up in my own mind that I wanted it
before I reached that point where I
needed it. And that probably wouldn't
have happened, I would never have
taken r e l i g i o n classes . . . they would
have been the last thing on my list.
0: You said that when you needed it you
had it. Could you tell me how you came
to realize that?

Well, I found as I got into nursing I
started getting into the area I was
interested in, which is cancer. There

'4were 'a lot of things I couldn't explain
-,,

and there were a lot of feelings that I
had that i didn't know how to deal with.
And the more I talked with people the
more I realized that nobody could
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Y answer those and everybody had a
difficult time dealing with it.

0: What kinds of things?
Like the feeling of helplessness.

That's the one thing that gets to me the
most.

There have been many times, you
know, where I've walked down the aisle
with a patient and they've been talking
to me and they want another year of life
and they have maybe a couple of weeks,
I want so desperately to be able to give
that to them but I can't.

I've come to realize that all I can do
in that situation is give, help give them
the best quality of life that they can
have. But dealing with that feeling of
helplessness and knowing that it's out of
your hands is very very difficult and I
think that's where religion has come into
being for me. My faith has become
stronger'and I realize that it's okay to
fe6. the way I'm feeling because
somebody upstairs is working on the
thing too, and there is a reason for why
It's happening. Whether or not I ever
understand it. The fact that I do value
my religion now has helped me to get
through those times.
0:,What was it exactly in those religion
classes that you think triggered that
process you're talking about?

I think probably it was nat just the
content that was taught but hearing
other people talk and hearing so many
ideas and beliefs. Hearing that some
people were in the same spot I was in
and trying to figure out what it meant
and what the purpose of it was after
having such a strong background in it.

I had always been brought up
Lutheran and never really had a time
where I decided that's what I wanted for
me. And there were some other people
who were at that same point, trying to
make that same decision I was.

That's how I feel most of my ideas are
learned or where my values come from.
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I don't know if that's anything I can ever
get out of a book, it's something l
learned from people.

Could you give me any examples?
Well, Nook a "Death and Dying"

class and , .. we were talking about life
after death. That was at the time when I
was reatty trying to get all that together,

and I think just hearing everybody's
different ideas that day the Christian
teachings and where they come from,
the idea of reincarnation, and then
everyone's individuarideas. . Hearing

all of that was really good.
Everybody had a different idea of

what life after death was going to be like
. and everybody had a different reason for

why things happen as they do in this life.
And hearing all these different ideas I
heard some of mine come out and I
heard some people feeling the same
way I did.

I think what I got out o it that day
was that I came to believe there is a
reason for just about everything that
happens, even though we have our own
free will and can do certain things But
there is a reason why somebodk dies
before I fetthey have to or they should,
i:,.10c1 there's a reason why I'm involved in
that situation, whether it's for my own
personal growth or it's for helping em.
I've really gotten to believe in reasons
and purposes related to religion, which
is what I got out of that class at that
time.

One of the mast striking parts of Jennifer's
description Of her valuing within a course
and during her clinical experiences is her
ability to generalize. She moves across

...situations and contexts readily, taking
abilities she has learned in one setting and
demonstrating their worth in another.

Jennifer also shows an integration
beginning here.between various aspects of
her learning and her abilities. Her,value
System begins to fit together with her
professional goals, as she realizes that the
various contexts of her life are parts of an

integral whole, bound together by her
values and commitments. This emerges
again as she reflects on her career choice:

I chose nursing because that's me . . .

it's not really a job fore me. I'd be doing
the same thing outs on the streets if l
didn't ha' 3 a nursing career. I have this
thing about talking and listening to
people, and that's what nursing is ...
my career and my personal life are the
same thing. They:re both so much
together that I can't separate one from

74 the other:

Jennifer also takes some time during the
senior interview to reflect back on her
growth as a learner 111 general, growth that
is apparent in her performance on all the
external measures of cognitive, ego and
moral development. Her reflections in the
interview illuminate, both for herself and for
us, how these changes come about. She
again describes the opening effect of
coming to know others' perspectkas, and
how it translated into action. She traces a
pattern toward independence as well, as
she moves from a peer group to a single
authoritative model figure and finally into
autonomy:

Freshman year I was somebody who
didn't have my head on straight yet,
trying to figure out what my own values
were and what my own philosophies
were. So I was real open to just listening
to people at that time. I picked out role
models that sounded impressive with the

way they communicated.
I was a real follower. A group of us

hung around togelhe. and we just clung
together and nnbody made a decision
without everybody making that same
decision. My own ideas that 1 had in my
head I never really shared because I
was too eked.

Sophomore year I stalled opening up
a little bit and voicing opinions but very
cautiously, only if it was something f was

very definite about. I think the big
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breakthrough at that time was (the
incident with the faculty, mentioned
above) where stuck up for
something I believed and went ahead
and got it. And seeing how it would feel
if people didn't agree with us.

Jurlior year I picked out a role model
that was someone who seemed to have
their act together in my profession an
instructor. I was confused and

'unorganized in my own thoughts and it
was good to have her around lust to
bouncAdeas off and hear what Ihe.had
to say.

She didn't just want to be good
she wanted to be good according to
certain criteria shehad set up for
herself.She had her ideas put together.
My ideas were all over the place. I think
seeing somebody who had the same
values and philosophy as I did and who
had it working together was what I was
looking for.

That year:too, our group started
breaking away from each other and
started having our own ideas, and
evaluating each other's.

This year, my senior year, I started
thinking of nursing not as a major but as
a profession. I don't haw2 thetmanY role
models so much this year because I
think I have developed my own ideas
and) don't really need somebody to look
to any more. I have my on ideas and
no one person can model that for me
because they are not me.

I found this to be the year where I
was out challenging people. Instead of
just sittingback and evaluating, I'd go
out and say, "Well what abOut this?
Have you tried this' For example, what
I did to create that evaluation tool There
were so many people who told me I was
nuts, that It would never get off the
ground, and of course it did. It was very
successful.
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9: What do you think made you change
in the way you approach learning?

Probably just my own personal
development, I would think.

Like I said, when I came here I was
very much of listener and that's the
type of learning I got involvegt in. Then
as I started expanging myself and
getting my ideas together, I started

, getting into a more experiential type of
lealning, going out and trying it and

- seeing how it works and finding it out on
my own. I:felt secure enough in myself
to be able to try it andffake whatever
happens. 1

And then as far as listening to people,
I think that also changed with mes I
changed from centering all my thoughts
on myself to starting to expand to other
people and not being as self-centered as
I was. I feel like I still am somewhat self-
centered but I'vr ,Jecome more people
oriented than I was. .

Elsewhere in this same interview Jennifer
gathers these and other examples into a
more generally integrated view of her
development, a view in which valuing pliys\
a surprisingly central role:

Q. What kinds of challenges has being at
Alverno created for you?

The major challenge was to expand
my own Ideas and become more open- ;.
minded to other people. And to create a
value system and philosophy of my own.
I think that was the major challengand
that encompasses so many different
experiences that I've gene through to
finally get to that point.

And I feel like now I've got my act__ _
together, I know what i iike, I knoii What
I don't, I know what my values are, I
know what my philosophies are. They're
not going to be stagnant and I'm sure
they're going to change. They've
changed many times in this year but
they're together and I know myself. I
don't think I've.ever kriown myself as
well as I do now. '01
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And because I know myself i'm able
to go out and care about and love
people more now than what I was able

to. I could have never been at the poipt
where I'm arright now before this,
because'l was too centered on myself.

But now that I know myself loan go out

and start caring about someone.,*
My fiance and I, we've been ding a '

lot of talking about all the different things

involved in married life . apd so we've .

been talking about a lot of Values, and a

lot of ways We want to handle situations.

Alverno has taught mthoW to handle
s them, how 0 talk abUCthem, how to

talk things through and)deal with them

and I have found myself using this in

trying to make a decision with `my
fiance]. And hel starting to use it, too,

which is really funny. Together we're
working thrciugh the sarhe process teat

Alverno has taught me. .
But I was the one who got to this

point where I'm at with the way I feel
about .myself, having my ideas together,

my valves together: my philosophies
together, knowing that they're going to

change but getting prepared for it. I feel

good about myself.

In these examples, Jennifer spontaneously
describes her growing commitment to her
profession, to her own growth and to her
role as a change agent, and to a future
spouse. She refers to the valuing process

as an integral tdof in resolving the demands
of a.tharriage. Throughout, she seems
clearly aware of her.own values and

that she values change, her own
development, and continuing involvement
both personally and professionally.

Jennifer also takes:pride in the confidence
that these values are hers, independently' ,
arrived at: Yet at the same timeshe freely
attributes them to their sources in
educational and, other experiences. The,full
extent to which she has internalized a
conception of Valuing and its role arides in

hb; :asponse to one of the intnviaW's last

questions:
0: Whet abilities do you now have that

yoi.' valve most?
Valuing.

0: Why that?
Because my whole thing in life is to

deal with people and to try and
understand them and try and learri from
theM and help them. I think valuing is
one of your number one things when it
comes to dearn§ with that: trying to

uhderstand people's values, trying to
understand your own. It's values that
hold people together, as a group and as .

an indivklual.
And I think,irs the most interesting

and challenging thing of all. I can see
problem solving: you carkget to be really
skillful at that. f can see analyzing: you
can get to be reqlly skillful at that. But I
thihRcinteradting and valuing are things
that you are never totally going to get.

They're something you're' always
going twork on the rest of your life and
you're never going to be totally skillful-at
that no matter how hard you try.
Because there are so many different
people and there are\so many different
moods and there are so many different
interaction's.... But I think it's exciting
to try.

4,0f course, not every student we interview
seizes on valying as her most prized ability.

Nor does every graduating senior
demonstrate exactly the abilities Jennifer
shows, or in he same degree. But our
students have shpwn us, in the consistent
patterns that pmerge from the interviews
and other studies as well as from their

cumulative performances. that dynamic and
coherent growth in the valuing ability is a
realistic, attainabff expectation.
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Speitcally, our teaching and assessing
and evaluating have confirmed that the
student whether she is 18 or 38 or 58, a
teenager fresh out of high school or a
working woman who,has raised a family
has the potential to grow in several ways*

She can become increasingly adept at
'discerning and articulating ?ter own _

moral philosophy, including her vision
of the good;
She can develop more and more
sophisticated Intellectual and moral
reasoning, along with more
imaginative and insightful perspective-
taking and empathy;

c She can achieve steadily greater
consistency between these abilities
(knowing and judging) and her
personal and professional actions
(acting);

, She can taixis an increasingly self-
j` directing role in initiating and

analyzingitroral actfon, ,lorcering
ethical conflicts that require

. rusoluticn, t'nd exploring new context:
and ethical systems that spur her to
further growth;

)She can increastargly tolerate the
ambiguitleCthat arise'when she
compares her "ideal" moral
philosophy and her "real" moral
practice, as she experiences the
limitations and constraints of human
action.
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Improving Our Practice
Everything we learn, through the intuitive
and reflective process that accompanies
our daily work with students, through the
organized systemi of planning and
critiquing built into our faculty operations,
or through the complex-studies undertaken
through the Office of Eyaluation, goes back
into the classroom.

In attempting to create a valuing curriculum
and to hold ourselves closely acCottable---
for its outcomes'and validity, we ha, e
rediscovereda vital and intimate i

relationship between research and
practice. Setting out upon the pedagogic
VerIture of teaching valuing creates a host
'of terious and difficult research questions,
We have found, at the same time as it
orteates the living laboratory in which to
44ek their ..nswers.

We are thus engaged in a complex of
research efforts far beyond what we could
have foreseen. This work is in.itself
challenging and exciting, and it is a
constant stimulus to further creativity in
teaching, as it keeps on yielding new
insights and ideas.

Early results from the Student Perspective
-Interviews, for example, suggested that
within an effectively supportive e,nyironment
one of the primary catalysts for learning .

and development was tne conflict of
viewpoints. This confirmed our own sense
of the importance of dialogue, as'well as
the conclusions of several theorists, and we
were therefore encouraged to emphasize
positive conflict and ambiguity as learning
tools throughout_the valuing curriculum.

Another project, the pre-/post-instrUction
study of the Valuing Generic Instrument,
has so far shown little evidence that Levels
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Two and Three are sequential. We knew
when we first defined them that they
involved the same process applied to
different domains (aesthetic and humanistic
works at Level Two and scientific and
technological systems at Level Three). We
had intended, however, that the levels
demand increasing, sophistication in the use

theseof these abilities. 1

This study has helped by 'giving quantitative
corroboration to out judgment. But it is also
giving us direction as we set about refining
the criteria, because its results enable us
to distinguish those criteria that are
successfully discriminating increased
sophistication from those that need to be
reworked. i

An even more thordugh redefinition was
initiated just last year b,,, the Valuing
Division's comparison study of student
performances 0 several dscipl.nes at Level
Five. Faculty members in nursing,
educatiqn and library science had all
reported some difficiilty with the
intercultural focus ot the level as we had
originally defined it.

Because they could hardly plan to place
every student in field and clinical settings
that were ethnically diverse, they found it

, hard to emphasize valuing in many of the
situations in which stUdents_were-actually
working, unless they {departed father
sharply from the generic criteria :They were
also concerned at a certain "shallowness"
in several students' understanding of the
subcultures they were working in.

Re-assessing a sample of student.
performances, the Valuing Division
members agreedthat there was a pattern
of neglecting valuihg in settings that did not
offer an intercultural dimension. "We
certainly didn't wantthe advanced student

(

to start overlooking her valuing, just at the
point when it's so central and integrative to
her discipline," one member says.

"And it did seem-that we were also
'forcing'. the intercultural issue rather late
in the game. Many students were imposing
concepts from their reading upon the
people they were Vying to understand. We
had meant this simply as an extension of
the Level Two ability to relate valuing in a
work to its historical and cultural
backgrounds. But the student's
performances warned us pretty clearly:
there's something a good deal more
complex irk doing this with a person instead
of a work. And we hadn't given them,,,
adequate opportunity before Level-Five to
begin developing it."

Division members therefore analyzed the
original criteria to clarify which processes
the intercultural approach actually sought
to encourage. "We found that what we
were really after was the ability to operate
effectively in a variety of contexts, where
value frames and assumptions differed
radically from one setting to the next. This
gave us a definition applicable to any
setting a student might encounter But then
we also realized that this multiple context
pattern was already implicit in Level Four,
where it needed more stress."
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Eventually, the multi-context requirement
became a part of the revised criteria for
Level Four. Level Five was restated in
terms that are more continuous with Level
Six, focusing on the ability to analyze and
formulate the value foundations of a
discipline or profession After several
months of revision and trial use, the new
criteria for Levels Four and Five were
introduced in a series of workshops with
the various departments and at the year-
end faculty institute.

As a faculty we now foresee a never-ending
agenda of such studies and modifications
as the cycle of practice, research and
practice continues. We also recognize
major areas, such as the impact of the total
institutional environment upon student
v,aluing'development, where we mist learn
more about what happens and undertake
what may be major efforts to improve our
practice. We expect to spend a part of our
energies over the next several years in
trying to understand better how the
"informal curriculum" contributes to
!earning, and how we can enhance that
contribution.

We realize that our experienbe at Alverno
has been unique, arising out of our
particular situation and mission and from
the interactions of a particular community
of educators and learners. In fact, we
would not recommend that anyone set out

to imitate our efforts, to adopt outright our
"thew)/ in use" or our tedchingor.
assessment techniques. They are offered
here to stimulate dialogue and creativity

They are also offered as encouragement.
Valuing education is ew (or at least
newly rediscovered) enterprise, especially
in higher education. Any educator who
discovers it is likely to feel eagerness and
excitement as the vision begins to unfold.
But those feelings may also be succeeded
by a sense of loneliness and dismay.

We offer our experience as an entire
faculty engaged in valuing education not to
suggest that d takes a whole college acting
in concerrto act at all, but to assure our
colleagues in every field that it can be
done. In any discipline, in any department.
in any course, it is possible to make the
inherent value dimensions explicit so that in
dealing with them students can come to
better understand and employ their own
potential abilities as valuing persons.

It is also possible to undertake the daunting
responsibilities of assessing student
development and evaluating the quality,
effectiveness and validity of the valuing
curriculum It is not easy, in fact, as it has
for each of us, the venture will almost

_certainly turn out to be more than was
bargained for But we can attest tolhe fact
that this is not simply true of the,challenge's

it is even more 4,14 of the rewards
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Both the Student Profile Study and the
administration -of such outside measures
will continue longitudinally beyond the
students' graduation. Following students
into their careers as alumnae should
enable us to analyze the persistence,
transformation and impact of the valuing
abilities they developed in college

Finally, the Office of Evaluation is cross-
checking the "value" of valuing ao we
define it here by undertaking a series of
studies to identify and define the,
competences that distinguish outstanding
professionals in several fields which our
graduates enter. A study of nurses has
already been completed, using a field
survey of their peers to identify the
outstanding nurses and intensive critical
incident interviews to build the data base
for distilling out the competences.

The internal approach to evaluation is thus
helping us to refine and establish the
validity of both our assessment instrument;
and of our understanding of valuing itself.
The external approach, meanwhile, enables
us to validate the outcomes our students
demonstrate, and the process by which
they developed These abilities.

Our evaluation approaches have brought us
, somewhat unexpectedly into another new

field of endeavor, as we have found
ourselves contributing to a nationwide effort
to redefine "validation" and to develop
evaluation methods appropriate to moral
and value education.**

Most importantly, evaluation is giving us a
reliable and stimulating source of sharp
critical insight into the strengths and
weaknesses of our curriculum, and an
impetus to continue developing as
educators For us and for our students,
being rigorously assessed is an invaluable
aid to growth.

Mentkowski, DeBack, Bishop, Allen and
Blanton, "Developing a Professional
Competence Model for Nursing Education,"
paper presented to the American educational
Research Association (Boston, 1980)

Mentkowski, "Creating a 'Mindset' for
Evaluating a Liberal Arts Curriculum Where
'Valuing' Is a Major Outcome," in Evaluating
Moral Development: and Evaluating Educational
Programs That Have a Value Dimension, Lisa
Kuhmerker, Marcia Mentkowski ano V Lois
Ericksd-i, eds. (1980, Character Research Press,
Schenectady, N Y.), pp. 27-62.
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To Our Colleagues:

During the past decade. one aspect of our work has been to
search steadily for potential colleagues in a variety of fields. In
the process we have gained some invaluable friends and critics.
We have also gathered a working bibliography of theoretical,
research and practical efforts in valuing and valuing education.

One of our main hopes in publishing this book is to extend that
network of colleagues. We are glad to make available both ourk

bibliography and a range of sample materials from our process

We are also undertaking to host an annual summer workshop in
valuing education, to enable us to work collaboratively with
educators from around the country who are dealing with similar
goals and issues.

We invite you to share your ideas, questions, comments and
your own plans and programs both in correspondence and in
the workshop setting4. To keep the dialogue going, write to:

Chairperson, Valuing Division
Alverno College
3401 South 39th Street
Milwaukee, WisConsin 53219
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